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IMF
"moving from schematic to layout could not be easier'

Electronics World & Wireless World Jan 1995

Quickroute 3.0 for Windows 3.1 has
been designed from the start to be
as easy to use as possible, without
sacrificing the power professional
engineers need to get the job done.
Quickroute is available with
schematic capture, support for
busses & power rails, 1-8 layer
auto -routing, SPICE file export, and
our new extended library pack.
Quickroute 3.0 PRO+ can also
connect to the Windows simulation
package SpiceAge using Windows
DDE. Contact POWERware for
more details!

L1,1_011, LIEE1 lif110
WPM

DESIGNER £99

PRO+ now
with SPICE
file export

& SpiceAge
DDE link!

Quickroute 3.0
Integrated Schematic and PCB
Design for Windows 3.1

LT_IF*IN

*Schematic & PCB Drawing *1/2 layer auto -router
*Supports Windows printers/plotters *Full set of
libraries *Clipboard support *Designer Special (manual
on disk) also available.

PRO
*Schematic & PCB Design *Schematic Capture
*Integrated Rats -Nest Generation *1-8 layer Auto -router
(faster than Designer) *Net -List Export *Supports
Windows printers/plotters *CAD -CAM outputs.
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Busses and Power rails handled easily
using Global Nets on PRO+

As the PRO but also includes *Advanced Schematic Capture
(Busses,Power rails,etc) *Larger Schematic & PCB Designs
*Gerber file IMPORT for File Exchange *Extended libraries
(CMOS,SMT,etc) *SPICE Export *SpiceAge DDE link.

*Prices exclude P+P and V.A.T. VISA/MasterCard
Accepted *Network versions available.

POWERware, 14 Ley Lane, Marple
Bridge, Stockport, SK6 5DD, U.K.

Tel/Fax 0161 449 7101
email info@powrware.demon.co.uk
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Pico Releases PC
Potential
Pico's Virtual Instrumentation enable you to use your
computer as a variety of useful test and measurement
instruments or as an advanced data logger

lees
Eiza

Hardware and software are supplied together as a package
- no more worries about incompatibility or complex set-up
procedures. Unlike traditional 'plug in' data acquisition cards,
they simply plug into the PC's parallel or serial port, making
them ideal for use with portable PC's.

Call for your Guide on 'Virtual Instrumentation'.

tJ J4

1

rNEW from Pico TC-08 Thermocouple to PC Converter
8 channel Thermocouple Interface
 Connects to your serial port - no power supply required.
 Supplied with PicoLog datalogging software

for advanced temperature processing, min/max cietection and alarm
 8 Thermocouple inputs (B,E,J,K,N,R,S and T types)
 Resolution and accuracy dependant on thermocouple type

For type K the resolution is getter than 0.1°C

TC-08 199
TC-08 + Calibration Certificate £ 224
complete with PicoLog, software drivers and connecting cable.

L A range of thermocouple probes is available.

Pocket sized 16/32 channel Logic Analysers
 Connects to PC serial port.
 Up to 50MHz sampling.

Internal and external
clock modes.

 8K Trace Buffer.

6 £219
SZ4-32 349
with software, power
supply and cables

"ere- /0
1 Channel 8 bit
 Lowest cost in the Pico range
 Up to 22kHz sampling
 0 -5V input range

L Carriaae UK free. Overseas £9 Oscilloscope Probes i xl. x10 1

=Pico Technology Ltd. Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd, Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ
Tel: (0)1954 - 211716 Fax: (0)1954 - 211880 E-mail: 100073.2365 @compuserve.com

4_

PicoScope
'Virtual
instrument'
software.

Pond temperature

fi

re MO Virtual Instrument
Dual Channel 12 bit resolution

Digital Storage Scope
Spectrum Analyser
Frequency Meter
Chart Recorder
Data Logger
Voltmeter

The ADC -100 offers both a high
sampliN rate (100kHz) and a high
resolution. It is ideal as a general

purpose lest instrument either in the
lab or in the field. Flexible input ranges

(±200mV to ±20V) allows the unit to
connect directly to a wide variety of signals.

,42,e- /OD with PicoScope £199
with PicoScope & PicoLog £219

The ADC -10 gives your ccmputer a single channel of
analog input. Simply plug into the parallel port.

>42,e- l0 with PicoScope £49
Et° PicoScope & PicoLog £59

- . . I I 0 II . O. 0.- I i   -
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BULL CLEAROUT SALE
WIRELESS VIDEO BUG KIT Transmits video and audio
signals from a minature CCTV camera (included) to any standard
television, Ail the components including a PP3 battery will fit into a
cigarette packet with the lens requiring a hole about 3mm diameter
Supplied wrth telescopic aerial but a piece of wire about 4. long will
still give a range of up to 100 metres A single PP3 will probably give
iess than 1 hours operating ome £99 REF EP79 (probably not
licensable!)
GOTAN EXPENSIVE BIKE?Youneectone ofourbotie alarms,
they look Ilke a standard water bottle, but open the top, Insert a key
to activate a motion sensor alarm built Inside Fits all standard bottle
tamers supplied with two keys. SALE PRICE £7.99 REF SA32
GOT AN EXPENSIVE ANYTHING? You need one of our
cased vibration alarms. keyswitch operated. hilly cased just fit It to

anything from videos to caravans, provides a years protection from
1 PP3 battery UK made SALE PRICE E4.99 REF SA33
DAMAGED ANSWER PHONES These are probably beyond
repair so they are just £4 99 each Mainly response 200 m achines
REF SA
COMMODORE GAMES CONSOLES Just a few of these left
is clear at E5 ref SA31 Condition unknown
COMPUTER DISC CLEAROUTWeareleftwith a lotofsoftware
packs that need clearing so we are selling aid. value only, 50 di scs
for EA, thatsjust Bp eachll(our choice of discs) SALE PRICE E4 ref
EP66
IBM PS2 MODEL 160Z CASE AND POWER SUPPLY
Complete with fan etc and 200 watt power supply SALE PRICE
£9.95 ref EP67
DELL PC POWER SUPPLIES 145 watt +5,-5,12.-12.
150x150o85rnm complete warn switch. flyieads and IEC socket
SALE PRICE E9.99 ref EP55
1 44 DISC DRIVES Standard PC 3.5' drives but returns so they
will need anenbon SALE PRICE (4.99 ref EP68
1.2 DISC DRIVES Standard 5 25. drives but returns so they will
lead attention SALE PRICE £4.99 ref EP69
PP3 NICADS New and unused but some storage marks. SALE
PRICE £4 99 ref EP52
SOLAR PANELS 3v output with two flyieads, 100x60 mm pack of
10 SALE PRICE E8.99 ref EP56
DELL PC POWER SUPPLIES (Customer returns) Standard
PC psu's complete with fly leads, case and tan pack of two psis
SALE PRICE £5 FOR TWO!! ref EP61
GAS HOBS AN DOVENS Brand new gas appliances perfect for
&mall flats etc Basic 3 burner hob SALE PRICE E24.99 ref EP72
Basic small built in oven SALE PRICE E79 ref EP73
BITS AND BOBS We have a quantity of cased modems,
multiplexers etc different specs but Ideal steppers. SALE PRICE E4
each ref EP63

SECURITY PROTECTOR 1,000 watt outdoor PIR
switch SALE PRICE £9.99 ref EP57
ENERGY BANK KR 100 6,6' 6v 100rnA panes. 100 diodes
connection details etc E69.95 ref EF 112.
CCTV CAMERA MODULES 46X70X29rm. 30 grams t 2v

100mA auto electronic shutter, 3 6mm F2 lens. CCIR. 512x492
pixels video output Is Iv p -p (75 ohm) Works directly Into a scan or
video Input on a fe or video IR sensitive E79.95 ret EF t37
IR LAMP KIT Suitable for the above camera enables the camera
to be used In total darkness, £5.99 ref EF138
PASTEL ACCOUNTS SOFTWARE, does everything for au
sizes of businesses, Includes wordprocessor. report writer,
windowing. netw °Nab. up to 10 stabons multiple cash books etc
200 page comprehensive manual .40 days free technical support
(0345-326009 try before you buy!) Current retail price is (129,
SALE PRICE E9.95 ref SA12. SAVE 020111
MINIM ICRO FANS 12V 1 5' sq SALE PRICE ET. Ref SA13
REUSEABLE HEAT PACKS Ideal ton fishermen, outdoor
enthusiasts elderly or Infirm, warming food, drinks etc, defrost,
pipes etc.reuseable up to 10 times. lasts for up to 8 hours per go.
2, 000wh energy, gets up to 90 degC SALE PRICE (9.95 REF SA29
12V 2AMP LAPTOP psu's 110x55x4Omm (Includes standard
IEC socket) and 2m lead with plug 100-240v IP SALE PRICE £8.,99
REF SA15
PC CONTROLLED4 CHANNEL TIMERContrd(onionhmes
etc) up to 4 Items (8A 240v each) with this kit. Complete with
Software relays. PCB etc £25.99 Ref 95/26
COMPLETE PC 300 WATT UPS SYSTEM Top of the range
UPS system providing protection for your computer system and
valuable software against mains power fluctuations and cuts..w
and boxed, UK made Provides up to 5 mins running time in the event
of complete power failure to allow you to run your system down
co, rectly SALE PRICE fuel E89.00.
SOLAR PATH LIGHTS Low energy walldights powered by the
sunl built In PIR so they work when you walk past Includes solar
panel d rechargeable bat SALE PRICE E19.9REF EP62.
BIG BROTHER PSU Cased PSU, 6v 2A output. 2m or, lead.
1.5m Input lead, UK made,220v SALE PRICE £4.99 REF EP7

WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR AN
IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that give you
Information on setting up different businesses you peruse these at
your leisure using the text editor on your PC Also Included is a
certificate enabling you to 'eproduce the manuals as mucn as you
Tike, SALE PRICE E14 REF E P74

RACAL MODEM BONANZA] 1 Racal MPS1223 1200/75
modern, telephone lead. mains lead, manual and oomms software.
the cheapest way onto the nett all this for just E13 ref DE C13

**ATLAS& POI 4TM SgsHillsotta VE tone, Gorepiste With
power aitIjueter, -t+Srere, and beans rArergerice edhitetar,
Rune. 2 AAA butteries. Prod.,* thin rod *NM kial0 fiat

crun eights. eirperterrente ego. Cheapest In the:VKI
4610£39,86 NI woo, TRADEPRICE US MIN 10 PIOCES

RADIO PAGERS8rand new UK made pocket pagers clearance
puce is just Er, 99 each 100x40x15mm packed with best Ref SE P5
BULL TENS UNIT Fully built and tested TENS (Transcutaneous
Electrical Nerve Stenulat on) unit, complete wrth electrodes and full
Instructions TENS Is used for I. relief of pain etc In up to 70% of
sufferers Drug free pain relief safe and easy to use can be used In
conjuncbon with analgesics etc E49 Ref TEN/1
COMPUTER RS232 TERMINALS. (LIBERTY)Excellent
quality modern untts,(like wyse 50 s) .RS232, 20 function keys 50
thro to 38,400 baud, menu dnven port. screen. cursor and keyboard
setup menus (18 meru's) E29 REF NOV4
PC PAL VGA TO TV CONVERTER Converts a colour TV into
a basic VGA screen Complete with buillinpsu. lead and sNiare Idea,
for laptops or a cheap upgrade Supplied In kit form for home
assembly SALE PRICE (25 REF SA34
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT Complete unit with 2 double
bulb floodlights, builtlln charger and auto switch. Fully cased 6v BAH
lead acid req'd (secondhand) E4 ref MAG4P11
SWINGFIRE GUIDED MISSILE WIRE. 4,200 metre reel of
ultra thin 4 core Insulated cai,ie 2Bibs breaking strain, less than 1mm
thick, Ideal alarms. Intercoms fishing doils house's es SALE PRICE
(13.99 ref EP51
ELECTRIC CAR WINDOW DE-ICERS Complete with cable,
plug etc SALE PRICE JUST E4 99 REF SA28

ASTEC SWITCHED MODE PSU B.21012 Gives 0 3 75A
.1201 5A, -120 4A 230/110, cased, BM41012 E5.49 ref AUG6P3
AUTO SUNCHARGER 155x 300mm soiar panel with diode and 3
metre lead fitted with a ogar plug 12v Nratt SALE PRICE... REF
S.A25

TOP QUALITY CENTRIFUGAL MAINS MOTORS SALE
PRICE2 FOR JUST £2.60 REF SA38
ECLATRON FLASH TUBE As used in police car flashing lights
etc. full spec suppil.. 60- 100 flashes a inn SALE PRICE £8.99 REF
SA15
24v AC 96WATT Cased power supply New SALE PRICE JUST
£9 99 REF SA.
MILITARY SPECG EIGER COUNT ERS UnuseiJanstraightfrom
Her majesty's forces SALE PRICE £44 REF SA16
MICRODRIVE STRIPPERS Small cased tape drives ideal for
stepping lots of useful goodies Including a smart case, and lots of
components SALE PRICE JUST £4.99 FOR FIVE REF SA26
SOLAR POWER LA BSP ECIA L You get TWOS... 6v 130mA
solar cells 4 LEDs. wee, buzzer. switch plus 1 relay or motor.Superb
value kit SALE PRICE JUST £4.99 REF SA27
RGB/CGA/EGA/TII COLOUR MONITORS 12' In good
condition Back anodised metal case SALE PRICE E49 REF SA16
SWITCHED MODE PSU ex equip, 60w +5, (55A 5v0. 5A
+12,02A..12v0 5A 120.0v cased 245x88x55mmIE-Clnput socket
£6.99 REF MAG7P1
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w . E299 REF MAG., 10
POWER SUPPLY fully cased with mains and ore leads 17v DC
900mA output Bargain price £5.99 ref MAG6P9
ACORN ARCH RI EDES PSU +5v @
4AA on/ort sw uncased, selectable mains Input, 145x100x45mm
SALE PRICE E4 99 REF SA1
13.8V 1 9A psu cased with leads Just £9.99 REF MAGIOP3
PPC MODEM CARDS These are high spec plug in cards made
for the Amstrad laptop computers 2400 baud dial up unit complete
with leads Clearance price Is E5 REF: MAG5P1
200 WATT INVERTER Converts 10-15v DC Into either 110v or
240v AC. Fully cased 115x36x 156mm. complete with heavy
duty power lead. clgar plug, AC outlet socket Auto overioad shuidow n,
auto short circuit shut down, auto input over voltage shutdown auto
Input under voltage shutdown (*eh audible alarm). autoternp cont..
unit shuts down If overheated and sounds audible alarm Fused
reverse, polarity protected output frequency within 2%. voltage
within 10% A well bunt unit at an keen price Just E64 99 ref AUG65.
UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Designed by us for
the C5 motor but ok for any 12v motor up to 30A. Complete wnh PCB
etc A heat sink may be required £1700 REF- M AG17
COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS PACK Kit contains 100m
of 6 core cable 100 cable Gips 2 line drivers with RS232 interfaces
and all connectors etc Ideal low cost method of ccenmunicabng
between PC's over a long distance. Complete kit E8 99.
ELECTRIC MOTOR KIT Comprehensive educational lilt
crudes all you need to build an electric molar £9.99 re, MAR10P4
VIEWDATA SYSTEMS made by Phillips, complete with Internal
1200/75 mode, keyboard, psu etc RGB and composite outputs.
menu driven, autodialier etc SALE PRICE (12.99 REF SA18
AIR RIFLES .22 As used by the Chinese army for training puposes,
so there is a lot about! E39.95 Ret E F 78 500 perlets (4.50 ref EFBC"

PLUG IN POWER SUPPLY SALE FROM E1.60 Plugs In to
13A socket with oulp ut lea d. three typ es ava lad e. 9vdc 15CniAE1 50
ret SA19, 9v. 20CniA E.2.00 ret SA20. 6 5vdc 5COmA E2 ref SA21
VIDEO SENDER UNIT. Transmits both audio and video signals
from either a video camera video recorder. Nor Computer etc to any
standard TV set In a 100' rang. (tune TV to a spare channel) 12v DC
op Price 15E15 REF: MAG15 12v psu is E5 extra REF: MAGSP2

SOMZ OF OUR PRODUCTS MAT Be UNLBMNSAALE 111 THZ tf

 FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE Small hand held unit with a
500 range, 2 transmit power levels Reqs PP3 9v battery. Tuneable
to arty FM receiver Price is £15 REF: MAG 1 5P1

 MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERSApairofwaikietallues
witha ra nge up to 21mIn open country. Units measure 22x52x155mm,
Including cases and earp'ces 2xPP3 req'd. £30.00 pr REF: MAG30
FUTURE PC POWER SUPPLIES These are 295x135x60mm.
4 drive connectors 1 mother board connector 150watt, 12v fan, let
Inlet and on/off switch. SALE PRICE £7.99 REF SA 22
 FM TRANSMITTER KIT housed in a standard working 13A
adapterit the bug runs directly off the mains so lasts forever, why pay
£700" or price is E15 REF EF62 Transmits to any FM radio (this Is
in kit form with full Instrucbons )
 FM BUG BUILT AND TESTEDsupenordevgn kik& Supplied
to detective agencies. battery req'd E14 REF MAG14
TALKING COINBOX STRIPPER COMPLETE WITH
COINSLOT M EC HA N ISMS originally made to retail atE79 each.
these units are des.gned to convert an ordinary phone Into a
payphone The units have the locks missing and sometimes broken
singes Hee ever they can be adapted for their original use or used for
something eise77 SALE PRICE JUST E2.50 REF SA23
GAT AIR PISTOL PACK Complete with pistol, darts and pellets
£12 95 Ref E F82 extra pellets (500) £4 50 ref EF80
6"X12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155x310nen
130mA SALE PRICE E4 99 REF SA24
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for E4 99
.ef MAG5P 13 ideal fa expert menters, 30 m for E12.99 ref MAG13PI

IIINNED0300017 PACK. IMOXOFAUXED 761PORMITS
(RIMMING 2 KILOS YOURS FOR MIT USW

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,StTS.81-1(

8N3 .501-. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MAII ORDER TERMS; CASH, PO OR CHEQUE

WITH ORDER PLUS t3 POST PLUS VAT.
PLEASE ALLOW 7-10 DAYS FOR DEUVERYPHONE uKrrE,,,
VeS4COMS ASICAQS,1/18A, SWTICI.L Am EICCAN EXPRESS)

TEL: 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

SIDE LEVER .177 AIR RIFLE Superb, low priced general
purpose rile. Ur tapered. rrfled barrel, holly adjustable open sights,
wooden sock very accurate with low recoil, 41' £39 95 ref R/3
4X28 TELESCOPIC SIGHTS Suitable for all air rifles, ground
'enses. good tight gathering properties E19.95 ref R/7
RATTLE BACKS Interesting things these small piece of solid
perspex Ike material that II you try to spin It on the desk 11 only spins
one way, rn fact If you spin It 'wrong' way it stops of its own accord
and go's tack the other way £1.99 ref GI/JO I
GYROSCOPES Rememberthese? w ell we have found a company
that still manufactures these popular scientific toys, perfect get or for
educational use etc E6 ref EP70
EDIBLE LONG LIFE CANDLES Made from Oleo Beef Steann so
you can eat them In an emergency alternatively you could just light
theml Each candle burns for approx 10 hours 2 for E2 99 ref 0/N326.
HYPOTHERMIA SPACE BLANKET 215x150cm aluminised
foil blanket reflects more than 90% of body heat Also suitable for the
construct on two way mirrors, E3.99 each ref 01L041
LENSTATIC RANGER COMPASS 04 filled capsule strong
metal case large luminous points Sight line with magnifying viewer.
50rnm dia. 86grn. £10.99 ref 0/1,604.
RECHARGE ORDINARY BATTERIES UP TO 10 TIMES!
With the Battery Wiza mil Uses the latest pulse wave charge system
to charge all popular brands of ordinary batteries AAA. M. C, 0, four
at a tenet Led system s how sw hen batteries arecharged, automatically
rejects unsutable cells, complete with mans adaptor BS approved.
Price Is £21 ck ref EP31
TALKING WATCH Y es, it actually tells you the bme at the press of
a button. Also features a voice alarm that wakes you up and tens you
what the Orne 1st Lithium cell Included. £7.99 ref EP26.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RADAR TRAPS CAN COST YOU
YOUR LICENCE! The new multiband 2000 radar detector can
prevent even the most responsible of dnverslrom losing theirlicencel
Ad ustatle audible alarm worn 8 flashing I.s givesInstant warning of
radar zones ,etects X. K. and Ka bands. 3mile range. 'over the
'around fiends' and 'rear trap facilrbes micro size just 4 25,2 5,.75.,
Can pay for itself In lust one days E79.95 ret EP3.
SNOREBUSTER! A small wristwatch style device thatdetects the
noise of snoring and Instantly produces a sbmulabon tot...! oft,
snorer without waking them The bio feedback effectively prevents
future bouts of snort, I hus redudng Snorebuster to only occasional
use 10 of 1,,00.s sad £24.99 ret LA15999
WORLDS SMALLEST TAPELESS MEMO PENt Not only is
I. a smart pen but will record 20 seconds of memos etc. No more
scotching about for scaps of pa,eril E39.99 ref AA213.81
ELECTRIC TYRE IN FLATOR High power microalr compressor
Inflates tyres airteds footballs etc Inc:lades pressure gauge £14.99
ref J82,1
MA MOD STEAM ENGINE SP2 Poe erlul compact modei steam
engine complete with fuel etc £39 95 ref SP2
SANYO NICAD PACKS 120mmx14mm 4.8v 270 maH suitable
for cord ess phones etc. Pa. of 2 just E5 ref EP78.

WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK FOR CASH
FREE CATALOGUE

1905 100 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW
AVAILABLE. 45P STAMP OR FREE

WITH ORDER.
PORTABLE RADIATION DETECTOR

WITH NEW COMPUTER INTERFACE £59
A Hand held personal Gamma and X Ray detec
tor. This unit contains two Geiger Tubes, has a
digit LCD display with a Pnezo speaker, giving ar
audio visual indication. The unit detects high
energy electromagnetic quanta with an energN
from 30K eV to over 1.2M ev and a measurin
range of 5-9999 UR!h or 10-99990 Nr/h. ref NOV1E
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smbit synchronous graphic

improves 17? c( -

in graphics applications

RAM

Hitachi has increased its range of synchronous DRAM with the launch of the HM5283206, an 8Mbit synchronous graphic
RAM (SGRAM) that provides more than three times the data transfer rates of fast -page DRAM at comparable prices. Hitachi
currently supplies 2 and 4Mbit SRAM for graphics applications and expects to launch a 16Mbit version later in the year.

Like the rest of the range, the 3.3V, 8Mbit HM5283206 will he used in applications to replace standard DRAM to improve
graphics performance and allow the CPU additional bandwidth during screen refresh. In addition, it will be used in some
high-performance graphical applications to replace expensive video RAM (VRAM).

The HM5283206 is organised as 256K x 32 bits with clock frequencies of 66, 83 and 100Mhz achieved through
pipelining, allowing data to arrive in a predictable fashion while the CPU schedules other activities. Burst
mode length is programmable and can he selected from 1, 2, 4, 8 consecutive words up to a full 256-

word page, and can be selected from one memory bank or interleaved between two.
The range of SDRAMs is configured with two memory banks that can be accessed

simultaneously and independently, so that one bank is read while the other is precharged. This
enables full on -chip interleaving of memory, which offers the high data bandwidth required for
graphics applications. (HM5283206) turst rate
giving 400-Mbyte/s bandwidth, needed for high resolution true colour displays. The 4Mbit
(HM5241605) and 2Bit (HM5283206) devices, organised as 256k x 16 and 128k x 16
respectively, achieve a bust rate of 66Mhz and 80Mhz.

The 8Mbit SGRAM device uses the LV TTL standard, and is powered from a single
3.3V supply and is available in a 100 pin plastic QFP package. Versions of the cevice are
available with 66, 83 and 100MHz clock frequency.
For further information contact Hitachi Europe Ltd, Tel: +44 1628 585163.

with 5V performance
Hitachi has announced the new HD74LV series of standard logic ICs. These offer tha same performance as the 5 volt HD74HC
series, but at only 3.3 volts. The 17 products within the new family include simple logic functions, decoders, bus transceivers and
bistables.

The devices have applications in areas where manufacturers are reducing the power consumption of their product, for example
telecom switches where a large proportion of power is consumed by discrete logic.

The HD74LV series is also suitable as the level shifting interface for mixed 3.3 vot: and 5 volt logic
systems and will find applications in products such as camcorders, personal digital assistants, sub-

notebook computers and portable phones.
In addition to the effect of operating at 3.3 volt, power consumption is further reduced by a low

input current of ±1uA and a quiescent current of only 20uA. The high impedance inputs are protected
from ESD (electrostatic discharge) by modified zener diodes, reducing the leakage current compared
to older logic families.

The HD74LV series uses well proven 2.5um CMOS technology with a low voltage range of 2.7 to
3/6 volts. Typical transmission delay time is 9ns, and load driving capability is ±8mA (output sink-

source current). These specifications meet or exceed those of the HD74HC series operating at 5 volts.

For further information contact Hitachi Europe Ltd, on +44 1628 585163.
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M and transfers data at
@

Designed v.,ith a high speed auxiliary bus and a 100MFLOP
processor, the new SP20 Digital Signal Processor Board from

Strategic Test transfers data on or off the board at 200MB per
second to set a new industry speed mark for a PC -based DSP
product.

Manufactured by Signatec of the USA, the SP2O's auxiliary
bus is a double -wide 64 bit implementation of Data
Translation's DT -Connect III bus The SP 20 incorporates a
33MHz ADSP-21020 digital signal processor from Analog
Devices. Operating at 0 wait states, the SP20 performs a 1K
real FFT in 340 microseconds or a 1K complex FFT in only 578

ms.
The SP20 features 128Kx48 of program memory and data

memory is available from 512 KB to 4 MB. An external 32-bit

digital I/O allows the SP20 to interface with devices outside of
the PC at transfer rates to 25 MB per second.

A complete interface library with source code in C rs
provided with the SP20. The Analog Devices Software
Development Package, including the ADSP-21020 function
library is available at additional cost.

For further information please contact Strategic Test on 01734 575150.

Latest from

Map
U

In
The new timer from Maplin electronics is a 24 -hour programmable light switch
that can be programmed for up to 4 pairs of On/Off switch settings. This can be

per day or for random switching which turns the load On/Off for 10-30 minute

periods throughout the programmed times.
The 24 -hour programmable light switch costs £24.99 (Including VA -1).
Also new from Maplin is the Car Battery Analyzer. This is a handy device for

checking the state of a car's battery arid charging circuit. Simply plug the device

into the car's cigar lighter socket arid read the display.
For testing the battery, the engine must be turned off and the car lights left on

dipped beam for one minute. Next, the device must be connected and the
display read. If the battery is defective the meter will register low. To check the
alternator/dynamo state, the meter scale must be checked after driving for more
than 15 minutes. A healthy charging circuit will register in the middle of the scale.

The legend on the meter is easy to read, and colour coded to show which
areas of the scale are healthy and which are bad. Suitable for negative ground

electrical systems, the Car Battery Analyzer costs £3.99 (Include. VAT).

For further information on either of these products, contact Maplin
on 1702 552911.

I Rya
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For further
information
contact The
AT&T Dataline on
+44 1734 324299.

software
AT&T Microelectronics has announced
new 4000- and 6000 -gate FPGAs for the
ORCA product lire, along with a new
release of the AT&T Foundry software
which provides p ace -and -route support
for both the ORC4 and ATT3000 fpmilies
of FPGAs.

The new ATT2C04 and ATT2C06
devices complete the lower end of the
ORCA product line which includes
8,000- to 40,000 -sate FPGAs, and fill the
gap between the ATT3000 and ORCA
product families.

"Routeing these new devices is done
in a fraction of the time that's needed
for comparable devices," said Roman
Polz, director of FPGAs at AT&T
Microelectronics Europe. "And we're
offering this combination of higher
routability and greater ease of use at a
fraction of the cost. These devices are
priced to compete directly with gate
arrays."

The new 0.5um FPGAs offer 60MHz
system speed per'ormance, and, like
other devices in the ORCA family,
feature fast -carry logic and on -chip
SRAM.

The new AT&T Foundry release 7.0 is
an upgrade to the NeoCAD version 6.1.1
software.

Video modulator boards
7lectronicE dist-ibLtors Cubegate Ltd recently announced the introduction of wo new boards designed to convert composite
Hdeo and aucio tc: UHF TV, approximately channel 37. They have been developed with the new generation of mini CCTV board
cameras it Trii-d 'or distribution of UHF TV signals to standard TVs and video recorders or specialised distribution systems.

Two versons are available: VM3 wh ch has composite video input and aucio input at line level and model VM5 which is
composite electret microphcne input. These models are board versions 'or OEM use but are also available boxed with
input and output st)ckets for easy installation.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR VM3
Composite video input 1.0v P -P at 75 ohms load.
Audio inpu- 47K ohms at 10OrnV.
UHF TV outpu: Channel 37 approximately.
Power Sur 9 to 12v DC at 50mA.
Size of &est boa -d 70 x 100mm

SPECIFICATION FOR VM5
Composite video inout 1.0v P -F at 75 ohms I
Audio input -K ohms at 2mV.
(5 volt Phauorr Powered)
UHF TV Oliput Channel 37 Approximately.
Power Suppy G to 12v DC at 50mA.
Size of circuc bcarc 70 x 10Cmr)

oad.

I

4
General applications are for use with CCTV camera and
camcorders to convert for use on UHF TV systems. They are also
ideal for security surveillance applications.
All enquiries to Sales Cept. Cubegate Ltd., Tel: 0171 258 1831.

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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Err
CPU BC witi4C/104 expansion

The AMC -4860 is an all in -one single board 486 computer with an on -board 16 -bit Ethernet (Novell NE2000 compatible) interface

supporting both 10BASE 2/5 (AUI) and 10BASE-T. The board also features a VGA CRT/flat-panel controller with the flat -panel

type configured in BIOS. The AMC -4860 offers all the functions of a PC compatible industrial computer on a single board yet only

occupies the space of a 5 1/4" floppy drive (just 5.75' x The board is 100% PC/AT compatible, enabling software to. be

developed and tested on a standard desktop PC and then downloaded and run without modification

On -board features include two serial ports (RS -232 and RS-232/422/485), one parallel port, a IDE hard -drive controller, a
floppy -drive controller and a keyboard/PS/2 mouse
interface. The board's watchdog timer can automatically
reset the system if it stops due to a program bug or EMI.
Additional functionality can be added with up to six industry -
standard PC/104 expansion modules

An on -board solid state disk (SSD) emulates a floppy
drive using EPROM or Flash memory devices. Capacity is
up to 1.44MB, depending on the size of the memory chips.

If you use Flash memory, you can read and write to the disk
just like a floppy. If you use EPROM, the disk is read-only
and you must program the chips with an EPROM programmer.
You access the SSD using standard DOS commands or
BIOS I/O. The system can even boot from the SSD.

For further information contact Advanced
Modular Comppters Ltd., on 01753 580660.

State of the art programming tools
for industrial PC hardware
Arcom Control Systems has interfaced its STEbus, Pcbus and
VMEbus boards to C and Visual BASIC programming tools
running under Windows, greatly simplifying and speeding the
development of robust PC -based systems for industrial and real-
time applications. The link between Windows software and
industrial hardware is a unique driver scheme called Super
DRIVER, which provides predictable and high-speed I/O
between PC programs and Arcom I/O boards for PC VNE or
STE buses.

They reduce application development time significantly, by
allowing system designers to work through the intuitive Windows
interface, and to call on the wealth of low-cost Windows
software for peripheral analysis and presentation tasks whin
can occupy a disproportionately large part of project timescales

using conventional programming methods.
Using SuperDRIVERs, application -specific industrial computer

systems can now be developed in a fraction of the time
previously required. Automated testing on the shop floor or in
remote field stations, engineering analysis and investigation, and
plan process analyses, monitoring and control - in fact any
application requiring a high -quality user interface combined with flexible

unique SuperDRIVER architecture.
To deliver these benefits, Arcom has developed a virtual device driver architecture which operates at a very low level

in the Windows environment. SuperDRIVERS forilisual BASIC and Windows C are implemented as virtual DLLs and

operate at Ring 0, the lowest level of the Windows operating environment. By implementing virtual instrument drivers at

a lower level than applications, Arcom ensures that I/O interfacing happens independertly of -the host virtual instrument

and program, providing the degree of determinism and robustness demanded by the real-time industrial arena.

For further details, contact Arcom Control Systems Ltd. on +44 (0) 1223 411200

configuration facilities - will benefit from the
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POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES -TURNTABLES -DIMMERS- . -.- . ' u" i1 , "jet',- .,,,  ,. . -_,,, .;
LOUDSPEAKERS -19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS SERVICE * LARGE CA4l - . 13 . STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE*

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS THOUSANDS PURCHASED rirorprimarzirrvrourijuirunw SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.
HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK BY PROFESSIONAL USERS These modules now enjoy  worldwide repulistion lor qua, reliability and pnriormiinc st a realistic price. Four

-

. -

models are available to suit the needs ol the prolessional and hobby market I.e. Industry, LIsurs, Instrumental and 141 -Fl
etc. When comparing prices. NOTE that all models Include toroidal power supply, Integral heat sink. glass fibre P.C.B. and
drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter. All mods!, are open and short circuit proof.

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts,..

- R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz. -. -..
..., .,,

...........

-.. .
-3dB, Damping Factor 300, Slew Rate 45V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500rnV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 a 123 a 60mm.
PRICE 040.85 + C3.50 P&PVT.,-

,
OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output 200 watts

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W 100W) MXF400 (200W + 200W)

MXF600 (300W + 300W) MXF900 (450W H 450W)
ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

power
R.M.S. Into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB Damping Factor .-,- 300, Slew Rate 50V/uS,

' . , T H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.,. -110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRICE 064,35 --,- £4.00 P&P

FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal translormers * Twin L.E.D. Vu meters *
Level controls * Illuminated on/off switch * X1.11 connectors * Standard 775mV Inputs * Open and short circuit
proof * Latest Mos-Fels for stress tree power dellvery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 8 MXF900 fan cooled with D.C. loudspeaker and thermal protection.

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC. - -T.H.D.
SIZES:- MXF200 W19,H3," (2U).1,11" ...

.

MXF400 W1 9 4H5,4"(3U)z1312.'

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts
R.M.S into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor - 300, Slew Rate 60V/uS

typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
' -110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

PRICE C81.75 C5.00 P&P
MXF600 W1 9-1015,.." (3U)eD1 3" if I
MXF900 W19-0454. (3U)1101 4 4." I - -f-

PRICES:- MXF200 C1 75.00 MXF4 00 0233.85 --
MXF600 0329.00 MXF900 C449.15  1
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 EACH

OMPIMF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor 300, Slew Rate 75V/uS.. . T.H.D typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.

FLWOMITITMIPTTIrT411,144:TaTTIVIITAT -110 dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2'
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.

cl....... PRICE C132.85 C5.00 P&P.

) ).,

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over, housed In a 19- a 1U case. Each channel has three level controls.
bass. mid li top The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches to adjust the
cross -over frequency: Bass-Mld 250/500/800Hz. Mid -Top 1.8/315KHz, all at 2448 per octave Bass invert switches
on each bass channel. Nominal 775mV Input/output. Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier and modules

OMP/WIF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R M.S. into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms.
frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping

-, Factor 300, Slew Rate 75V/uS T.H.D. typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110 dB, Fan
Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 a 125mm.
PRICE C2 5 9.00 012.00 P&P

.Price C117.44 + £5.00 P&P
NOTE: MOS FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:

,"41-411-10FIgT14X11E4-4i1.-FIFFTWITD * ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS* STANDARD  INPUT SENS 600mV, BAND WIDTH 100.0ii.
PEC EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) INPUT SENSSTEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 a 7 band .- (PROFESSIONAL -

773m, BAND WIDTH SOKHz. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC
L & R graphic equalisers with bar graph :II; Plis.,41 .-...LED Vu meters MANY OUTSTANDING 116117:1-FITIrt4;TT' LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERSFEATURES, including Echo with repeat &
speed control, DJ Mic with talk -over _,-..-f.
switch, 6 Channels with Individual faders

- -plus cross fade, Cue Headphone Monitor. 8 _, = 1... -- ..:,_ - -
Sound EH ects. Useful combination of the - '1 '

--,.._
f._! V,following inputs:- 3 turntables (mag), 3

mica, S Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.

GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER

FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.
Price C144.99 -i- £5.00 P&P SIZE 4 8 2 x 240 . 120mm,I ,qTT'14T441!UTiFIIPT4iiTllJFJrliril
- IEZO ELECTRIC TWE TERS - MOTOROLA

ALL EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
Join the
transient
these units
EXPLANATORY

TYPE
A

,

-
TYPETYPE

Piezo !evolution? The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an Improved
response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required

can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more it two are put in series. FREE
LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER., TYPE 'A' (KSN103 6A) 3 round with protective wire mesh Ideal lor

. bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price 04.90 50p P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN100 5A) 3'/, super horn for general purpose speakers,

rroE .8 disco and P.A. systems etc. Price C5.9 9 + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN101 6A) 2 a5 wide dispersion horn for quality Hi-Fi syS-
terns and quality discos etc. Price £6.99 50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSH102 5A) 2x6" wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency

. response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for high
E.

---Th,
quality HI-Fi systems and quality discos. Price 09.99 50p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 354' horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim.

-:-----------#771:L Suitable for Hi -Fl monitor systems etc. Price £5.99 + 50p P&P.
. 1' LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level control

8 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8-100 GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID, DISCO
-'

RES. FREO. 72Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 4KHz, SENS 97dB. PRICE 03 2.7 1 02.00 PAP
10- 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-100 GUITAR, VOCAL, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID.

-.
RES. FREQ. 71Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz, SENS97d8. PRICE 033.74 £2.5 0 PAP
10- 200 WATT R.M.S. ME10-400 GUITAR. KEYS.° DISCO, VOCAL, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
RES. FREQ. 65Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3.5KHz, SENS 99dB. PRICE C4 3.4 7 C2 50 PAP
12 100 WATT R.M.S. ME1 2-100LE GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO, STAGE MONITOR.
RES.FREO. 49Hz, FREQ. RESP TO 6KHz, SENS 100c18. PRICE C35.64 - C3.50 PAP
12- 100 WATT R.M.S. ME1 2-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE, P.A

, VOCAL, STAGE
M., 20NITOR. RES. FREQ 42Hz, FREQ. RESP TO 10KHz, SENS 98d8. PRICE C36.67 C3.50 PAP

" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME1 2-200 GEN. PURPOSE. GUITAR, DISCO, VOCAL, EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREQ. 58Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS 98dB. PRICE C46.71 C3.501.81,
i, 300 WATT R.M.S ME12-300.p HIGH POWER BASS, LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 47Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO SI/Hz, SENS 103(16. PRICE C70.181 ' C3.50 PAP
15" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME1 5-200 GEN. PURPOSE BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREQ. 46Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO SKHz, SENS 99dB. PRICE £50.72 + £4.00 PAP
15" 300 WATT R.M.S. ME1 5-300 HIGH POWER BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREQ. 39Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 10348. PRICE 073.34 + £4.00 PAP

and cabinet Input lack socket. 85x85mm. Price C4.10 + 50p P&P. r4T-TTZFT-4=V1131113111PirfilMIPIDT111140TYPE D.

ALL EARBENDER UNITS 6 OHMS (E.cepl E88-50 A EBIO 50 which are dual Impedance lapped@  A B ohm)
-:.

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUNDrirTUDIT-41-1-471RITriliaTTITTiP 8 50watt EB8- 50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN -CAR..............,
A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take advantage of the latest
speaker technology and enclosure designs Both models utilize studio Quality
12" cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles, wide dispersion
constant directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel iel.-- -....%ball corners, complimented with heavy duty black covering The enclosures
are lined as standard with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands r
POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET )

FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE .45H. - 20KHz
ibi FC 1 2-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE 0159.00 PER PAIR

N..- )
lbl FC 12-200WATTS (100dB) PRICE 0175.00 PER PAIR -.00'

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12 50 PER PAIR

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR 049.00
Delivery £6.00 per pair

RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP TO 7KHz SENS 97dB. PRICE C8.90 £2.00 P&P
10' SOWATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI-FI, IN -CAR.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO SKHz, SENS. 99dB. PRICE Cl 3.6 5 + C2.50 PAP
10' 100WATT EB10-100 BASS, HI -Ft, STUDIO.
RES. FREQ. 35Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 9,113. PRICE C30.39 :, C3.50 PAP
12. 100WATT EB1 2-100 BASS, STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO
RES. FREQ. 26Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 93dB

PRICE "2.12 * '3'0 PAPFULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5'. 6OWATT EB5 -60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 63Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 92d8. PRICE 09.99 £1.50 PAP
6,' 6OWATT E66-6070 (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 38Hz, FREQ. RESP TO 20KHz, SENS 94d8. PRICE C1 0.99 1.50 P&P
8" 60WATT EBB-60TC (T WIN CONE) Ill-FI, MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP TO 18KHz, SENS 89(16. PRICE C12.99 C1.50 P&P
10 6OWATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 35Hz, FREO RESP. TO 12KHz, SENS 98d6. PRICE C16.49 + C2.00 P8P

1VIT4TVIITTTTE51.14ITIFITT THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER RANSMITTER HOBBY KITCAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75 ' 75) Stereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 + 125) Stereo, 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 --f- 200) Stereo, 400W
Bridged Mono

0
I
g 1 .1. 41. ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS

. "7 Features:

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
,3W TRANSMITTER 80 108MHz. VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL a.,

PERFORMANCE, RANGE UP TO 3 MILES, SIZE 38 ii 123mm SUPPLY 12V d o.st.4p
PRICE MI5 Cl 00 PAP

i-.
FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 100108M111. vARICAP TUNED, COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS FIT MiC, RANGE 100-300rr SIZE 56 z 46mm. SUPPLY 9V BATTERY

PHOTO' 3W FM TRANSMITTERir Stsreo bridgable mono * Choice Of ,.

high 8 low level inputs * L 8 R levelPRICE, 150W C49.99 250W C99.99
controls * Remote on-ofl * Speaker 8400W 0109.95 PAP 02.00 EACH
Liker.gel protectionI M ELEC-rRONICSPOSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER El 00 MINIMUM. OFFICIAL

ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC. ETC.
PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. BALES COUNTER. VISA AND

%. ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OP FAX.
, r...

UNITS 'I E. 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND.ON-SEA,
ESSEX. 8S2 GTR

Tel. 01702 - 527572 F.x. 8 8 A 8 ,



PORTABLE X RAY MACHINE PLANS Easy to construct
plans on a simple and cheap way to build a home X-ray machine'
Effective device. X-ray sealed assemblies can be used for
experimental purposes Not a toy or for minors! E6/set Ret FfXP1
TELEKINETIC ENHANCER PLANS Mystify and amaze your
Mends by creating motion with no known apparent moans or cause.
Uses no electrical or mechanical connections, no special gimmicks
yetproducesposrtive mot on and ened Excellent fer science protects
magic shows. party demonstrations or serious research .1

development ca this strange and amazing phychIc phenomenon
£4/set Ref FITKE1
ELECTRONIC HYPNOSIS PLANS & DATA This data shows
several ways to put subjects under your cont. Included Is a fill
volume reference text and several construction plans that when
assembled can produce highly effective stimuli This material must
be used cautiously It Is for use as entertainment at parties etc only,
by those expenenced In its use E15/set Ref F/FH2
GRAVITY GENERATOR PLANS Thls unique plan
demonstrates a simple electhcal phenomena that produces an anti-
gravity effect You can actually build a small mod, spaceship out of
simple materials and without any visible means cause it to levitate
E10/set Ref F/GRA1
WORLDS SMALLEST TESLA COIL/LIGHTENING
DISPLAY GLOBE PLANS Produces up to 750 000 volts of
discharge, experiment with extraordinary HV effects. 'Plasma in a
jar, St Elmo's Are. Corona, excelent science project or conversation
piece £&set Ref F1EiTC1/LG5
COPPER VAPOUR LASER PLANS Produces 100mw of
visible green light High coherency and spectral quality similar to
Argon laser but easier and less costly to build yet far more effioent.
Thispar1calardesignwasdeveloped at the Atonic EniangyCommIsion
of NEGEV in Israel E10Ket Ref F/CVL I
VOICE SCRAMBLER PLANS Mr nature solid state system
turns speech sound Into Indecipherable noise that cannot be
understood without a second matching unit Use on telephone to
prevent third party listening and bugging £6/set Re., FNS9
PULSED TV JOKER PLANS Little hand held device utilises
pulse techniques that will completely disrupt TV picture and sound!
works on FM tool DISCRETION ADVISED. E8/set Ref F/TJ5.
BODYHEAT TELESCOPE PLANS Highly directional long
range device uses recent technology to detect the presence oflih ng
bodies. warm and hot spot, heat teaks etc Intender:11ot securrty, law
enforcement, research and development. etc Excellent security
device or very Interesting science project £8/set Ref F/BHT1
BURNING, CUTTING CO2 LASER PLANS Prciects an
Invisible beam of heat capable of burning and meeting materials over
a considerable distance This laser is one of the most efficient.
converting 1016Input power Into useful output  Not only Is this device
a workhorse In welding. cutting and heat processing materials but It
Is also a likely candidate as an effective directed energy beam
weapon against missile, aircraft. ground -to ground. etc Particle

beams may very well utilize a laser of this type to blast a channel In
the atmosphere to a high energy stream of neutrons or other
particles The device is easily applicable to burning and etching
wood, cutting, plastics. textiles etc E12/set Ref F/LC7
MYSTERY ANTI GRAVITY DEVICE PLANS Uses simple
concept. Objects float in air and ma, to the touch. Defies gravity,
amazing gift. conversation piece magic trick or science protect £6/
set Ref F/ANTIK.
ULTRASONIC BLASTER PLANS Laboratory source of sonic
shock waves Blow holes In metal, produce 'cold' steam atomize
fiquides Many cleaning uses for PC boards jewliery. cons, small
parts etc E6/set Ref FNLB1
ULTRA H IGH GAIN AMP/STETHOSCOPIC M IKE/SOUND
AND VIBRATION DETECTOR PLANS Ultrasensitive device
enables one to near a whole new woad of sounds Listen through
wails windows. floors etc Many applications shown. from law
enforcement. nature listening medical heartbeat to mechanical

devices £6/set Ref F/HGA7
ANTI DOG FORCE FIELD PLANS Highly effective circlet
produces time variable pulses of accoustIcal energy that dogs
cannot tolerate C6/set Ret F/D002
LASER BOUNCE LISTENER SYSTEM PLANS Mows you
to hear sounds from a premises without gaining access £12/set Ref
F/LLIST 1
CRAWLING INSECT ROASTER PLANS Harmless high
frequency energy pulses destroy pests as they crawl Into
the energy field' £4/set Ref F/RCR1
LASER LIGHT SHOW PLANS Do it yourself plans show three

methods £6 Re, FiLLS1
PHASOR BLAST WAVE PISTOL SERIES PLANS
Handheld, has large transducer and battery capacity with external

controls E6fset Ref F/PSP4
INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Telephone line grabber/
room monitor The ultimate In home/office security and safety, simple
to use! Call your home or office phone. push a secret tone on your
telephone to access either A) On premises sound and voices or B)
Existing conversation with break -In capability for emergency
messages £7 Ref F/TELEGRAB.
BUG DETECTOR PLANS Isthat someone getting the goods on
you, Easy to construct device locates any hidden source of radio
energy, Sniffs out and finds bugs and other sources of bothersome
Interference Detects low, high and UHF frequencies £5/set Ref F/
BD1
ELECTROMAGNETIC COIL GUN PLANS Protects a metal object a
considerable distance -requires adult
ELECTRIC MAN PLANS, SHOCK PEOPLE WITH THE
TOUCH OF YOUR HARM £5/set Ref F/FMA1
PARABOLIC DISH MICROPHONE PLANS Listen to distant
sounds and voices. open windows sound sources In 'hard to get' or
hostile premises Uses satellite technology to gather distant sounds
and focus them to our ultra sensitive electronics Plans also show an
optional wireless link system £8/set ref F/PM5
2 FOR 1 MULTIFUNCTIONAL HIGH FREQUENCY AND
HIGH DC VOLTAGE, SOLID STATE TESLA COIL AND
VARIABLE 100,000 VDC OUTPUT G ENERATORPLANS
Operates on 9- 12vdc. many possible experiments, E 10Ref F/HVM7/
TCL4

-WULTEMUMPTTIVIIIIANCII
NOW OPEN AT WORCESTER ST

wn.AmrroN TEL 41902 22039

MINI FM TRA NSM ITT ER KR Very high gain preamp, supplied
complete with FET eiectret microphone Designed to cover 88-108
Mhz but easily changed to cover 63-130 Mhz Works with a common
Ssr (PP3) battery 0 2W RF £7 Ref 1001
ELECTRONIC SIREN KIT Impressive 5watt pow er output. Ideel
for car/bike alarm etc 6-12v do max current 1A. 1 2khz E6 Ref 1003.
3-30V POWER SUPPLY KR Variable. stab.ect power supply
fox lab use Short circi.ttprotecied, suitable for profesznal or amateur
use 24v 3A transformer Is needed to complete the kit. £14 Ret 1007.

1 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT Supplied with piezoelectric
microphone 8,30vdc At 25-30v you will get nearly 2 watts, E12 ret

'009
FAVAM SCANNER KR Well not quite, you have to turn the knob
your self but you will hear thogs on iris radio that you would not hear
on an ordinary radio (even TV). Covers 50-160mhz on both AM and
FM Bdat In 5 watt anipkfier, Inc speaker E 15 ref 1013
MOSQUITO REPELL ER KIT Modem way to keep midges at
bay, Runs for about a month on one I 5v battery £7 Ref 1015
3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KR Wireless system, mains
operated, separate sensitivity adjustment for each channel. 1,200w
power handling. microphone Included. £14 Ref 1014
MOTORBIKE/CYCLE TREMBLER ALARM KR Adjustable
sensitivity, preset alt rm time, auto reset Could be connected to horn
etc £12 Ref 1011
0-6 MINUTE TIMER KR adjustable, will wince up to 2A mains
Perfect for alarms, photography. etc. £7 Ref 1020
4 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT Small but powerful FM
transmitter, 3 RF stages microphone and audio preamp included
£20 Ref 1028
STROBE LIGHT KIT Adjustable from 1.60 hz (a lot faster than
conventional strobes) Mains operated £16 Ref 1037
ULTRASONIC RADAR KR Ideal as a movement defector with a
range of about 10 metres, automate your cat flap 12v dc £15 Ref
1049
LIQU ID LEVEL DETECTOR KR Useful for taNcs, ponds baths.
rain alarm, leak detector etc Will switch 2A mains, £5 Ref 1081
COMBINATION LOCK KIT 9key, prograrnmaol e complete wrth
keypad, will switch 2A mains 9v dc operation. £10 ref 1114.
PHONE BUG DETECTOR KIT This device will warn you If
somebody is eavesdropping on your line, £6 ref 1130
ROBOT VOICE KR Interesting drcurt that distorts your vocel
adjustable answerlhephonewrth a different voice, 12vdc£9 ref 1131
TELEPHONE BUG KIT Small bug powered by the 'phone line.
starts transmitting as soon as the phone is pickec up' £8 Ref 1135.
FUNCTION GENERATOR KIT Produces sinuwidal. saw tooth
and square waves from 20- 20khz. separate levy controls for each
...Pe Will produce all 3 together 24v. £16 ret 1008
3 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER KR 800 watts per channel,
speed and direction controissuppoed with 12 LEDS (you can At macs
Instead to make Ice mains. not supplied) 9-12vdc E17 ref 1026
12V FLOU RESC ENT LAMP DRIVER K TT Ughtup 4 fool tubes
from your car batlaryl 9v 2a transforme also required E8 ref 1069
VOX SWITCH KTTSoundactvateO svetchideat for maungbugging
rape recorders etc, adjustable sensitivity £8 ret 1073
INCAR SOU NOT° LIGHT KR Put some atmosphere In your car
with this mini 3 channel sound to light. Each channel has 6 led's £10
ref 1086.

7W HI Fl AMPLIFIER KR Useful, pmver'ul ideal for audio
systems, intercoms etc 12-18vdc £7 ref 1025.
PHONE CALL RELAY KR Useful device that operates a reiay
whenever toe 'phone rings. Switches mains at 2A £10 ref 1122
LEAD ACID CHARGER KIT Two automatic charging rates
visual Indication of battery state, ideal for alarm systems etc. 100mA
12vdc £12 ref 1095
CAR ALARM KIT Works on via/lege drop and vibration entry/exit
tete,. adjustabb alarm duration. Ideal caravans etc £12 ref 1019
PORTABLE ALARM KIT Based onmercury soitth.alrrn cony noes
to sound unlit r.et by owner Buzzer Inc. £11 rat 1150
PREAMP MLXER KIT 3 Input mono mixer, sep bass and treble
controls plus indlodual level controls. 18vdc Inc ut sens 10CrnA £15
ref 1052
METAL DETECTOR KR Range 15-20cm, complete wtth case,
9vdc £8 ret 1022
SINGLE CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KIT Mains operated
add rythum to your party for only E8 ref 1006.
SOUNDEFFECTS GENERATOR KITProoxes sounds ranging
from bird chips to sirens Complete with speaker, add sound effects
to your projects for just £9 ref 1045.
GUITAR PREAMP KriCorpiete with lone controls, smalenough
to lit In any guns, based on TL082 IC. 9- 12vdc E8 Ref 1091
16 WATT FM TRANSMITTER (BUIL1)4 stage high power
pre., required 12- 18vdc can use ground plane yagi or open

dipole £69 ref 1021
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER KIT Very seosibve amplifier which
uses a pidtup col (supplied) veil let you foil ow a conversation with out
hording the 'phone £11 ref 1059

BOME Or OUR PRODUCT'. MAT BC UNLI,MNSABLE Itt THE U.

BULL ELECTRICAL
254) PORTLAND ROA.)), HMV,. SUSSEX

BN35QT. (ESTABLISHED 9) YEARS).
tii ORDER TERMS; CASH. PO OR CHEQUE
wrni O.RDER PLUS £3 POST PLUS VAT.

PLEASE ALLOW 7.10 DAYS.FOR DEUVERYPHONE ORDERS
WeLOOlaia ;A0=11S8Vilik. SWTICII.AM LICCAN EXPRESS;

TEL: 01273 2435.(m)
FAx 01273 323077

HUMIDITY METER KIT Builds Into a precision LCD humidity
meter, 9 lc design. pcb, lcd display and all components Included. E49
PC TIMER KIT Four channel output controlled by your PC, will
switch high current mains with relays (supplied) Software supplied
so you canprogram the channels to do what you want whenever you
want Minimum system configeration Is 286, VGA 4.1,640k. serial
port, hard dove with min 100k tree. £24.99
DIVINING RODS Expensive technoiogy cannot challengethe fool
prf, art of* ater thining,pa ssedclow n from generation togenera t on.
Seeing is lielieving Use In the home, garden, countryside or desert
it's divine" simple, E4 99 a pair ref E/3
HUGE BU BBLE MAKING KriYoull be amazed at the the size
of the bubbles you can acheive with this bubble making kit Once you
have got the knack it is possible to make bubbles of up to 4q feet long
£11 99 ret EJ9

FM CORDLESS M ICROPHON E This unnIsan FMbroadcastIng
station In minature, 3 transistor transmitter with electret condenser
mica fet arnpdesign result in maximum sertsitvay and broad I rogue,
response 90 105mhz 50- 1500hz. 500 foot range In open country!
PP3 battery required £15.00 ref 15P42A
MAGNETIC MARBLES They have been around for a number of
years but still give rise tocurlosity and amazement A pack of t2 is just
£3.99 ref GI/R20
STETHOSCOPES A fully functioning stethoscope for all those
IMncate projects E, les you to Osten to motors, pipes, heartbeats,
walls. Insects etc £6 ref MAR6P6
NICKEL PLATING KR Preffesonal electroplating kit that will
transform rusting parts Into showpieces In 3 hours: Will plate onto
steer,Iron,bronz e, gunmetal,copper,weided,,Ner, soldered or brazed
joints Minot udes e noug h to pla te 1,000 sq inches You will also nee d

a 12v supply, a container and 2 12v light bulbs £39.99 ref NIK39
SHOP WOBBLERSI Small assemblies designed to take 0 size
batteries and 'wobble' signs about In shops, £3.99 Ref SEP4P2
OMR041 ELECTRONIC INTERVAL TIMERS.

NEW LOW PRICES TO CLEARIII
Minature adjustable timers, 4 pole o/o output 3A 240v,
HY1230S, 12vDC adjustable from 0-30 secs £4.99

HY121DM, 12vDC adjustable from 0-10 mins £4.99

HY1260M, 12vDC adjustable from 0-60 mins. £4.99

HY2460M, 24vAC adjustable from 0-60 mins £2.99
HY243H, 24vAC adjustable from 0-3 hours. £2.99
HY 2401S, 240v adjustable from 0-1 secs. £4.99
HY 2405S. 240v adjustable from 0-5 secs. £4.99
HY24060m, 240v adjustable from 0-60 mins. £6.99
DRINKING BIRD Remember these? hook onto wine glass (sup-
plied) and they drink. standup,dri. standup ETC! £4 each Ref EF1
SOLA.R POWER LAB SP ECLA L You gel TWO 6.x6. 6v 130mA
solar cells, 4 LED's, wire buzzer, switch plus 1 relay or motor.Superb
vat.. just £5.99 REF MAG6P8
BUGGING TAPE RECORDER Small voice activated recorder,
uses MXIOca ssettecompiete with i.adphones E28.99 ref MAR29P1
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w £299 REF MAG3P 10
POWER SUPPLY fully cased with mains and ofp leads 17v DC
90/,nA output Bargain price £5 99 ref MAG6P9
9v DC POWER SUPPLY Standard plug In type 150ma 9v DC w ith
lead and DC power plug. price for two Is £2 99 ref AUG3P4
13.8V 1.9A psu cased with leads Just E9 99 REF MAG10P3
INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLLERS Originally made for hi
spec satellite equipment but perfect for all sorts of remote cont.
pro., Our dearanoe pnce is just £2 REF: M.2
MA INSCABLE Precut black 2 core 2 metre lengths ideal for
repair, protects etc. 50 metres for E1.99 ref AUG2P7

COM.OSRE VIDEO KIT. Converts composite video Into sepa-
rate H sync. V sync. and video 12v DC E8 00 REF: MAG8P2.
UNIVERSAL PC POWER SUPPLY complete with flyteads,
switch. fan etc 200w at [20 REF MAG20P3 (265x155x125mm).
GYNOSCOPEAbout 3' high and an excelent educationaltcry for all
agesi Pace with instruction booklet £6 Ref EF 15.

FU T I RE PC POWER SUPPLIES These are 295x 135x6Omm.
4 diva connectors I mother board connector. 150watt. 12v fan, Inc

Inlet End on/off switch. £12 Ref EF6
VENUS FLYTRAP KRGrow yourowncarnlyorousplantwahthis
simply .1E3 ref EF34
TWEETERS 2' diameter good quality tweeter 140R (0, with the
above speaker) 2 for £2 REF: MAG2PS or 4 for £3 REF: MAG3P4
6"X12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155x310mm
13Orr.A Bargain pace just E5.99 ea REF MAG6P12
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for £4.99
ref MAG5P13 ideal for experimenters, 30 m for £12.99 ref MAG13P1
ROCK L/GHTS Unusual things these, two pieces of rock that glow
w her rubbed together' beloved to cause raireE3 a pair Ret EF29.
3' by/ 1' AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANELS 145v, 700mA 10
waft aluminium frame, screw terminals. E44.95 ref MAG45
ELECT RONIC ACCUPU NCTU RE KIT Bulldsintoan electronic
version Instead of needle, good to experiment with. £7 ref 7P30
SHOCKING COIL KIT Build this Irtlebattery operated device into
all sees of things also gets worm, out of the groundlE7 ref 7P36
FLYING PARROTS Easily assembled krt that builds a parrot that
actually flaps Its wings and flied 50 m range £6 ref EF2
HIGH POWER CATAPULTS Hinged arm brace. for stability.
tempered steel yoke super strength latex power bands Departure
speed of ammunition is In excess of 200 miles per hourt Rangeof over
200 metres, £7.99 ref 12/9
BALLON MANUFACTURING KIT B.sh made, small blot
blows Into a large. longla song balioon. hours of funIE3.99 ref GI/E99R

WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK FOR CASH

FREE CATALOGUE
1995 100 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW
AVAILABLE. 45P STAMP OR FREE

ON REQUEST WITH ORDER.



Electron Microscopy has
enabled scientists to look at
smaller and smaller structures,
and now even let us look at
atoms themselves, as a result
electron microscopes have
become an invaluable tool in
both research and industry.
Douglas takes
at how they work and some of
the applications.

Loot( into

Villba r
a

S more and more scientific and technical
developments centre round materials technology
at the micron and sub micron scale, such as the
fabrication of semiconductors, so the demand for
powerful and flexible mcroscopy systems

continues to expand. While the field of microscopy is in a rapid
period of change with the exploitation of techniques of atomic
force microscopy, conventional electron microscopy continues
to serve many industries well. Also, a range of developments
within this technology area are extending the scope of electron
microscopy systems.

The electron microscope, while having some disadvantages
such as the time consuming sample preparation for its
transmission electron microscopes, has also developed into a
flexible analytical tool for the analysis of materials. This now
makes it possible, for example, to 'finger print' minute samples
over a range of parameters - such as element composition and
characteristic light emission. Electron microscopy at the more
advanced levels in its scanning microscopes now includes an
array of materials analysis techniques in addition to derivation of
standard transmission and electron scattering images.

Wave Properties
Microscopists had long realised that the resolving power of their
instruments was fundamentally limited by the wavelength of the

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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light. The duality of waves and particles was first discussed
around 1924 by Louis de Broglie and would have been a powerful
stimulus to microscopy workers to investigate the potential of
accelerated electrons for probing the structure of matter.

According to the De Broglie equation, the effective
wavelength of a particle with mass m and velocity v is
given by:-

wavel = -
m

where h is Planck's constant. As electrons are accelerated
in a high voltage field, a significant amount of the energy
acquired from the electric field increases the mass of the
particle according to relativity theory. Table 1 indicates how the
electrons behave for a range of accelerating voltages.

Table 1 shows values of velocity, relative total mass and
effective wavelength (nm) for electrons accelerated to specific
voltages within the range 10,000 V to 150,000 V (The velocity
of light is 3 x 10^8 m/s)

This indicates that electrons even under moderate voltages
behave as waves with short equivalent ,,,vaveiengths'. At
50,000 V, the de Broglie wavelength of 0.0053 nm compares
favourably with wavelength of 400 nm of conventional optical
systems. In reality the maximum resolution type ally attained at
voltages around 300 kV is one Angstrom - 0.1 nm with
medium performance systems having a resolulion of

ra

ft
TtC4:.Z:11,ti-t.

=

Table 1

accele-ating
votzage

V

10000

20000

30000

40000

electron
velocity

x 101'8

0.586

0,816

0.986

1.123

relative
mass

Iris
1.020

1 039

1 059

1 078

effective
wavelength

(nm)

0.0122

0.0086

0.0070

0.0060

50000 1.239 1.098 0.0053

60000 1.340 1.118 0.0049

70000 1.429 1.137 0.0045

80000 1.508 1.157 0.0042

90000 1.580 1..176 0.0039

1000)0 1.646 1.196 0.0037

11:000 1.706 1.216 0.0035

120000 1.761 1,235 0.0033

130000 1.812 1.255 0.0032

140000 1.860 1.275 0.0031

150000 1.904 1.294 0.0030
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3.3 nm at 30 kV.
The initial principle of electron microscopy demonstrated

with conventional transmission microscopy where the electrons
were passing through the sample and the picture obtained was
related to the relative absorption by the sample of the
electrons.

EM History
The first TEM system is claimed
to have been developed by Dr.
Ernst Ruska at the University of
Berlin in 1931 although it was to
be 1986 until he was belatedly
awarded the Nobel Prize for
Physics for his contribution to
this important technology. This
initial system used two
electromagnetic lenses and with
the addition of a third tens a
resolution twice as good as that
of a light microscope was
achieved The first commercially
built electron microscope was
developed at Cambridge,
England around 1935 though

While the history of the TEM is reasonably well
documented. the history of the Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) is not so clear. Some early work was undertaken by $
German Physicist Dr. Max. Knoll in 1935 though the first
practical system was developed in 1942 by three AMerfc,ans
Dr. Zworykin, Dr. Hillier and Dr. Snijder. Their system could
achieve a resolving power of 50 nm and a magnification of
8000.

A combination system of TEM and SEM technology knowh
as STEM has also been developed. The resolving power of
such dual systems is typically 1 nrn with a magnification of up
to 1 million times. Figure 1 shows an interesting low
magnification image produced from such a STEM,system. The
image was obtained in the Application Laboratory for EM,
Philips Electron Optics, Eindhoven. In the image the ant holds
a silicon chip some 2 mm by 2 mm in its mandibles.

TEM Design
Figure 2 shows the similarities between the light microscope
(LM) and the transmission electron microscope (TEM). The
source of illumination in the TEM corresponds to the electron
gun and the electromagnetic lenses to the glass lenses of the
light microscope. The entire sample in the TEM is therefore

irradiated by electrons.
While the glass optics Of the
light microscope are essentially
fixed, the focusing of the TEM
can be adjusted by varying the
currents fed to the series Of
electromagnetic lenses.

A key elesrnent of any type
of electron microscope is the
electron gun. I4gurd 3 indiCates
the typical design bt this
compone,,it? The filament,
usually of iingsten, is typielly
maintained at a temperature of
2700 C. Elli/o,troes are drawn -

down km) jig filament by th(_,-
anode potehtial but nre

--- ,made to oassthrough
many would claim that all the important early developments in
EM technology were made at Cambridge. The major problem
with the early systems was the rapid destruction of samples by
the beam of incident electrons.

A major problem, however, with such systems was also the
stability of the focusing optics used The development of the
so called 'stagmator' lens in 1946 led to development of
systems with a resolution point to point of less than three
anstroms.

While such transmission microscopy was able to provide
much additional information of the structure of materials, such
a technique could only be undertaken using thin samples of
material. Increased thicknesses could be utilised with high
voftag systems though these were naturally more extensive
and were more difficult to control.

A range of options were developed in order to obtain an
image from the pattern of electron transmission thus produced.
A fluorescent screen at the base of the electron column could
be used in order to build up a pattern of the image. Alternately
an photographic emulsion could be exposed and then
developed. Using today's state of the art technology, TEM
systems with resolving power of 0.1 nm at magnifications of
over 1 million can be achieved.

aperture in a Wehnelt cylinder. The electricefield in t
this aperture reaps the electrons into a beam wit "a
defined focus as shown in the figure.

There are however, advantages in achie/ing higher electrO):
emission. With a small active spot is achieved irf an SETA e r a4 L.
system, increased resolution can be achieved. The use al
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Figure 2. Similarities between the light microscope and
the TEM system. (Courtesy Philips Electron Optics)
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Figure 3: Typical design of electron gun the source of
electrons used for EM analysis. Electrons are drawn
off the tungsten filament by the anode voltage and in
passing through the aperture in the Wehnelt cylinder
are focused. (Courtesy Philips Electron Optics)
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Figure 4: Cross section of
eiectnxnagnetic lens used to focus
electron bean in TEM system. (Courtesy
Philips Electron Optics)
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Figure 8:Simplified design of SEM system -

cornpared with conventional video image signal
system. (Courtesy Philips Electron Optics)
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lanthium hexabonde crystal heated to similar
temperatures as Tungsten will achieve a ten fold
increase in electron emission. The use of a field
emission gun (FEG) can achieve a thousand fold
increase in electron emission. This can be
important, for example, in x-ray emission
analysis where spectra can be more rapidly
captured and analysis undertaken.

While the lanthium hexaboride and the field
emission gun are more expensive options, they
enable much higher performance to be
achieved. Higher rates of electron emission will
also enable thicker sections of sample to be
analysed.

Figure 4 indicates the typical cross section of
an electromagnetic lens. The function of the lens
can be controlled by adjustment of the currents
in the series of coils. High levels of stability are
essential in field levels and requires excellent
control of coil currents and winding
temperatures.

Photons of light, however, have better
propagation properties than charged electrons
which tend to repel each other due to
electrostatic forces. There will also be an effect
of interaction of incident electrons with electrons

m0 NOC HROMATOR

45° Pt ANE MIRROR

QUARTZ GLASS VANDOw

WDX

rill.PHOTOMULTIPL ER 1

SECONDARY BACK
DOLLECTOR SCATTERED

DETECTORz
7
lima SPECIMEN

ELLIPSOIDAL
MIRROR

SEM SPECIMEN CHAMBER

FRONT

Figure 9: Analytical scanning electron microscope with
cathodoluminescence (CL) (upper section), WDX and EDX options. The
CL option analyses light emitted from the sample and the WDX and EDX
options x-ray spectra. In the Calhodoluminescence option light from the
sample is processed by the monochromator system which projects light
of a specific wavelength into the input plane of a photomultiplier.
(Courtesy Gresham-Camscan).
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WDX

EDX
11

30' TAKE -OF ANGLE

PRIMARY BEAM

SAMPLE

Figure 10: Side view of typical WXD and EDX locations with
reference to the primary beam. (Courtesy Gresham-Camscan).

which are ejected from the
sample being studied.
Beams of light photons are
able to pass through each
other with practically no
interaction.

Sample Preparation
In transmission electron
microscopes, samples are
usually less than 500 nm
thick. Much of the
specialisation and
complexity in the use of the
TEM relates to the
preparation of the sample
This process usually involves
the fixing of the specimen in
a solid resin/plastic structure
and then its ultra thin slicing
with ultramicrotome system.
Sections of thin sample are then mounted and surface treated
with a thin layer of Gold of Platinum.

With the beam of electrons being incident on the sample in
a vacuum environment, this limits the range of materials with

which the sample can be 'fixed' One new development is that
of high pressure Osmium/Acetone freezing process which
provides images of excellent contrast and visibility for medical
TEM work.

Just as optical techniques of microscopy depend on
staining specimens with chemicals which improve the optical
contrast of the resulting image, so also in conventional TEM,
staining with compounds to enhance the transmission contrast
is widely undertaken. Chemical agents used include salts of
Osmium and Uranium

Use is also being made of so called freeze -fracture TEM
sample preparation where the sample is rapidly immersed in
propane cooled by liquid nitrogen and mounted on

Ca

microscope stage assembly which is
itself cooled to liquid nitrogen
temperatures.

Interest is growing, however, in
systems which dispense with even
basic sample coating with gold or
platinum to reduce build up of charge
on the sample being processed. The
technique used is one of using a
specialised vacuum pumping system
which maintains a higher pressure in
the sample chamber so that problems
of c,narge accumulation on sample do
not anse. Such a system, introduced
by Gresham-Camscam as the EnVac
scanning electron microscope will
help TEM workers achieve higher
rates of sample analysis.

Figure 5 indicates a typical TEM
system used in analysis of materials.
The images from TEM systems are
`flat' and contain no 3D information.
Figure 6 shows an image at 42000
magnification of an epithelial cell of
human colon.

Figure 11:Energy spectrum of a garnet acquired at 20
key incident electrons. The detector used (Link GEM)
produces sharp peaks even at very low elemental
concentrations. The Chromium and Titanium peaks
represent 1.26 % and 0.3% percent by weight.
respectively. (Courtesy Oxford Instruments
Microanalysis Group)

4

Ti

S

Fe

Cr

Figure 7 shows a
high magnification
image at 325000
magnification of
bacterio-phages. The
bacterio phages are
approximately 150 nm
long

The Scanning
Electron
Microscope
(SEM)
The development of the
scanning electron
microscope was to
rejuvenate considerably
the field of electron
microscopy. Rather
than rely on signals
from electrons

rr

0 NOISE
PEAK

4 -

Figure 12
:Typical profile of
the resultant
energy profile
with associated
performance
specifications.
The FWHM is
the full width at
half maximum
and FWTM is the
full width at one
tenth maximum.
(Courtesy Oxford
Instruments
Microanalysis
Group)
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transmitted through a sample, systems began to be developed
based on information derived from scanning a sample with a
beam of electrons and mapping the intensity of the electrons
scattered from the sample. The primary energetic electrons
result in secondary electrons being emitted from the sample
surface. These are in turn collected by a scintillator crystal
which translates incident electrons in to light photons which are
in turn collected by a photomultiplier tube.

For each co-ordinate on the sample being scanned there is
an associated scattered signal obtained from the detection
system. This results in a real time image of the surface being
derived based on the scattering properties of the sample being
examined. Precise control is also required over the focal
position of the scanning beam.

This allows thick samples to be analysed and the samples
do not have to be extensively prepared as with the
transmission method. It is beneficial, however, to render the
sample electrically conducting in order to minimise charge build
up on the specimen. This can either be undertaken by coating
the sample with a thin layer of metal in a vacuum or by simply
spraying the sample with an appropriate anti -static spray. Such
SEM technology has been extensively used in the
semiconductor industry.

In the SEM, while the pnnciple of initial electron production
is similar to that of the TEM, the method of obtaining the final
image is radically different. The electron beam is essentially
focused into a minute spot on the surface of the sample. A
typical beam diameter in the plane of the image would be
around 2 nm. This spot is rapidly scanned across the surface
of the sample by means of a deflection coil and an
electromagnetic lens system as shown in figure 8 which also
makes comparison with a conventional TV image system.

The electron energies are typically lower for an SEM - in the
region 200 to 30,000 V since the electrons are not required to
penetrate the sample. Higher electron energies would be used
for x-ray analysis of materials where sufficient energy was
required to stimulate emission of specific x-rays.

In terms of resolution, therefore, the resolution of SEM
systems is usually less than that of the TEM and is determined
by the smallest spot size of electrons which can be brought
into play. The best SEM systems will have a resolution of

around 1 ,nm. With ultra small spot sizes, however, there is
introduced the problem of detection of smaller levels of
secondary electron emission.

In microscopy the recent addition of Scanning Probe
Microscopes which provide details of sample topography by
scanning sample surfaces with a range of ultra small scanning
probes has been introduced as a rival to conventional TEM and
SEM technology. Some electron microscope manufacturers,
however, have incorporated the new technology of SPMs into
SEM systems where the SPM is located inside the sampling
chamber of the SEM. Such systems utilise the rapid field of
view and high scan rate of the SEM together with the ability of
the SPM to provide accurate high resolution data of the
surface topology of samples.

While the primary role of electron microscopes has been the
determination of sample characteristics by transmission of the
electron beam or the reflected beam signal, a diverse range of
detector technology has been developed to derive additional
information from scanned samples. A range of these additional
detections modes are reviewed.

The SEM system, can be considered as a microprobe of a
material, where material characteristics can be determined over
areas corresponding to the size of the scanning beam. Often
the standard secondary electron image can be compared with
an image of the same area derived from a different detection
system - e.g. x-ray emission or absorbed current. In the case
of x-ray emission, this can be used to map the relative
concentration of selected elements across a sample.

A standard SEM will tend to have a modular design where a
basic instrument can be upgraded to accommodate a series of
additional detection options. This in turn extends considerably
the options available for analysis of specimens.
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Cathodoluminescence (CL)
When a sample is bombarded with high energy electrons, its
component atoms can emit characteristic visible light a

phenomenon termed photoluminescence. The range of
wavelengths emitted can vary from the ultra violet to the infra
red. This process is associated with the disturbance of
electrons in the outer (lower energy) shell of the component
atoms. Figure 9 indicates how light from the sample is
transmitted through a quartz glass window into a
monochromator system which projects light of a specific
wavelength into the input plane of a photomultiplier. During the
scanning process, there is control of range of wavelengths
being scanned, the speed of the scan and the entrance slit
size into the monochromator.

The level of cathodoluminescence output is highly
dependent on the temperature of the sample with increased
levels of output being associated with lower sample
temperatures. Most systems providing cathodoluminescnce
provide cooling stages to optimise signal levels.

Cathodoluminescence is widely used in forensic science
where it is especially useful in providing evidence for burglaries
and motor and ship collisions. Used in conjunction with other
microscope modalities such as X-ray, secondary and back
scattered electron detectors, convincing evidence can readily

be obtained.
In many ways, CL is another 'fingerprint' of the material.

Extensive work is also undertaken in ballistics
investigations.The CL facility can also be used in the
discrimination of glass specimens, real and synthetic gems as
well as examination of prints, copy materials and false
signatures. Where, also, fragments of paint is available from

of art,
forgeries.CL technology is extensively used in Geology where it
is a valuable tool for the determination of crystal structures,
defects and chemical impurities.

In most general purpose SEM systems, the
cathodoluminescence detector is an additional module which
can be added to the base scanning microscope. It is also
possible to obtain information of the excitation and decay times
of the CL signal by the addition of a beam blanking option
where the beam of electrons can be switched off or on.

X -Ray Microanalysis
As a beam of high energy electrons is incident upon a sample
in transmission, x rays are created by the electrons colliding
with atoms in the sample and ejecting electrons of
characteristic energy based on the atomic number of the
element.

Scanning and detection systems have been developed to
scan an electron beam over a sample and resolve the
spectrum of emitted x-rays in such detail to allow identification
of concentration of a wide range of specific atoms in samples.

There are two
WDX and EDX.

WDX: (Wavelength Dispersive Spectrometer)
The WXD option, see figure 9, uses crystal orientated in a

specific direction to transmit x-rays of a characteristic
wavelength according to the Bragg equation. Such a detection
system is acting in some ways like a monochromator for
optical photons. In its operation the axis of the detecting

in order to vary
wavelength of xrays transmitted by the crystal.

The WDX system typically provides element detection
ranging from Boron (atomic number 5) to Uranium (atomic
number 92).

principal options for X -Ray Microanalysis

EXD: (Energy Dispersive Spectrometer)
The option for EDX (energy dispersive x-ray) detection uses
typically electron production in Silicon as the means of

detecting x-rays emission. Each characteristic x-ray photon is
associated with a specific number of detected electrons.

The EDX option is faster in practice since it can effectively
count on channels 'in parallel' whereas the WDX option relies
on translation of the discnminating crystal. The typical side
view of the WDX and EDX systems is shown in figure 10 - a 30
degree take off angle is typically used.

Figure 11 indicates the energy spectrum of a garnet
acquired at 20 key incident electrons. The detector used
produces sharp peaks even at very low elemental
concentrations. The Chromium and Titanium peaks represent
1.26 % and 0.3°/o percent by weight, respectively.

Table 2:
Typical percentage transmission characteristics of various window materials.

(Courtesy Oxford Instruments Microanalysis Group)

Window Be B C N 0 F Na

Link Super ATW 36 60 38 60 70 95

Link ATW 15 43 41 61 90

Boron Nitride 13 40 31 53 55 100
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A key aspect of this type of technology is the transmission
quality of the detector window. Table 2 indicates the
percentage transmission characteristics of various window
materials.

The specialist Link Super ATW provides the best transmission
characteristics. Such detection systems are extensively used in
materials research and are of especial value in detecting and
identifying environmental pollution of diverse types.

Figure 12 indicates the typical profile of the resultant energy
profile with associated performance specifications. The FVVHIVi
is the full width at half maximum and FWTM is the full width
at one tenth maximum. The ration determines the unity of the
Gaussian shaped peak. A perfect Gaussian profile has a
ratio of 1.82:1.

Using this technique, a sample can be scanned and
separate images be obtained for specific elements. This is
therefore a form of microscopy which effectively 'sees'
elements. Extensive software used with such systems can both
acquire the data rapidly but also produce rapid reports on

Futher Reading:

All you wanted to know
about Electron
Microscopy: Philips
Electron Devices, Building
ME, PO Box 218, 5600
MD Eindhoven, The
Netherlands.

elemental composition. In addition to identifying the elemental
composition of a sample at a specific point, this option can be
used to scan a sample and process the data in terms of
relative elemental composition.

Absorbed/Specimen Current Signals
An image profile based on the absorbed or specimen current is
another scanning modality. This option is typically used with
semiconductor samples where resistivity of samples is of key
relevance for monitoring the process of semiconductor
fabrication. The range typically accommodates ranges from
micro amps to pico amps.

BSD : Back Scatter Detectors
Solid state detectors which detect electrons scattered from the
sample provide another 'fingerprint' for the analytical scanning
electron microscope. Backscatter emission is characteristic of
Atomic Number of the sample elements and this mode of scan
provides yet another parameter with which to scan samples.
Samples can be 'tagged' with heavy metal atoms such as gold
in order to try and identify specific portions of the sample
which have a different physiological function - eg in studies of
cell metabolism.

Figure 13 shows the schematic design of an SEM system
with a range of associated modules. Such systems are
interfaced typically to Windows based software packages to
control system function and capture, process and store
captured images. Usually the images from such systems are
stored in TIF file format.

In Conclusion
Electron microscopy has expanded considerable in the range
and sophistication of its various modes of investigation. In
addition to the standard transmission and scanning systems, a
range of powerful materials analysis techniques now provide a
formidable tool for forensic and general scientific analysis. With
growing interest n the field of nanotechnology, people all over
the world will no doubt be spending even more time probing
matter with electrons.

This review of electron microscopy has touched on the
'core' of EM technology. Within each specific facet and aspect,
however, there is considerable detail and complexity.
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BASIC Controller
The developer of this unique project
Robin Abbott, describes how to
build and use the ETI PIC based
controller module. A very small and
cheap computer which runs BASIC
and is intended as a building block
for any project requiring program
control. The project can be built on
this months free cover mounted
PCB.

(though PIC's are very flexible, they can be quite
hard to program requiring relatively long
development times with a knowledge of PIC
assembler a necessity. This project overcomes
some of the principle limitations of the PIC

controllers. The main controller is a module with a small
number of components which can be built autonomously, or
which can be integrated into the main board of a project
occupying as little as 12 cm2 of board space.

There is a program store of up to 8192 Kbyte EEPROM (in
an 8 bit package) which may be increased as larger serial
devices become available in future. Program development time
is significantly cut as BASIC is far easier to learn and program
than PIC assembler, and the EEPROM used in the controller
offers rapid reprogramming when the program is changed.
Debugging support is provided through examination of
variables from the host PC, and single stepping is available
with some versions of the project. Program variables may be
stored in PIC RAM, or in the EEPROM used for the program
store. Variables stored in EEPROM are maintained through
power down.

The only downside of this system is that programs run more
slower than PIC assembler. This is mainly due to the time taken
to read instructions from the serial EEPROM.

The main features of the project are as
follows:
 Software is available for the following PIC controllers
PIC16C56, PIC16C57, PIC16C64, PIC16C71 and PIC16C84.
Development for other controllers is straightforward.
 The control modules have one or more 8 bit output ports
(depending on the PIC device), and one serial port as
standard.
 Supports peripheral devices of the PIC controllers. For
instance the version running on the PIC16C84 allows variables
to be defined and used in the PIC local EEPROM area as well
as on the program EEPROM, the version for the 16C71 allows
A/D converters to be read.

 Supports interrupts on those devices which support them
internally. On interrupt a BASIC subroutine is called, this can be
used to keep time, or to perform certain functions when inputs
change.

 A development system hosted on a PC running Windows
allows programs to be written, modules to be read, and
written, and programs to be run. There is also debugging
support allowing variables to be inspected.
 The programming language supports RS232 compatible
serial interfaces to external devices, or between controllers.
 Auto -boot configuration allows the PIC to run programs
stored in EEPROrvi automatically on power up.

The BASIC language offers the following
features:

 Variables may be from 1 to 16 bits in length, and are
packed in memory to save PIC RAM. Thus an array of eight,
one bit variables occupies only 1 byte of PIC memory space.
 Variables may be stored in PIC RAM, in the EEPROM used
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to store the program, or in local EEPROM on 16C8xx devices.
 The language supports strings in a limited form.
 Both string and numeric arrays may be defined.
 Subroutines may be defined and called with any number of
parameters.
 User defined functions take any number of parameters, and
return a value which can be used in expressions.
 Subroutines and functions may have local variables.
 The language has extensions for the various peripheral
devices available on specific PIC's.The language supports
structured blocks using IF/ELSE/ENDIF, WHILE/WEND
FOR/STEP/NEXT.

The project is described in several parts. This first article
explains the capabilities and use of the hardware in the project,
including the compile time options used to program the PIC's.

The next article will describe the development system, and the
programming language, further articles will descnbe the
operation and use of the module in some real projects.

Example use of Basic controller board
To show how the module can be used figure 1 shows an
example which uses a 28 pin PIC BASIC module, and an 18
pin PIC BASIC module. This is for a multi -core wire
identification system. When wiring up a project which uses a
number of wire connections, such as in a large scale network,
or a fire/burglar alarm system, then it can often be difficult to
identify individual wires in the bundle. The example contains a
transmitting module and a receiver module. The transmitting
module has 16 output wires, each of which connects to a
crocodile clip together with a ground connection. Each of the
outputs is clipped to a wire in the bundle, whilst the ground
connection is clipped to a suitable earth connection such as a
radiator. Now the receives module has an input connection,
and a ground connection which is also clipped to earth. When
the input connection is clipped to a wire the receiver displays
the wire number that it is connected to.

The transmitter uses a module based on a 28 pin PIC
(16C57) with two output ports (port B and port C) which are
both set to outputs giving 16 driving bits. Each output bit is
connected to a length of flexible wire connected to a crocodile
clip. The receiver uses a control module based on an 18 pin
PIC and simply uses one input bit on its 8 bit port (port B). The
receiver module prints the wire number to its serial port which
can be then be displayed on a PC or terminal. Next month we
will look at an example project which uses a 2 digit LED
display which could be used for output in this example.
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in the example the transmitter drives the wires directly,
which will limit the length of wire which can be driven, however
in practice for a real application it would be better to use
RS232 line drivers on each output, and an RS232 receiver on
the input.

Figure 2 shows the basic code for the transmitter. It is 16
lines long, and occupies 82 bytes of program space which is
1% of an 8192 byte EEPROM. Most of it is commented,
however some of the lines bear further explanation. The
program runs in an infinite loop which takes each output wire
in turn on which it sends a code in serial format. The code
output is an 8 bit value which is 65 for wire 1, 66 for wire 2 etc.
(This is ASCII for 'A', 'B', 'C' etc). The format of the code is
standard serial, the output level is normally high, with a low
stop bit and then each data bit, LSB first.

The line which starts TYPESUB defines a subroutine, called
DRIVE which takes one parameter - the wire number which is
to be driven. The lines which start TRISB and TRISC set the
port B and port C outputs to drive. The program uses a
variable I, which is defined to be 5 bits long The subroutine
DRIVE checks the wire number, if it is 8 or less then the output
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is driven to port B, if it is more than 8 then port C is driven.
The command SEROUT puts a byte in serial format on an
output line of the PIC. It takes two parameters, the first is the
byte to be output, the second is a port definition byte. The port
definition byte is the address of the port plus the bit number to
be used multiplied by 16.

Figure 3 shows the basic code for the receiver. This code
occupies 70 bytes. The program loops forever reading any
serial information detected on Port B, bit 0. If a byte is received
then it is converted to a wire number from 1 to 16. A message
is displayed to the module's standard serial interface. For
instance if wire number 12 is connected then the message
"DETECTED : 12" will be sent followed by a line feed.

The variable WIRENUM is set to the value of the serial code
received. The SERIN function takes two parameters, the first is
the port definition In the same format as for the SEROUT
command. In this case we only ever look at port B bit 0. The
second parameter is the time to wait for a byte. If this value is
set to 0 then we wait forever until a byte is received.

The SEROUTSTRING command puts a string to the
supplied port. The port definition in this case is shown as
DEFSEROUT. This is a special value which represents the
standard serial interface of the module. The remaining code
converts the wire number to a decimal value in ASCII. (In a
later article we will look at a subroutine to print numbers to the
serial port).

Hardware - Circuit Diagram
Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram for the basic controller,
which can be built on the general purpose PIC PCB supplied
with this months ETI - in this case the circuit is for 18 pin
devices (such as the PIC16C56, PC16C71 and PIC16C84).
This is extremely simple to allow the circuit to be used in target
projects. Circuits for the 28 and 40pin PIC devices will be
shown in later articles.

IC3 provides the power supply, the 78L05 may be used for
lower consumption projects, the 7805 can be used for projects
of up to 1A consumption. In target projects IC3 may be left out
and replaced by the power supply used in the main circuitry.

IC2 is the EEPROM. Devices of any size may be used
provided that they have the pin out shown in the circuit

diagram, and that they have the I2C interface. Two types of
EEPROM may be used dependant on the PIC in use, 12 bit
address devices (e.g. 2Kbyte and below), and 16 bit address
devices (e.g. 8Kbyte). This is described in detail below. R1 and
R2 pull up the data and clock lines used on the 12C interface.
Link 1 is used to prevent the PIC from running the program
stored in EEPROM. This is used when the autoboot flag has
been set (causing the program to run automatically on power
up) but when the PC control software is to be used to change
the module software, or to debug it. For normal operation the
link is left unconnected. To stop the module auto -booting thin
with power removed the link is connected, the power is then
connected, and then the link is disconnected which will boot
the module into the control program.

IC1 is the PIC. The lower 4 bits of port A are used for the
EEPROM interface, and also for the external serial interface,
these bits are not available for use by the application, however
the RTCC input (which forms the RA4 input of the PIC16C71,
and PIC16C84) may be freely used.

The oscillator circuitry around pins 15 and 16 of the PIC is
based on crystal or ceramic resonator devices. The frequency
of the oscillator may be selected between 4MHz and 20MHz,
to allow the timing of the EEPROM and serial interfaces to
operate successfully.

The serial interface is provided as standard, and is
maintained internally. It may be used by the module during
normal operation, as well as to communicate to the host PC.
The interface at the PIC is inactive high i.e. when the interface
is idle the input and output of the PIC is held at +5V. The start
bit is signalled by a low going pulse followed by the 8 data bits.
The standard interface is specified at 9600bps, no parity, one
stop bit.

Fig 5a and fig 5b show the serial interface circuit options.
Fig 5a is a standard RS232 interface which is based on the
MAX232 device. Fig 5b is a much simpler (and cheaper) circuit
which works quite well in practice with half or full duplex links
and is the circuit used with the general purpose board. C201
stores the negative voltage which is normally present on the
inactive input
line, filters it,
and uses it as a
negative supply
for the signal
driven from the
module. This
circuit may only
be used for
communication
with other
systems which
provide a
standard RS232
output, and
worked with all
PC's with which
it was tested.

It is possible
to operate
without an
RS232 serial
interface circuit,
however in this
case EEPROM's
should be
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programmed separately. By
combining the circuits of fig 4 and fig 5, it is
possible to design a simple serial EEPROM programmer
which can be used for this purpose. If the design is to be used
at the heart of a project then the only components needed are
101, IC2, R1, R2 and the oscillator circuit.

Operation of BASIC interpreter
The BASIC interpreter runs on the PIC on the module. The PIC
does not contain sufficient program space to interpret a
program sent to it directly in text form. The host development
system on the PC converts programs into an intermediate
code. This code is called Pseudo -Code or P -Code for short.
The PCode is downloaded to the module where it is stored in

EEPROM and can be run from the host PC or set to
boot automatically when power is applied.

It is not necessary to understand the operation of P -CODE to
use the module, however a brief explanation is presented here
for those who are interested. The host development system
can assemble and link P -Code programs as well as BASIC
programs. An understanding of P -Code can be useful for
creating more efficient library routines, or for debugging. We
will look at P -Code in further detail in a later article.
The compiler on the host PC converts the BASIC program into
P -Code which is in a text format which can be examined or
edited. The various text P -Code files which form a project are

then assembled and linked into a binary P -Code file which can
be downloaded to the module.
PCode is similar to machine code. The BASIC interpreter has a

stack which is maintained in PIC RAM. The stack starts at
the top of memory, and grows downwards. Values can be
copied between PIC RAM and the stack and between
EEPROM and the stack. Once on the stack values can be
manipulated. There are around 70 P -Code instructions. Most
instructions take one byte in EEPROM, but some of them
take more than this. Instructions fall into the following groups:

 Program flow
control, goto, call
and return, and
conditional goto.
 Stacking and
unstacking
values to and
from
RAM/EEPROM.
 Arithmetic
 PIC specific
instructions e.g
analogue port
control.

For example
suppose we
want to take the
8 bit value stored
in PIC RAM
address 27, and
the number 46,
then multiply
them and put
them to PORT B
(which is at PIC

17,

lr

*f_

01
17,

}---0 2

"N
--01--"-{ }- 0 4

1---0 5 2
if

)9,
.446

101 I 1-.7
//,

- 8

17, 8 x 22OR

Fig.10. LED test circuit

Figure 6
Feature offered for BASIC with each PIC type

tIC type
ize of EEPROM

for program store
Number of bits In
calculations
'Number of I/O bits
Local Variables
Uses PIC EEPROM
A/D converter

16056 16057 16C64 16C71

2048 8192 8192 8192

8 16 16 15

8 8 24 8

Yes Yes Yes No
Not Available Not Available Not Available Not Available
Not Available Not Available Not Available Yes

16C84

8192 gml

15

8

No

Yes

Not Available

Figure 11
Serial Cable from programmer to host PC

Programmer
SK2

PC connector type
9 way Female

2 3

3 2

5 5

9 way Male
2

3

5

25 way Female
3

2

7

25 way Male
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address 6). The following P -Code will achieve this:

Instruction Stack
STACK 66
STACK 27 27,6
STACKADDS (27),6
STACK 46 46,(27),6
MULTIPLY 46*(27),6

UNSTACKADDS

The numbers show the contents of the stack. The form "(27)"
shows that the stack contains the 8 bit number which was
stored at address 27. This code occupies 6 bytes in EEPROM.
P -Code executes at between 3000 and 5000 instructions per
second with a 4MHz main clock. This can increase to 10-
15000 instructions per second with a 20MHz clock.

PIC BASIC variants
There are three versions of the interpreter which offer different
arithmetic types. These are as follows:

1 The 8 bit version calculates all results within 8 bit integers.
Thus the minimum value which can be stored is -128, and the

Resistors

R1,2

R3

R4,5

R6

R201

R202

R203

R204

R205

Rs

Capacitors
 Cl
 C2
 C3
 C4,5
 C201

22K

10K

1M

220K

22K
4K7
10K

2K7
300R

see text

10uF 10V Electrolytic
100n, Ceramic
100uF 10V Electrolytic
15pF, ceramic
100uF 16V Electrolytic

Semiconductors
 IC1
 IC2
 IC3
 TR1
 TR201
 TR202
 D201

Other
 XL1

 PCB
 PL101
 PL1
 LK1
 IC sockets
 Veropins
 Heatsink

PIC - see text
24LC16 etc. see text
7805 or 78L05
BC557
BC 548

BC557
1N4148

4.000MHz crystal or cerarr ic
resonator

9 ptn D socket
16 pin DIL IC socket
0.1" link with jumper
8p1n, 18pin

2

IC3, optional

maximum value is +127.
2 The 16 bit version extends this to -32768 to +32767. The 8
bit version operates more quickly, and uses less stack space,
thus there is more room for variables, and more levels of
subroutine call can be used.
3 The third version is used for certain 18 pin devices. This has
15 bit arithmetic allowing numbers from -16384 to +16363 to
be used. In this form the interpreter compresses values on the
stack so that small numbers can be stored in a single byte.
This version of the interpreter cannot pass parameters to
functions, or use local variables, these limitations will be
explained in next months article.

Figure 6 shows the PIC types, the variable types, and other
features for each PIC device which can be used with BASIC.

Test System - Use and Construction
Figure 8 shows the PCB layout for the 18 pin version of control
BASIC which is the PCB supplied with this months ETI. This is
a complete controller board with power supply and PC serial
interface and only needs a 5-30Vdc supply to operate. It can
be used as a programmer for serial EEPROM's if they are to be
used within a target system without a serial RS232 link. The
components list for this version of the controller is shown in
Figure 9.

This circuit is extremely cheap to build (around £2 without
IC2 or IC3), and it is recommended that at least one should be
built to experiment with the BASIC language used for the
project before attempting an embedded system. Photograph
land 2 show the completed board.

Construction is very straightforward, and components may
be inserted in any order, most of the two leaded components
are mounted verticalty. IC2 and IC3 must be socketed. PL1 is a
16 pin IC socket. Link 1 is a two pin strip on a 0.1" pitch. A
standard miniature jumper can be used on the link such as
those used on PC interface cards. XL1 is a crystal or ceramic
resonator, frequency can be chosen at compile time.

If an external 5V supply is used then IC3 can be replaced
with a wire link, higher supply voltages will need IC3 to provide
a stable supply to the module. IC3 can be a 78L05 or a 7805,
the device chosen will depend on the application current
consumption. If a 7805 device is used then it may be mounted
on a heatsink. Rs is only needed for special applications with
certain crystals and can be left out for most uses. If Rs is to be
used then cut the track which shorts it out before soldering it
in circuit.

For test purposes an LED display can be constructed. A
suitable circuit is shown in figure10. The display is a 10
segment bar graph device, the two end LED's can be left
disconnected. The connector to the main board is a 16pin DIL
socket The display is connected to port B, and test patterns
can be written to it A lead to connect the two boards can be
constructed using 16way IDC cable with a 16 pin IDC header
on each end. Photograph 1 shows the completed prototype
module with the LED display.

A serial cable needs to be constructed, or a standard serial
cable can be used to connect the module to the host PC. As
there are a variety of serial ports connectors available then it is

likely that different host PC's will need different connectors. If
you choose to make up a cable for the host PC then follow the
connections shown in figure 11.

Testing
The circuit is so simple that elementary testing is all that is
required. The host development system can then be used to
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check out the module properly by writing and running test
programs. To test the system connect the module to the host
PC. Do not insert 101 and IC2 yet. Now connect the power
supply to the board check that there is a +5VDC supply to
101. Now on the PC set up a communications package such
as Windows Terminal. Set the package to 9600bps (or
whatever rate has been programmed to 101), No Parity, One
stop bit and short pins 1 and 2 of 101. Check that any
characters typed on the PC are echoed by the module. Power
down, insert 101 and IC2 and power up, the module should
return a 'Y' to the PC. Type an 'A' character on the PC and
the module will return a 'Y' (this is the standard "are you
there?" diagnostic). Now the development system may be
used on the PC to check the module out properly.

A suitable test program for the LED board is shown in
figure 7. This is supplied with the PIC BASIC development
environment, and flashes the LED in various bar patterns in an
endless loop.

Availability
Most of the components are widely available from Maplin and
other similar companies. The PCB is available free on this
month's cover (they will not be available without the magazine
so I am afraid that if you want more than one you will have to
buy another magazine!).

Programmed 16C84 PIC chips are available from the
author price £25 each, or £15 if you supply the PIC chip
(make sure it is a new chip with nothing programmed on itl).
Also included in the price will be an updated copy of the
development system software (but only if there has been an
update with respect to the free copy given away with next
month's ET])

IMPORTANT:- When ordering your PIC chip please specify
whether you will be using the 24LC16 (2K EEPROM) or the
24LC65 (8K EEPROM). Also specify whether you will be using
a 4MHz or 16MHz clock. The PIC chips will be code protected
(the author has put an enormous amount of work into this
project and quite understandably wishes to protect his work
from unauthorised copying).

Please send an SAE with order and make cheques or
postal orders payable to Robin Abbott. Orders should be sent
to: 37 Plantation Drive, Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 5SG. The
author regrets that he is unable to answer phone queries, but
he can be contacted via email; his address is:
Ocompuserve.com.100023,535.

The PC based development system software will be
available free as part of the cover disk on next month's ETI, or
if you want it before then, it can be obtained directly from
Robin Abbott price £10.

typesub drive(i)
trisb(0)
trisc(°)

dim i.5
bit variable
while(1)
for i.1 to 16
drive(i)

nex
wend

Define Subroutine
Drive on port B
Drive on port C

i is a 5

loop forever
For each output

sub drive(wirenum)
wirenum=wirenum-1
if (wirenum <=7) then

serout(wirenum+IA',ADDPORTB+wirenum.16) ; 0/p
port B

return

endif
serout(wirenum+'A',ADDPORTC+(wirenum-8).16) ; 0/p

port C
end

Figure 2 - Example code for Transmitter
while(1)
u=0 wirenum=serin(ADDPORTB,0)-.A'+1
seroutstring("\nDetected ; ",defserout)
if wirenum>10 then u=1 : wirenum wirenum-10
serout('0'+u,defserout)
serout('01+wirenum,defserout)

wend

Figure 3 - Example Receiver BASIC code

trisb(0)
typesub del()
const pat[16]
write to led&
pat[0]=081h
turn on a led
pat[1],0c3h
pat[2]=0e7h
pat[3)=Offh
pat[4]=0e7h
pat[5]=0c3h
pat[6)=081h
pat[7]=0
pat[8)=18h
pat[9).3ch
pat110)=7eh
pat[11)=Offh
pat[12]=7eh
pat[13]=3ch
pat[14]=18h
pat[15]=0
dim i.6,j.4,k.5
while(1)
for i.1 to 16
portb=i+i.16
del()

next
for j=0 to 5
for i=0 to 7
portb=-pat[i]
del()

next
next
for j=0 to 5
for i=8 to 15
portb=-pat[i)
del()

next
next

wend ; Loop forever
sub del()
for k=1 to 8
next

end

Drive on port B
Delay subroutine
Array of patterns to

Patterns have a 0 to

Variables
Loop forever
Simple binary pattern

In/Out pattern

In/Out pattern

Delay subroutine

Fig.7. LED test programme

Next Month...
ETI will have a cover mounted PC disk
containing a free copy of the ETI BASIC
microcontroller development system software
(in order not to miss it don't forget to order your
copy now!). In Part 2 we'll take a more in depth
look at the BASIC language and development
environment used for the controller as well as a
complete project using the BASIC controller
with 7 segment LED output and push button
Inputs. Following articles will look at larger
scale projects using the module.
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1 1 14: IL, N E T
8 CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass In Coventry with easy access
to Ml. M6 M40. M42, M45 and M69)

0 ILLOSCOPES
Gould 0S3000/ADVANCE 3000 30MHz Dual ch
Gould 4035 - 20Iv1Hz Digital storage
Gould 4050 - 35MHz Digital storage
Gould 5110 100MHz Intelligent oscilloscope
Gould 0S4000, 0S4200, 0S4100, OS1000B
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 17744A, 100MHz dual ch
Hewlett Packard 1707A, 1707B - 75MHz 2ch
Hewlett Packard 54201A 300MHz Digitizing

£200
£500
£650
£850

from £125
trorn £350
from £275

.£1750
Hewlett Packard 54501A - 100MHz - Digitizing 4 channel...........£1950
Hewlett Packard 54504A 400MHz Digitizing ..... .£3500
Hewlett Packard 54100D 1GHz Digitizing. .£4500
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz D.S.O. 1800
Lecroy 140 - 100MHz - D.S.O. £POA
Hitachi V212 20MHz Dual Channel .......... £175
Nicolet 3091 - LF D.S.O .£1100
Philips PM 3315 - 60MHz D SO. .£750
Phillips 3206, 3211, 3212, 3217, 3226, 3240
3243, 3244, 3261, 3262 (2ch + 4ch) from £125 to £350
Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel £1950
Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel. .£425
Tektronix 2215 60MHz dual trace .£450
Tektronix 2235 Dual trace 100MHz (portable) .£800
Tektronic 2236 - 100 Mhz - 4 channel with CounterMmer/D.M.M .... .£995
Tektronix 2335 Dual trace 100MHz (portable) .£750

.£450Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch
Tektronix 2465B - 400 Mhz 4 channel ..... £3950
Tektronix 464/466 100MHz An storage from £350

from £350
Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7613, 7623, 7633, 100MHz 4 ch from £300
Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch .from £650
Tektronix 7844 - Fitted with 7A42, 71380, 7B85 Plug Ins ......£1500
Tektronix 7904 -- 500MHz ......... .from £850
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz Digital Storage £800
Telequipment D68 - 50MHz Dual Channel. £200
Iwatsu IS 8123 - 100 Mhz - D. Storage £850

Other scopes available too

Tektronix 465/465B 100MHz dual ch

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Ailtech 727 - Spec. Analyser 22.4 GHZ with
Alltech 70727 -- Tracking Generator (10KHz - 12.4 GHz)
Hewlett Packard 3580A -5Hz-50KHz
Hewlett Packard 3709B - Constellation Analyser with 15709A High
Impedance Interface (As New)
Hewlett Packard 182T with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz)
HP 3582A - 25KHz Analyser, dual channel ..

Hewlett Packard 35601A - Spectrum Analyser Interface
Hewlett Packard 8754A - Network Analyser 4 - 1300MHz.
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz.
Marconi 2371 - 30KHz - 200MHz
Polrad 641-1 - 10MHz - 18GHz.._
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyskop 0.1 1300MHz..
Schlumberger 1250 - Frequency Response Analyser
Tektronix 7L12 with 7603 mainframe 1.8GHz)
Tektronix 7L14 with 7603 mainframe 1.8GHz)
Tektronix 7L18 with 7603 mainframe 18GHz).
Texscan AL51A (4MHZ - 1GHZ)

} £2000
£995

£6750
£3750
£2500
£1000
.£3250

£995
£1250
£1500
.£2500
£2500
£1500
£2000
£2950

£850

MISCELLANEOUS
Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator £1500
BallantIne 323 True RMS Voltmeter £350
Datalab DL 1080 Programmable Transient Recorder .£350
Dyanpert TP20 Intelliplace - Tape peel Tester - immacualte condition£1950
Farnell 2081 R/F Power meter .£350
Farnell TSV 70 MklI Power Supply (70V -5A or 35V -10A)
Ferrograph RTS-2 Audio Test Set with ATU 1
Fluke 8010A/8012A/8050A Digital multimeters from
Fluke 5101A AC/DC Calibrator

.£200
£500
£125

£3500
Fluke 5101B AC/DC Calibrator £6500
Marconi - 2019A 80KHz - 1040MHz - Synthesised Signal Generator £1950
Hewlett Packard 8662A - (10KHz-1280MHz) - Synthesised Signal
Generator £7950
Hewlett Packard 4953A - Protocol Analyser .. ...£3500
Hewlett Packard 1630G - Logic Analyser 65 Channels .£850
E.I.P. 548A - Frequency Counter (26.5 GHz) .£3500
Marconi 6950 Power Meter with 6910 Sensor £800
Racal 1992 - 1.3GHz Frequency Counter £850
Datron 1061 - Precision Multimeter. ... .£650
Fluke 5220A Transconductance Amplifier (20A).. £3000
Fluke 720A Kelvin-Varley Voltage Divider ... ......... .£450
Fluke 750A Reference Divider ..£450
Gould TA 600 Thermal Array Recorder .£400
Gould K1000 - 100MHz Logic Analyser with Pods £350
Heiden 1107 - 30V -10A Programmable Power Supply (IEEE).. .£650
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter £350
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter £850
Hewlett Packard 3760/3761 Data gen + error detector. .each £300
Hewlett Packard 3762/3763 Data gen + error detector.. .each £350
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser .£350
Hewlett Packard 5423A Structural Dynamics Analyser £350
Hewlett Packard 544708 Digital Filter.... .£100
Hewlett Packard 544104 Analogue/Digital Converter. £100
Hewlett Packard 7402 Recorder with 17401A x 2 plug -Ins ._ .£300

Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse gen 0 1Hz-20MHz .
.£500

Hewlett Packard 8443A Tracking gen/counter with t EEE C300/400
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oi.11ator mainframe .£400
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage ni.Drmaliser .£375
Hewlett Packard 8684A 5.4GHz to 12.5GHz Sig -Gen. .£3000
Hewlett Packard 8640B AM/FM Signal Gen (512MHz) £850
Hewlett Packard 5340A - 18GHz Frequency Counter. .£900
Hewlett Packard 5356A - 18GHz. Frequency Converter head £450
Hewlett Packard 432A Power Meter (with 478A Sensor) £275
Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power Meter (with 8481A/8484A) . from £750
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter. £200
Hewlett Packard 6181C D.0 current source £150
Hewlett Packard 59501B HP 1B Isolated D/A power
supply programmer £150
Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/3791B/3793B Microwave Unk
Analyser £3500
Hewlett Packard 5316A Universal Counter HP1B £550
Hewlett Packard 5316B Universal Counter HP1B £775
Hewlett Packard 5385A Frequency Counter - 1GHz - (HP1B)
with OPTS 001/003/004/005 £995

£1000
Hewlett Packard 6623A Tnple output system power supply £1950
Hewlett Packard 3764A (Opt 0021 Digital Transmission Analyser £2250
Hewlett Packard 3586A Selective level meter £1750
Hewlett Packard 3325A 21MHz Synthesiser/Function Gen £1500

£1250
£1100

Hewlett Packard 3779C Primary Multiplex Analyser

Hewlett Packard 8152A Optical Average Power Meter
Hewlett Packard 8158B Optical Attenuator (OPTS 002 + 011)

HEWLETT PACKARD 6261B
Power Supply 20v -50A £500 Discount for Quantities

International Light - IL 1700 Research Radiometer with Erythermal Sensor
Head .. £1250
Krohn -Hite 2200 Lin/Log Sweep Generator
Krohn -Hite 4024A Oscillator
Krohn -Hite 6500 Phase Meter. ££'229955005

Lyons PG73N/PG75/PG28/PG Pulse generator from £225
Marconi 2432A 500MHz digital freq. meter £200
Marconi 2337A Automatic dist. rueter £150
Marconi 2356 20MHz level oscillator

£450.'300Marconi 2306 Programmable interface
Marconi 2830 Multiplex tester £850
Marconi 2831 Channel access switch £250
Marconi 2019 - AM/FM Signal generator- 1040 MHz £1800
Multicore "Vapourette" Bench Top Vapour Phase SMD Soldering Machine
(New + Unused) ...

... :£'64050°Philips PM 5167 10MHz function gen ...

Phoenix 5500A - Telecomms Analyser with various Interface Options .£2500
Raca Dana 9242D Programmable PSU 25V -2A .£300
Raca Dana 9246S Programmable PSU 25V -10A £400
Raca Dana 3100 40-130MHz synthesiser £750
Raca Dana 5002 Wideband evel meter. £650
Raca Dana 5003 Digital m/meter £150
Raca Dana 9000 Microprocesshg timer/count. 520MHz

Raca Dana 9084 Synth sig gen. 104MHz
Raca Dana 9303 True RMS/RFevel meter £6

Raca Dana 9500 Universal timer/counter 100MHz

Raca Dana 9081 Synth sig gen. 520MHz

Raca Dana 9341 LCR databndge

Raca Dana 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz
Raca Dana 9302A R/F milllvoltmeter (new version)
Raca Dana 9082 Synthesised am/fm sig gen (520MHz) 1350705

Raca 9301 A - True RMS R/F haillivoltrneter £300
Raca 9921 - 3GHz Frequency Counter

5°Rohde & Schwartz BN36711 Digital 0 meter .14400
Rohde & Schwarz - Scud Radio Code Test Set £995
Rohde & Schwarz - LFM 2 Sweep Generator 0.02 - 60MHz

Rotek 3980A AC/DC Precision Calibrator with Rotek 350A High

£1500
Rohde & Schwarz SUF 2 Noise Generator £300

Current Adaptor....

£5950£P0

Schlumberger 4923 Radio Code Test Set £1500

Schlumberger S.I. 4040 Stabilock - High accuracy
1GHz Radio Test Set

Schlumberger 2720 1250 MHz Frequency Counter .£500
Solarton Schlumb 1170 Freq. response analyser .£250
Systems Video 1258 Waveform Analyser + 1255 Vector Monitor + 1407
Differential Phase and Gain Module + 1270 Remote Control Panel £2250
Systron Donner 1702 Synthesised Sig. Gen 1GHz £990
Systron Donner 6054B or D 18GHz or 24GHz Freq. Counter from£800
Telequipment CT71 Curve Tracer. £250
Tektronix TM5003 + AFG 5101 Arbitrary Function Gen. £1750
Tektronix 1240 Logic Analyse, .£750
Tektronix 1480 Waveform Monitor .POA
Tektronix 651 HR Monitor POA
Tektronix DAS9100 Series Logic Analyser . £500
Tektronix -. Plug :ns many available such as SC504, SW503, SG502,
PG508, FG504. FG503, TG50i, TR503 + many more £POA
Time 9811 Programmable Resistance

.....
£600

Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator £750
Wayne Kerr B424/N LCR Component Meter Set £200
W&G SPM12 Level Meter (200Hz 6MHz) £500
W&G PS12 Level Oscillator (200Hz - 6MHz) £500
Weller D801/D802 Desoldering station £175
Wiltron 560 Scalar Network Analyser £800
Wiltron 352 Low Frequency Differential Input Phase Meter

....
...... £350

EIP 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz £700

rv1ANY MORE ITEMS tkVAILABLE - SEND LARGE S.A.E.
FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT

ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED - WITH 30 DAYS
GUARANTEE.

PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING
- CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL GOODS
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Versatile regulated
power

supply unit
A practical upgradeable bench power
supply for electronic circuits
designed and developed
by Tim Parker

part from an oscilloscope, one of the mast valued
pieces of equipment on the electronics
workbench is a decent power supply unit (PSU).
The one presented here is not a high powered, all
singing, all dancing switched -mode model. It's a

straight forward linear design with a perfectly usable output
voltage and current range, which can be upgraded at a later
date if desired. It is not initially designed for powering CB
radios or in -car entertainment systems - and let's face it, the
types of amplifiers incorporated into some car stereo systems
these days (especially those with enough output to transform
the vehicle into a speaker cabinet on wheels) would bend the
knees of ANY power supply that does not have 'serious'
power handling capabilities.

More than anything else, this one is designed to fulfil the
majority of requirements likely to be encountered by the
electronics hobbyist and designers alike. It provides regulated

240V
AC

ON/OFF
SWITCH

240VAC INPUT

MAINS TRANSFORMER

15VAC OV 15VAC

AC IN OV AC IN
RECTIFIER +VDC

AND
SMOOTHING

-VDC
OV

0

SET VOLTAGE
+Vm +Vout - o

+3V TO +15V
REGULATED

SET CURRENT

1_ I

+Vin +12V out

nv

+12V REGULATED

Vin -12Vout

fly

L

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the regulated PSU

0- -0
+12V

REGULATED

- -o
+5V

REGULATED

- -o

-12V
REGULATED

PART
DC outputs of +12V (fixed), -12V (fixed) and +5V (fixed), each
with a current capability of up to about 250mA if all of them are
in use. Up to 1 Amp can be drawn from any one output at a
time. Also included is a variable voltage output between
approximately +3V and +14V with variable current limiting
between 10mA and 200mA. There aren't many electronic
designs which cannot be powered either directly from these
supplies, or by manipulation of the various outputs available. A
lot of beginners and novices believe that they need a power
supply with 'bags' of current. But ask any experienced
designer and they will tell you that this is not the case.

To allow the use of the full current handling capacity of each
output, they can all be 'beefed up' by upgrading certain parts
of the circuit. For example, the fixed outputs can be increased
up to 1 Amp each, and the variable output is capable of
voltages up to 36V, at currents of up to 2 Amps. This is
explained in more detail later.

The circuit
Fig 1 shows a block diagram of the regulated power supply
unit broken down into six sections and the complete circuit
diagram appears in figure 2. Transformer T1 produces 30V AC
across its secondary winding, which is used as two 15V AC
outputs when referenced to the centre tap point. This centre
tap is used as a OV potential for all of the regulator circuits and
thus the output terminals. The contact suppressor CS1 is fitted
directly across the mains input to reduce turn off spikes and
may be omitted if desired.

The 100Hz rough DC from the bridge rectifier formed by D1
to D4 is smoothed on the positive side by C1, and on the
negative side by C2. This results in 'off load' DC levels up to
about +25V across 01 and about -25V across C2 (with
reference to OV of course). These are referred to as +V and -V
respectively.

Fixed voltage outputs
Working upwards from the bottom of the circuit diagram of fig
2, regulator IC3 is fed from the smoothed -V potential and
produces a regulated -12V output on pin 3. Regulator 101 is
fed from the +V potential and produces a regulated +12V
output, again on pin 3. Not only does this provide the fixed
+12V output, but also the input potential for 104. which itself
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Fig.2 Complete circuit diagram of the
regulated PSU
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provides the fixed +5V regulated output on pin 3. The reason
for supplying IC4 from the output of IC1 is to reduce the power
dissipation of IC4, which, whilst capable itself of handling input
voltages up to 40V, would require separate heatsinking in order
to keep its 'on load' operating temperature down at an
acceptable level. If the input to 104 were to be supplied directly
from the +V rail, the power dissipation would take it beyond its
safe operating limits, with the possibility of it repeatedly
shutting down through thermal overload. Unfortunately, this
would not be discovered until a short time after a load had
been connected across its output.

The low value capacitors close to each of the regulators
(100nF & 10uF) improve the noise rejection, transient response
and stability against high frequency oscillation of each device.

Diodes D5 to D8 protect the regulators against certain
conditions that could arise during operation. Quite often there
are a couple of points that are possibly inadvertently
overlooked in power supply designs based on fixed voltage
regulators. The first is what happens when the INPUT to the
regulator is suddenly shorted to OV, and the second is the
effect of turning off the supply with large capacitor values
connected across the output; formed by (say) the supply
decoupling capacitors of the equipment being powered from
the power supply unit. In both cases, the regulator's input
voltage rapidly reaches the OV potential, whilst the output
would remain at the regulator's original voltage for a short
length of time due to the stored charge. This voltage will then
be discharged back into the OUTPUT terminal of the regulator,
and if the energy released by the capacitors is large enough,
would almost certainly result in the destruction of the regulator.
By including diodes across the regulators as shown, the

excess energy is shunted to the low potential at its input and
so protects the device.

Strangely enough the damage to the power supply caused
by this tends to lead to some confusion for the user, because it
will be assumed that the equipment being powered at the time
caused the damage to the supply when it was turned on.

CURRENT
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REIERENCE

ERROR
AMPLIFIER

THERMAL I
PROTECTION

2

INPUT LIMITING GND VREF

(TAI31

1

S.OA
(SAFE OPERATING AREA)

PROTECTION

COMPARATOR

CURRENT
UMITING

Fig. 3 Internal architecture of the L200CV
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0
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Whereas, in reality, the damage was caused by the equipment
previously connected to the supply when it was last turned off.
which might not be the same piece of equipment connected
now. This results in the wrong piece of equipment being
checked for faults, even though none of them might actually
have any! Confusing eh!

The only restriction to this protection is when extremely
large value (tens of thousands of microfarads) capacitors are
connected across the output, where the energy released is so
great there is a danger of blowing the protection diode itself.
Fortunately this is rare under normal circumstances, and
diodes of this type do generally tend to blow short circuit - as
opposed to open circuit, so the regulator should still be
protected against backward discharge. But BEWARE. If the

Table 1
Current Limiting With Preferred

Value Resistors

Rsc but Rsc lout
47 9.5mA 3.3 136.3mA
33 13.6mA 2.2 204.5mA
22 20.0mA 1.0 450.0mA
15 20.0mA 0.47 957.4mA
10 45.0mA 0.33 1.36A
4.7 95.7mA 0.22 2.04A

V 4--

+1 2

INSULATOR

 1
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A 5 4 2 2 1
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Fig. 4 PCB component overlay
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RV1
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protection diode has blown short
circuit, the regulator will also be
shunted from input to output, so what
you expect to be (say) a regulated +5V
output suddenly becomes the same
potential as the +V unregulated input
voltage, which would be capable of
destroying an entire board full of TTL
devices in a fraction of a second.

Variable voltage and
current output
The task of supplying a variable voltage
and current limited output is handled by
IC2 - an LC200CV adjustable voltage
and current regulator. Fig 3 shows, in
block form, the basic design of its
internal architecture. According to the
technical specification, this device is
virtually 'bomb proof'. Given sufficient
current and a 40V (max) input, it is
capable of regulated output voltages
from 2.85V to +36V, at currents of up to
2A, although our basic power supply
application does not drive it to these
limits. As a rule of thumb the maximum
available output voltage can be
approximated from the formula;

VR2

Vout = Vref (1 + -
R2

Where Vout is the resultant output
voltage gained from the formula, VR2
and R2 are component values taken
from Fig 2 (remember VR2 can be any
value between less than 1 and its rated
value). Vref may vary slightly, but as a
general rule can be assumed to be
typically 2.77V.

The available output current can be
obtained from the formula;

lout -

Vsc

Rsc
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Where lout is the resultant output current gained from the
formula, Vsc is the current limit sense voltage between pins 5
and 2, and Rsc is the resistance (in Ohms) between pins 5 and
2. The actual value of Vsc is dependent on (amongst other
things) regulator output load and operating temperature, but
can be taken to be typically 0.45V.
R2 and VR2 set the output voltage, whilst R3 and VR1 set the
current limiting cutoff point. The values of these components
are selected to give the best overall control of the output from
the available input. Although the input voltage could be as high
as +25V, this will fall quite considerably when the regulators
have a load connected across their outputs, and since IC2 has
quite a high dropout voltage it's no use selecting component
values that allow the device to operate up to its maximum
capacity if it's never likely to use it.

Switched or variable current limiting
When using a continuously variable control to limit the current
output (such as the use of VR1), it can be difficult to set the
current limit cutoff point with any degree of accuracy
generally it has to be a very approximate setting. For this
reason, VR1 may be replaced with four fixed value resistors
(R4 -R7) and a 1 pole 12 -way rotary switch. This will allow
switched selection of up to five pre -determined current limit
settings that will be far more accurate than a potentiometer.
The range of settings can be extended by soldering more
resistors directly to the switch itself. The art of current limiting
using this method is the ability to synthesize resistor values
suitable for the cutoff points you wish to set, which may involve
paralleling two or more together to obtain the required value.

The PCB positions available for R4 to R7 instead of VR1
(NOT as well as VR1) are shown as
dotted outlines in fig. 4, with the
connections required between the PCB
and the switch shown in fig. 6. No
resistance values have been specified
because these will depend on your own
requirements. However, Table 1 below
gives an idea of the various current limits
when using preferred value resistors.
Note that Rsc is the TOTAL resistance
between pins 5 and 2, and that the
current must not rise above 250mA
unless the power supply has been
upgraded.
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OF TRANSFORMER Ti

Ti

SOLDER TAG
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H
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SK7

SK5
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SK6
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--- w._,
SK4 SK3 SK1

(+12V)

SK2

(+5V) (+vARiABLE) (0v)

Fig. 5 Wiring diagram (Note: front and rear panels s.iown flat and separated for clarity)

Current Limiting With
Preferred Value Resistors
lout values are all very close
approximations
Closer inspection of Table 1 will reveal

why it is so difficult to set the current limit
using a variable control, particularly at the
higher current outputs where the
resistance becomes uncontrollably small.
Notice how an adjustment of just 0.11
results in almost a 700mA change in
current limiting. To make matters worse,
as the resistance decreases, the power
dissipation in the control results in self-
induced variations that only add to the
problem.

The only simple way to gain better
contro at high current outputs would be
to trade off the controllability of the lower
current settings and plump for a reverse
log potentiometer, which has the same
characteristic logarithmic curve, only in
reverse. These are available, but so un-
common they are very difficult to obtain
and virtually impossible in high power
versions. Of course, you could always
use a 10 -turn version, but then you'd
also require a 10 -turn counting dial in
order to know whereabouts the track -to -
wiper position was, and even then you'd
have to convert the readings from the
dial into current limit settings. All told,
about ten quid's worth!
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Fig. 6 Connections for switched current limit selection (VR1
must be removed)

Kit available
A kit of parts for the variable low current version of
the power supply (using potentiometers) including
PCB, 20VA transformer and heatsink (but not
including the case - this is left to personal choice)
is available from the author by mail order only at
the following address:

DTE MICRO SYSTEMS
112 SHOBNALL ROAD
BURTON ON TRENT
STAFFORDSHIRE
DE14 2BB

The price for the kit of parts is:
£39.00 inc.
The PCB is also available separately at:
£ 6.50 inc.
Please add postage and handling (per order):
I. 2.50 for the UK
£ 4.00 elsewhere.

Please make Cheques/Postal Orders payable to
`DTE MICRO SYSTEMS'. If ordering from overseas,
payment must be in Pounds Sterling (£) and
cheques must be drawn on a British bank.

Goods will normally be dispatched within five
working days from receipt of order (subject to
availability and cheque clearance), but please allow
up to 28 days for delivery.

Resistors
 R1, 2
 R3
 R4 - R7
 VR1
 VR2

Capacitors
 Cl
 2

2K2 0.5W carbon (2 off)
2n2 2.5W wirewound
optional - (selected by user)
47n LIN potentiometer
10Kn LIN potentiometer

 C3,4,8,9,15,17,19

 C5,6,7,10,11,12,13,14,16

 C18

 CS1

4700uF/35V radial
electrolytic
1000uF/35V radial
electrolytic
10uF/35V radial
electrolytic (7 off)
100nF/50V ceramic
or polyester (9 off)

100uF/35V radial electrolytic

100n+100nF 250V RC
contact suppressor

Semiconductors
 D1 - D4

 D5 - D8

IC1

IC2

IC3

IC4

LED1

Hardware

heatsink thick aluminium angle 150 x 50 x 50
screws, nuts & washers as required
control knobs for VR1 & VR2

1 N5402 3Amp rectifier
diodes (4 off)
1N4001 1Amp rectifier
diodes (4 off)
7812 +12V 1Amp voltage regulator
L200CV 2Amp adjustable regulator
7912 -12V 1Amp voltage regulator
7805 +5V 1Amp voltage regulator
5mm standard red LED

& miscellaneous
Fl

fuseholder
SK1,3,4,6
SK2,5
SK7

SW1

T1

fixings
knobs

20mm 1Amp fuse
20mm panel mounting fuseholder
4mm red terminal posts (4 off)
4mm black terminal posts (2 off)
4mm green terminal post
DPST rocker switch rated 6A/250V
0-15-0-15 20VA mains transformer

insulators insulating kits for IC1 - IC4
terminals lucar connectors for SW1 (4 off)
flex 6A mains flex
grommet strain relief grommet
cover terminal cover for T1
sleeving heat -shrink sleeving
case enclosure to suit *
legend front panel label

PCB DTE "PSU" printed circuit board £6.50
available from DIE MICRO SYSTEMS

Not supplied with the kit

Next Month...
we will look at constructing and testing the PSU
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WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE OF USED
OSCILLOSCOPES IN THE COUNTRY
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Used Equipment  Guaranteed. Manuals impel,. It possible.
Thes is a VERY SMAL L SAMPLE OF STOCK SAE or telephone for hrsts Please check availability before

ordenng CARRIAGE all units 116 VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carnage.

STEWART OF
AL 110 WYKEHAM ROAD. READING,

READING
BERKS RG6 1PL `4`'

Tel: 01734 268041 Fax: 01734 351696 L....,,,,,.....,,,,,,, . oonfailuNTss, Hurt,

BASIC Stamp -Stamp sized Computer runs BASIC

The Basic Stamp by PARALLAX measures
only 40x60mm yet is o true miczocorn.
puler that runs BASIC programme! written
on your PC Its size, eose of use and
extensive I/O features make it cn ideol
tool for both educationol and industrial
applications as well os for the serious
hobbyist

Typical
Application

401714

The BASIC Stomp Development Kit at £99 includes; I BASIC Stomp, instruction monuol, PC
cable, software and extensive appiication notes. further Stomps ore available from £29.

Writing programmes for the Stomp is easy A
3.pin cable connects the Stomp to your PC
printer port One piece of software is used to
enter,debug and downlood your programme.
Features include 8 I/O lines, non-volatile
memory, serial comms, pulse measurement
and PWM, all achieved with a minimum of
external components

TIT

In MI.
.11..01.0911011t.
%Nommoroomu.,ammionns., LCD
'Nmomonoirm.r. 1. .03

Muscle Wires -wires that contract when heated!

Fascinating, highly processed Shape Memory
Alloy wires that actually contract when
electrically heated producing o useful amount
of force.
Low cost linear actuators at last!
Their lightweight makes them excellent for
use in models, robots and many other types
of pro)ect Low voltage and power allows
simple control by computer or electronics leg
The BASIC Stomp)
Detoiled Data and Project Book (128 pages)
plus Muscle Wire kit suitable for 13 projects
including BORIS the walking, six -legged
robot; only £44 95

All pnces excl VAT and £3 postage per order For further details of the Stomp, Muscle Wires
and other products please call for our NEW colour catalog.",

MILFORD INSTRUMENTS
24hr Ans,,erphone 01977 683665, Fox 01977 681465

Milford House 120 H .h Street, Soulh Milford LEEDS LS25 SAO

High quality stepping motor kits (all Including stepping
motors) 'Coniston independent control of 2 stepping
motors by PC (Via the parallel port) with 2 motors and
software.
Kit £67.00 ready built £99.00
Software support and 4 digital .nuts kit 027.00
power interlace 4A kit (36.00
power interface 8A kit 146.00
Stepper kit 4 (manual con.) IftiCturies 200 step
;topping 7111101 and control orcurt .023.00
We are now stocking a range of stepping motors and
kits to drive them please ask for the stepping motor
data sheet for full information.
Invertor toroidal transtormers 225VA 10.5-0-10.5
pnmary 0-260-285 secondary £29 95
LEDs 3mm or 5mm red or green .7p each
yellow .11p each
cable lies. Sp each C5.95 per 1000
£49.50 per 10.000
High quality photo resist COM.? Clad epoxy glass
boards
Dimensions 'Ingle sided doble sided
3x4 inches 01.09 £1.23
4x8 Inches (2.75 02 99
6x12 Inches C6 20
12x12 Inches £12.25
Rechargeable Battenes
AA (HP7) £0.99
AA 700msH 11.75
C 2AH MO solder tags .13.60
D SAM with solder tags 14.95
1RAA with solder lags 11.55
AAA (HP16) 180mAH 11.75
AA 500mAH with solder saga £1.55
C ilhiP11) 1.8AH C220

(t-IP2) 1.2AH .0.60
PP38.4V 110mAH 14.95
Sub C with solder tags 12 50
1/3 AA with tags (phllps CTV) 11.95
Standard charger charges 4 AR cells in 5 hours or
4Cs or Os In 12.14 hours . txPP3 (I. 2, 3 of 4 cells
may be charged at a I.e) .15.95
High power charger as above but charges the Cs and
Ds in 5 hours AAs Cs and Ds must be r.harged in 2s
or 45 170 95
Nickel Metal Hydryde AA cells high capacity with no
memory. II charged at 10 ma and discharged at
25Orru3 or iess 1100mAH capacity (lower capacity lor
high discharge rates) 13.75
Special offers pease check for availability
stick of 4 42 x 16mm nicad bananas 171rnma16min
dia With red is black leads 4 Ay 15 95
Computer grade capacitors with SC.*, terminals
58000u1 60s .04.95
115v ac 80v do motor 4mm x 22mm shaft 50mm die
60 long body (excluding the shaft) It has replacable
thermal fuse and brushes £4.95 each 03.95 100.
7 segment common anode led display 12mm CO 45
LM337k T03 case variable regulator 11.95
£1.44 100.
GaAs FET bw leakage current S8873 £12 95 each
09.95 10. £7.95 103.
H.. P channel mosfet £0.45, BC559 transistor
£3.95 per 100
74LS05 hex evertor C10.00 per 100, used 8748
Microcontroller £3.50
SL952 UHF Limiting amplrber LC 16 surface rr.unti.
Package with data sheet (1.95
AM27S02 01.25 each 90p 100. CD4007UB 10p

6p 10i.Xi.

Sww:tau light gun tennriated tam a sac( plug and PP3
Chp gives a signal when pointed at 9)h, flicker, light
with output wave lomi chart £3.95
DCDC convertor ROIRLDIltly rrinciel V12P5 12' in 5v
200ma out Iiittv Input to output Isotabon with data
04 95 each or pack ol 10 £39.50
Hour counter used 7 dwart 240v ac 50H, £1.45
OWERTY keyboard 58 key good quality switches new

£6.00
Airpax A82903 -C large stepping motot 14v 7.5' step
27ohm 68mm cha body 6 3mm shaft (8.95 or (200.00
for a box of 30
Polyester capacitors box type 22 5mm lead pitch
0.904 250wdc 18p each 14p 100. 9p 1000.
lut 250vdc 30p each, 20p 100+. 10p 1000
3.3.1 100.icic 309 each, 20p 1001. 15p 1000.
tut 50, bipolar erectrolyIK axial reads 15p each. 7 5p
1000.
0 22.) 250v poyester axial leads 15p each. 7.5p
1000. PrAypropylerw. tut 400v,, (Vilma 1.1,0)
27 5mm pitch
32x29x17mm case 75p each 60p 100.
Philips 123 sans solid aluminium axial leads
33u1 lOv 8 227,1 40p each. 25p 103.
MilliPs 108 Series long 1th, 227,1 63v rouaf 30p each
15p 1000
Multdayer AV x ceramic capacitors all 5mm pitch 1009
100pf, ISOpI. 22001, 10.030p1 (10n) 10p each 5p
100, 3.5p 1000.
500p1 compression trimmer .60p
40 7,t 370vac motor start capacitor (dialectrol type
containing no pcbs) E5 95 Or £49.50 for 10
Sold carbon resistors Very low thaw:Ian/11 ideal for
RF circuits
27phm 2W, 6&ihm 2W 25p each 15p each 100. we
have a ra,ge of 0 25. 0.5w lw and 214 solid carbon
resistors please send SAE 10r 1,51
PC 400W PSU (Intel pan 201035-001) with standard
Motherboard and 5 disk dnve crinnectors. tan a.
marris Inlet/ix,llel connectors on back and switch on
the side (top lot lower case) dims
212x49x149mnr excluding switch C26.50 each
f138.00 ,r 6
MX1110 DFgnal multlmeter 17 ranges to0Ovdc 750vac
2Mohm 200.A transistor Hie 9v and -1/5v battery test

/12 95
AMD 27256-3 Eproms (2.00 each. (1.25 103.
DIP switch 3PCO 12 pin (ERG S.-3.023) 60p each
40p 100.
Disk drive boxes for 5 25 disk dove With room for a
Power supply light grey Plastic 62,268.7mm C7.95
or £49.50 101 10
Hand 1101d ultrasonic remote control 13.95
CV2486 gas relay 30 x 10nim dia with 3 wire
temenals will also work as a ne00 light 20p each or
£7.50 per 100

All products advertised a, new and unused unless
otherwise stated. Wide range col CMOS TTL 74HC
74F Linear Transistors kits rechargeable batteries

capacitors toots etc. always in stock
Please add C1.95 towards P&P

In 411 ru.sr,...

JPG ELECTRONICS
ETI 276.278 Chatsworth Road.

Chesterfield sao 2BH
Access V. Orders (01246) 211202

TRANSISTORS + ICS + SEMICONDUCTORS I

/ in the new
£30 "

WORTH OF

1c i 11MIUMeht b.A1-0A1LOS

RESISTORS +CAPACITORS+INDUCTORS
SURVEILLANCE+SECRECY+SECURITY
PLUGS+SOCKETS+LEADS+CONNECTORS
TV & VIDEO SPARES (INC. VIDEO HEADS)
HIFI+DISCO+HIFI GADGETS+SPEAKERS
AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS (inc capacitors)
IN CAR AUDIO+SPEAKERS (inc bass tubes)
COMPUTER ACCESORIES+BOARDS
TOOLS+TEST EQUIPMENT+BENCH WARE

& much much more (over 10,000 lines).
send today for the very interesting catalogue.

Pay by PO, cheque, credit card or tape coins to paper.

Please send me copies of the 1995 Cricklewood Catalogue.
enclose 4.50 per copy (UK & Europe) £5 overseas.

Name
Address

Please charge my credit card. No.
Expiry Date Tel. No ETI

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd, 40-42 Crickle,00ti Broadway,
s . 21 V.! - II:  .2
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Inspired by a sunny summer
Terry Baibirnie looks at
Alternative Energy in
miniature

enewable energy sources make interesting
providers of electricity where no mains supply
exists. For example, the sun's energy can be
converted directly using solar cells. These have
been available on the amateur market for a long

time and individual units providing an output of some 0.45V at
200mA are listed by several suppliers. Using a large number
of these to provide a useful voltage and current output is,
however, expensive. It is only comparatively recently that large
solar panels based on amorphous silicon have been available
at a reasonable price

A aft x 1ft (90crn x 30cm approximaley) solar panel is now
available from Bull Electrcal by mail order. This is capable of
providing 800mA in aright sunlight. One of these may be used
to charge a 12V lead -acid battery and supply sufficient power
to operate small pieces of low -voltage equipment such as
lights, radio, TV, etc. for a boat or caravan. It could also be
useful for radio amateurs, educationists and expenmenters
working n the field.

SOt.AR
PANEL.

Basic solar batter!, charger
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Fig.2. Approximate graph of solar battery charging
current against time of day

Of course, using solar power is not really getting
`'something for nothing ' due to the price of the equipment. It
could take several decades to recover the true cost in terms
of mains electricity savad. On the other hand, there are
stuations where conventional power is unavailable or charged
for at a premium rate - on camp sires, for example. It is at
sich times that solar panels make a convenient and satisfying
small-scale source of electricity. Oviously, the power available
is limited by the intensity of light faling on the solar panel's
sensitive surface and ths, in turn, depends on the season of
the year, time of day, amount of cloud cover and direction in
which it is facing. It also depends on such factors as latitude
and height above sea level.

The preferred way of using solar cells is to charge a small
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battery. As long as the average power
drained does not exceed that supplied,
the system may operate indefriiteiy.
During winter months, there will not be
much solar radiation available but bright
daylight will be sufficient to trickle -charge
a battery and keep it in good condition.

Silliest under the sun
The solar panel arrives well packed in a
wooden case. You need a screwdriver to
detach the lid and remove the contents.
Before using it, wires need to be
attached to the output electrcles since
"flying lead" connections are not
provided. Bull's advice is to use spring
clips or cold solder. It would probably be
disastrous to use conventional scdering
and I didn't try It I used paper gips and
a little epoxy resin adhesive to hold them
in position. Son thing more permanent
would be needed for long-term use.

A test was made during early
afternoon on a sunny June day in the
UK. With the panel drectly fadng the
sun, there was an open -circuit voltage of
ovE5 18V. It was then found mtssible to
draw just over 8DOrnA. A small 12V bulb connected direct lit
brightly - a totally silly but satisfying exe-cise. Care is needed if
electronic equipme'it is to be connected in an attempt to
power it. The output voltage may reach a destructive level if

the current drawn is row. I tned a small 12V television and it
worked perfectly. However, as stated previously, it is more
useful to use the output to charge a battery sire this will
provide a reserve of power. When using equipment while the

SUNLIGHT

SOLAR
PANEL

Fig.3. A 12V solar battery charger

DIODE

6V2

8V2

12V BATTERY

sun is shining on the solar panel, the battery will make up any
deficiency between the solar power and that required by the
eq(ipment. The battery will also stabilise the output to 12V
nominal.

Schottky rectifier
I used the solar panel to charge a 12V 7Ah Yuasa sealed lead -
acid battery (the actual capacity is unimportant). It is necessary
to included a diode in the circuit (see Fig. 1). This will prevent
the battery discharging through the solar panel when the
output voltage falls below that of the battery - this would
happen under dim conditions. An ordinary silicon diode (type
1N4001) is adequate with about 0.7V being "lost" due to its
forward drop. A significant improvement Is obtained by using a
Schottky barrier diode since it has a lower turn -on voltage
(about 0.5V or less). This was found to improve the charge rate
by some 50mA. A suitable one would be Maplin order code
GX29G (1N5820 Schottky rectifier diode).

It is Important to note that the rated 800mA referred to
earlier will not be available when battery charging. I found that
up to 500mA was provided in bright sunlight (depending on the
state of charge). Note that when clouds obscure the sun, the
current falls drastically - to 100mA or less. The graph (Fig. 2)
gives an idea of how the charge rate varies with the time of
day -this, of course, will depend on conditions. The area under
the curve gives the total charge supplied during a 24 hour
peiiod under ideal conditions .- in this case about 4.5Ah. The
photograph shows an experimental arrangement with the solar
panel charging a battery.

Shunt regulator
If the battery Is left on charge without being used (so-called
"floating" or "standby" use), it would be possible for it to be
overcharged - especially i4 it was a small one. To avoid this, a
simple shunt regulator may be used. A limit of between 13.5
ani 13.8V measured at the battery terminals should be set.
Taking Into account the voltage drop across the series diode,
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there will need to be about 14.0 to 14.3V measured at the
solar panel if a Schottky diode is used or 14.2 and 14.5 for an
ordinary silicon diode. Since no standard value falls within this
range, it may be made up (near enough) by using a 6.2V and
an 8.2V Zener diode connected in series as shown in Fig. 3.
As the battery nears full charge, the terminal voltage rises and
approaches that imposed by the regulator. Most of the current
is then diverted through the Zener diodes and charging falls to
a small "trickle". The Zener diodes must be adequate for the
purpose and a power rating of 5W is recommended.

Make-believe camping
I simulated a camping holiday during a sunny week in June
using the solar panel to charge the 7Ah battery. Short periods
of power were needed for a black and white television, a small
(8W) fluorescent light and for the occasional use of a water
pump. The solar panel was moved from time to time to face
the sun. Few people will bother to do this although it does
provide more power. It was found possible to operate the TV
and the light for 2 hours and a water pump for several short
periods each day without running the battery down - energy in
matching energy out. Note that a lead -acid battery should
never be completely discharged. The moment it shows signs
of falling output (dimming lights or a terminal voltage less than
11V), it must be charged as soon as possible. Good modern
batteries will tolerate some abuse but such treatment will
certainly reduce their life and impair the capacity.

The transit case in which the panel is supplied may be used
to support it in use and provide protection against damage.
This Is necessary because these panels are made of glass and
very fragile. By strengthening the corners of the case and
placing foam plastic beneath, good protection is provided.

Additional weatherproofing would be needed against rain. It is
possible to cover the front of the box with clear plastic but a
check would be needed to ensure that it did not reduce the
amount of sunlight reaching the sensitive surface unduly. A
similar -sized panel in a polycarbonate weather resistant frame
is offered by the same supplier. Here, the solar panel is
laminated with an additional sheet of glass which gives it
greater strength.

For caravan use, the panel could be left inside raised at an
angle on a few books and placed near a window. There would
then be sufficient current to maintain the charge in a battery
throughout the winter.

Supplier
The solar panels referred to in the text are obtained
from:
Bull Electrical
250 Portland Road
Hove
Sussex
BN3 5QT
Tel: 0273 203500

The product reference of the standard panel is
MAG34 and the cost is £33.95 plus VAT. The weather
resistant version (product reference 45P) costs £45.
In each case there is an additional £2 postage and
packing charge. Experimenters should note that
various other types and sizes of solar panels are
listed in the Bull Electrical mail order catalogue
available on request from the address above.

AL

** FOR SALE **
DEFENCE & AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & COMPO-
NENTS ALL HIGH QUALITY SURPLUS
MANY SPECIALS. WE STOCK 1000 +

ITEMS & IF WE DON'T STOCK IT WE MAY
BE ABLE TO GET IT FOR YOU

PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR LISTS
OR REQUIREMENTS

MAYFLOWER ELECTRONICS
48 BRENDON ROAD,

WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OHT
TEL (01984) 631825 FAX 634245

FIELD ELECTRIC LTD
TEL: 01438 353781 FAX: 01438 359397

MOBILE: 0836 640328/0860 213370
UNIT 2, WILLOWS LINK, STEVENAGE, HERTS SG2 8AB

SLIME

SONY 9' COLOUR MONITOR SUPER FINE PITCH CASED

WITH DATA FOR RGB MODEL KTM 1000013 145

SLO-SYN HS25 STEPPER MOTOR NEW . BOXED 40 OZ
IN TORQUE £8.95 C, 450

INTEL FLASH MEMORY CARDS 1Mb TO amb FROM C60

5VDC N 40AMP SWITCH MODE PSU NEW . BOXED £19

C/P 6

COUTANT DC/DC CONVERTERS NEW 48V IN 5V OUT N

5A £6 CM 3

12 VOC tans 90mm x 25mm £4 C/P 1.50

NEC CMV 123NE 12' COLOUR MONITOR WILL WORK ON

SVGAAmIGA,ATARI/BBC. SUPPLIED WITH PC VGA

LEAD. 800 x 60 SVGA. CASED 240 VAC £135.00 Up 12 00
12VDC CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER NEW £6 2

240V TO 110V 80 WATT AUTO TOROIDAL

TRANSFORMER £7 Cl? 3

TEKTRONIX 453 OSCILLOSCOPE 50 PAZ OVAL BEAM £175

REDMOND 12VDC 3000 RPM 80 WATT MOTOR NEW £6 Cac, 3

RS 207 065 AUTO TRANSFORMER 1000 WAIT £40 C/P 10
BERCO STAT 20HM 5A POT £2.50

MICROVETEC (CUB) COLOUR MONITORS T.T L 6 PIN DIN
INPUT C29 Cl? 10:00

NEW & BOXED 60mb TAPE STREAMER 5 25" 1/2 HEIGHT

CMITH SOFTWARE CONTROLLER CARD CABLE DATA

SPARE CARTRIDGE £30.00 CARRIAGUPACKING £8.00
12" MONO VGA CHASSIS (PAPER WHITE) ENCLOSED 24C

VAC £35 C/P 12:00

YUASA NP 10.66v 10an SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERY NEW

£7.95 C/P 3.50

PC PSU ENCLOSED. NEW +5420A +1248A .54.3A 200
WATT £15.95 C/P 5

102 KEY AT IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARD TERMINATOR TO 6

PIN DIN MINI PLUG £8 UP 3.50
ALL ITEMS UNDER £5 MIN ORDER £10.

C/P £2.75

PLEASE ADD 17.5% VAT TO ORDER. RING FOR C/P PRICES NOT SHOWN.
OFFICIAL ORDERS AND OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

Create your own Mobile Robot V2
CONTROLLED BY COMPUTERS VIA PRINTER PORT

EXPENDABLE TO RADIO CONTROLS

+E2

Oketet°'p..co

`Ou6014',`OS:r2..,.0p.,CsteNoVe
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Innovative Interfacing
Enterprise

Other PC Interfacing kits are available!'
Centronic and RS232 Explorer kits. Centrorac and RS232 24 -line programmable 1/0 cards
Data logging systems, triple stepper motor boards, Radio controllers, see Our catalogue!
Add £2 PAP in UK (£3.5 abroad) and make cheque payable 'Innovatrve InterlaCinC Enteronsw
58 tampon Coup, Larnpon Close. Manchester MI 7EG. U.K. TeUFax: 444.(0)181-272-8279

OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX  0131 667 2611

The supplier to use if you're looking for -

* A WIDE RANGE OF COMPONENTS AIMED AT
THE HOBBYIST *

* COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES *
* MAIL ORDER - generally by

RETURN OF POST *
* FRIENDLY SERVICE *

* 1995/96 CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE
Price £2.00 *

Open: Monday -Thursday 9.15-6.00 . .

All, Friday 9.15-5.00 Saturday 9.30-5.00
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Is your PCB design package not
quite as "professional" as you
thought? Substantial trade-in
discounts still available.

Board Board

0 0

hernial power plane suppc:A with tult DR

outer
rid ess re-entrant autorouw
Sirnultanecius multi -layer routing
SMD and analogue support
Full interrupt, resume, oan
and zoom while routing

Output drivers - included as standard
Printers - 0 & 24 pin Dot matrix,
HPLaserjet and PostScript
Penplotters - HP, Graphtec & Houston
Photoplotters - All Gerber 2X00 and 4X00
Excellon NC Drill and Annotated
drill drawings (BM2)

For futher information contact
Tsien (UK) Limited

Aylesby House
Wenny Road, Chatteris
Cambridge, PE16 6UT

Tel 01354 695959
Fax 01354 695957

E-mail Sales@tsien.demon.co.uk tsien



simple circuits

night light

T
his project is a mains -operated lamp designed to
be plugged into the ceiling light fitting of a child's
bedroom. The circuit is housed in a glass coffee jar
which is similar in size to the Standard light bulb
which it replaces.

t is very important to note that this light must only be used
in the ceiling fitting and not into a bedside reading lamp. The
child must not be able to reach it, possibly dismantle it and
expose live mains connections with lethal consequences.

The night light will operate for some 3000 hours on one kilowatt-
hour of electricity. At today's prices this works out at about 400
hours - or over one month of normal operation - for one penny!

Although this is a very simple circuit, construction is not

.L,

LP1

6V 60mA

-- o L

240V
AC

MAINS IN

-0N

Fig.1 . Basic circuit

REACTANCE
3183 OHMS

Terry Balbirnie takes a look at
the design and construction of
a low -intensity light with
micropower consumption that
is suitable as a child's night
light

recommended for a beginner. This is because mains connections
need to be made and some experience is needed to do this safely.

Comforting thought
The light given by this device is admittedly rather dim.
However, it is sufficient for the purpose - to comfort a child. If
in doubt about its suitability for other applications - for use by
an elderly person, for example - it would be a good idea to
connect the specified bulb direct to a 6V battery and hold it
close to its final position. It will then be possible to judge
whether the light IS sufficient before beginning construction
work. It may be sufficient to help in avoiding obstacles in an
otherwise unlit corridor, for example.

NOT TO SCALE

IMPEDANCE
3185 OHMS

RESISTANCE
100 OHMS

Fig.2. Relationship between impedance,
reactance and resistance

FS1
2A

Cl R1

1u 1M

LP1

6V 60mA

R2

11k 'Iv

240V
AC

MAINS IN

TS1

Fig.3. Improved circuit for
child's night light
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How it works
The circuit uses a 6V 60mA bulb as its basis. To connect this
direct to the mains would obviously be disastrous! Here, a
rather unusual method of current -limiting is used. Reducing the
voltage to 6V by means of a transformer would be the usual
way. Hoy sever, this would make for a rather bulky and heavy
device. Also, the small variety of transformer would become
quite warm in operation. Not only would this waste energy

AC MAINS IN

//

FS1

TS1

R2

C1

0-1 811-4.

-7-)

LP1

Fig.4. PCB component overlay

have to be paid for, but it could be a nuisance to get rid of.
The method used here is to connect a capacitor in series

with the bulb. The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The
capacitor exhibits reactance to the flow of current in an a.c.
circuit. The current is limited in a way which depends on the
capacitor's value and the voltage and frequency of the supply.
The higher the frequency and/or the higher the capacitor value,
the lower will be the reactance and the greater the current will
be. A higher supply voltage will also increase the current. The
circuit, as described, uses a lmF capacitor used on the U.K.
mains supply - that is, 240V with a frequency of 50Hz. This
capacitor has the nearest standard value to that needed to
produce the required reactance. Continental readers having a
220V 50Hz supply should find that the circuit works perfectly
well. This, of course, apples to the supposedly harmonized
230V mains also. Those having a 120V 60Hz main such as in
the United States are given an alternative capacitor value later.

Although capacitive reactance has a superficial resemblance
to resistance, it produces no waste heat. Virtually no current
flows through the capacitor - the flow of current is simply a
consequence of repeated charging and discharging in alternate
directions. On the positive half -cycles, charge will flow on to
one plate and off the other one. On the negative half -cycles it
will flow in the opposite sense. The pulsing of current
backwards and forwards gives the impression that it is flowing
through the insulating material (dielectric) between the plates
even though it does not.

Due to inevitable small losses, there is a certain amount of
heat produced in a capacitor but this is negligible and, in
practice, it remains cool in operation. Using a capacitor in this
way makes the design smaller, lighter and less expensive to
construct than a transformer -based circuit.

In theory
The reactance (X) of a capacitor is measured in ohms (as is
resistance) and is calculated using the formula:

X = 1/2 P2it

In the above equation, f is the frequency of the supply and C
the value of the capacitor n Farads. For a lmF capacitor on a
240V supply this gives a reactance of 31830.

If the effect of the resistance of the bulb filament is ignored
(this assumption is valid and the reason will be explained
presently) the current (I) can be calculated by placing capacitive
reactance in the Ohm's Law formula instead of resistance
that is, I = VA. Thus:

= VA = 240/3183 = 75mA

This is 20% too high for the bulb and will need to be
reduced. The method used to do this is explained later.

My resistance is low
The following section is purely theoretical so may be ignored by
those wishing simply to construct the circuit. However, readers
having some previous knowledge of a.c. theory may wish to
know why the effect of the bulb itself is negligible in the above
calculation.

Refer to the basic circuit shown in Fig. 1. This shows the
lamp, LP1, in series with capacitor, C1, connected to the
mains. The filament of the specified bulb may be regarded as a
pure resistance of value 1005I (as calculated using Ohm's
Law). This is a simplification since it will have some capacitive

inductive reactance of its own. Also, the resistance of the
filament depends greatly on temperature - that is, due to the
current flowing through it.

At any instant, the current flowing through all parts of the
circuit is the same. However, the voltage across the capacitor

LID

LAMPHOLDER
ADAPTOR

SELF TAPPING
SCREW

CIRCUIT
PANEL

Fig.5. Wiring the PCB to the mains connector
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will be 90 degrees out of phase with that appearing across the
lamp. Any text book on a.c. theory will explain this in detail.

The impedance (Z) is the combined effect of reactance and
resistance - they cannot be simply added together. Here, the
solution involves using a right-angled triangle - see Fig. 2. The
lengths of the two sides at right angles represent the
resistance and capacitive reactance and the hypotenuse
represents the impedance. Conventionally, the side
representing capacitive reactance would be drawn projecting
downwards but for this purpose it does not matter. If this
diagram were drawn to scale, it would be obvious that the
"resistance" side (10052) would be very small compared with
the "reactance" one (3183Q). The hypotenuse would therefore
be only slightly longer than the capacitive reactance side.
Pythagoras' Theorem may be used to calculate it thus:

Z2 = X2 + R2 = (3183)2 + (100)2 = 10131489 + 10000 =
10141489

So: Z = 10141489 hence Z = 318552

This shows that the effect of the resistance of the
bulb is negligible.

Circuit description
The complete circuit for the Children's Night Light project is
illustrated in Fig. 3. This follows the theory outlined above that
is, capacitor C1 connected in series with bulb LP1. Fuse, FS1,
is included which will blow in the event of a short-circuit. In
practice, the mains Live and Neutral connections may be
interchanged and will depend on the orientation of the device
in the lampholder.

If the basic circuit shown in Fig. 1 were used, it would be
found that the bulb would occasionally blow at the instant of
switching on or off. Sometimes it would give a bright flash but
manage to survive. This problem arises because, on making or
breaking the supply, the switch contacts do not operate
'cleanly". They tend to bounce and arc. If, on parting, the

capacitor is left charged with one polarity and the contacts
'make" and apply the supply in the opposite sense, a very large

current can flow for an instant - sufficient to blow the bulb.
Whether this happens or not is a matter of chance and depends
on exactly where in the a.c. cycle the supply is made and broken.

Things unseen
To avoid the problem, a transient suppressor TS1 is connected in
parallel with the bulb. Normally this has a very high resistance so
has virtually no effect. When a voltage greater than 10V appears
across it, its resistance immediately falls and it becomes a virtual
short-circuit. This diverts current from the bulb and dissipates the
energy harmlessly. A short burst of energy between 6V and 10V
is "unseen" by the bulb because the thermal inertia of its filament
is too great to allow a significant heating effect.

There are two further refinements to the basic circuit. The
first is resistor, R1, connected in parallel with the capacitor. The
value chosen - 1MQ - provides a time constant of one
second. Thus, a few seconds after switching off, the capacitor
will be virtually discharged. Without this, it could possibly be
left charged to a maximum of 339V (the peak voltage of 240V
r.m.s. mains). This could be dangerous to anyone having
unplugged the device then regarding it as safe to work on
e.g. to replace the bulb. This resistor will contribute to the
current flowing through the lamp but the effect is so small, it
may be ignored.

Blow it
The second refinement is to connect resistor, R2, in parallel
with the bulb and transient suppressor. This is needed because
the bulb is rated at 60mA yet approximately 75mA flows. This
would make the bulb glow brightly but it would also have a
much shorter life than if correctly operated. In tests, it was
found that a 1 KS2 resistor provided near -correct working
conditions and this is the value specified. The resistor also
lowers the voltage which will appear across the transient
suppressor in the event of the bulb blowing and hence reduces
its power dissipation.

When a bulb blows, which will happen every now and again,
the current through the transient suppressor and resistor R2 will
rise and these components will become quite hot. However, in
one test on the prototype, the unit was operated for 48 hours
with the bulb removed and it worked perfectly afterwards.

Important note:
It is absolutely essential to use the correct type of capacitor
for Cl. This must be rated for continuous connection to the
240V mains. Unss the specification states clearly that the
capacitor is suitable for this purpose, it must not be used (see
Buy Lines). Suitable capacitors are sold as suppression

capacitors and d3scribed as suitable for Class X2 or Class Y
applications.

Resistors
 R1 1M

 R2 1k

 Fixed resistors are 0.6W 1% metal film

Capacitor
 Cl 1mF Class X2 or Class Y mains

suppression capacitor
this capacitor must be rated for
direct connection to the mains
see text.

Miscellaneous
 FS1

 TS1
 LP1

20mm PCB fuse holder and 2A
ceramic mains type fuse to fit.
Transient suppressor Type 18Z1

6V 60mA LES lamp and solder
tag type lamp holder

Mains lampholder adaptor, PCB, mains -type wire,
self -tapping screw, solder, etc. Glass jar - see text.

Buy Lines

The suppression capacitor used in the prototype was
obtained from Maplin order code JR37S. Suitable capacitors
are also stocked by Electromail order code 116-183. The
lamp must be a 6V 60mA type. LES lamps and lampholders
are stocked by Maplin order codes BU12N and UJ72P

respectively. The transient suppressor type 18Z1 is stocked
by Maplin order code CP68Y. Mains lampholder adaptors are
available from DIY stores and are also stocked by
Greenweld. 20mm ceramic fuses are available from
Electromail and Farnell. They could also be obtained from an
electrical contractor - note that ordinary mains plug fuses
are not the right size. Glass fuses must not be used.
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Construction
Construction of the Children's Night Light is based on a
single -sided printed circuit board (PCB). Fig. 4 shows the
topside details (parts placement diagram). Solder the
components into position the order is unimportant and none
are polarity -sensitive. Before mounting the LES lampholder,
use a pair of fine -nose pliers to twist the tags through a right
angle. Adjust them so that they will rest flat on the pads
marked "LP1" on the copper track side of the board - note
that one pad is higher than the other to match the form of the
tags. Solder the lampholder in place and insert the fuse.

The jar to be used as an enclosure must have a screw top.
Jars having press -fit lids are not satisfactory. The internal
diameter of the top must be 50mm minimum to allow the circuit
panel to be inserted. The jar used in the prototype had a ribbed
lower part and this was found useful in diffusing the light slightly.
Make a hole in the lid for the lampholder adaptor. The size should
be such that the lid can be sandwiched between the top and
lower sections as shown in Fig. 5. It may be necessary to provide
additional re-inforcement to the lid if it is too thin. Readers using
Edison screw lampholders will need to obtain the appropriate
type of adaptor. Drill a small hole in the lid to allow expanded air
to escape when it is heated by the lamp and by the transient
suppressor and resistor R2 in the event of the bulb blowing.

Connect short pieces of light -duty mains -type wire to the
lampholder adaptor and attach it to the lid. Solder the wires to
the points labelled "a.c. mains in" on the PCB Check that when
the lid is in position the PCB takes up a position with the bulb
clear of the glass - it needs no further support. Dnll a small hole in
the side of the lid so that a self -tapping screw can be LEed to
secure it. The lid should not be capable of being removed
without the use of a screwdriver.

Testing
Mains voltage exists in all parts of the circuit. For safety
reasons, it is essential to test and operate the circuit with it
assembled inside the closed jar. It is also vital to remove it from
the lampholder so that it is completely isolated from the mains
before replacing a bulb.

Testing is simply a matter of checking for correct operation.
The bulb should light at normal brightness. Switching on and
off several times should show nothing abnormal such as bright
flashes from the bulb.

Going stateside
Readers wishing to use this project on a 120V 60Hz mains
supply will need to Increase the value of the C1 so that the
specified bulb may be used. Calculation shows that 1.66mF
should produce equivalent results. This is not a standard value
but could be obtained very closely using three capacitors in
parallel - 1mF, 0.47mF and 0.22mF. Some modification to the
PCB would be needed to accommodate these. Good Night!

Warning: This project involves connecting a
circuit to the mains electricity supply.
* Do not touch any part of the circuit when it
is connected to the mains.
* Switch off and unplug from mains before
doing anything to the circuit
* Make sure that it is fully insulated and the
child can not dismantle it when in use.

SEETRAX CAE RANGER PCB DESIGN
WITH COOPER & CHYAN AUTOROUTER

RANGER3 - DOS £2500
- Windows\NT £2900

1

Hierarchical or flat schematic linked to artwork.
Unlimited design size, 1 micron resolution
Any shaped pad, definable outline library

Pin, gate & outline swapping - auto back annotation
Split power planes, switchable on - line DRC

COOPER & criyAri SPECCTRA
autorouter (SP2)

Inputs: OrCAD, Cadstar,
PCAD, AutoCAD DXF

Outputs: Postscript, Windows bit map

R2 & R3 Outputs: 8/9 & 24 pin printers, HP
Desk & Laser Jet, Cannon Bubble Jet,

HP -GL, Gerber,
NC Drill, AutoCAD DXF

RANGER2 £150
1

Upto 8 pages of schematic linked to artwork
Gate & pin swapping - automatic back annotation

Copper flood fill, Power planes, Track necking,
Curved tracks, Clearance checking,

Simultaneous multi -layer auto -router

RANGER2 UTILITIES £250

COOPER & CHYAN SPECCTRA auto -router (511)
Gerber -in viewer, AutoCAD DXF in & out

UPGRADE YOUR PCB PACKAGE
TO RANGER2 £60

TRADE IN YOUR EXISTING PACKAGE TODAY
Seetrax CAE, Hinton Daubnay House, Broadway Lane, Lovedean, Hants, PO8 OK

Call 01705 591037 or Fax 01705 599036 + VAT & P.P All Trademarks Acknowledge(



MIDI, as most people know by now, is the acronym for Musical Instrument
Digital Interface and is at present the universal standard for connecting and
controlling electronic musical instruments. MIDI synthesisers nowadays are

often multi- timbral, allowing the playing of multiple instruments or voices at
the same time.

hile the level of these can be selected and
controlled by a computer controlled sequencer, I
wanted to be able to instantly fade up/down any
MIDI channel or number of channels in real time.
This enables instant control of MIDI file playback

sequencers so that any instrument can be adjusted to suit a
particular choice - for example, turn off all instruments except
bass and drums. Also, it allows setting of the volume of
different instruments to different levels when working in a live
environment.

The circuit has dual operation and can be selected at
switch -on to operate on incoming velocity bytes, allowing
operation with synthesizers that may not respond to volume

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Fig. 1. Front panel layout
MIDI MIXER
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P10 TO P1.0

TO IC3

A15

OV

Fig. 2. PCB overlay for CPU board

MIDI
THRU

A10

MIDI
IN

ip

OV +5V

byte control MIDI data, or to produce directly outgoing volume
MIDI data bytes by operating the potentiometers. This allows
operation with most types of multi-timbral synthesizers.

Hardware circuit
The circuit is designed around the 6803 microprocessor which
contains 128 bytes of RAM, for the programme variables, a
Serial Communications Interface, for interfacing to the MIDI in
and out connectors, eight parallel input/output lines used to
interface to the ADC, the VelocityNolume switch and, to select
an input on 1C3, the 16 to 1 switch multiplexer.

E (CLK)

IWE

/RE

An internal clock generator with a divide -by -four output is
also present. The processor also allows the combination of two
eight bit accumulators to provide operation of sixteen bit
arithmetic. The NMOS 6803 CPU is also available cheaply and
6800 software has appeared in previous articles.

The operating mode of the 6803 is selected at power -on or
reset by the voltage levels present on the Port 2 pins P20, P21
and P22. With the configuration shown, mode 2 is selected
which makes use of the internal RAM and the multiplexed
Data/Address bus.

The lower address byte has to be latched before feeding
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Fig. 3. PCB overlay for ADAC board
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C5

into the address bus. An output signal, the Address Strobe
(AS), is provided to enable the latches in IC5 at the correct
instant in time.

The EPROM is chip -enabled when address Al 5 goes high
and fed to the active low input via nand gate IC7D wired as an
inverter and is capable of being read wren the E pulse and the
read/write lines of the microprocessor are both high and fed to
the active low read enable line of the EPROM via nand gate
IC7C. The EPROM is address decoded to a hex base address
of 8000h to FFFFh, allowing access to the Interrupt vectors.
The internal RAM is address decoded to hex address range
0080h to OOFFh.

The 4MHz crystal is divided by 4 internally by the
microprocessor to provide an E pulse of 1Mhz and a clock
cycle time of 1 micro -second. The E timing signal is used as
the clock signal for 1010 the ADC. Also the timing pulse E is
further divided by four by the dual D -Type flip-flops IC9A,B and
fed to the serial external clock input on port 2 pin 2 (P22),
where it is further divided to provide the correct
MIDI baud rate.

MIDI data is transmitted or received as asynchronous serial

12V AC

<

voltage output is

data at a rate of 31.25K baud with a format
of 1 start bit, 8 data bits, and 1 stop bit. The
MIDI Out connection operates using a 5mA
current loop.
The MIDI IN connector is fed to 101
optocoupler type CNY17 whose output is
fed to the serial input P23 of IC4 and via
inverting nand gate IC8D and IC8A to the
MIDI thru' outputs. The remaining NAND
gates IC8B and IC8C are fed serial data
from the transmit output port P24 to provide
the MIDI out signal.

Software operation
When the circuit is switched on the software
polls switch SW1 and decides to operate in
Velocity or Volume mode. In velocity mode,
the software waits for a MIDI input and tests
to see if it is a Note -on or Note -off status
byte and, if it is, then the software outputs
this byte to the serial transmit port P24, then
reads the next data byte and outputs it
also. Then, it receives the velocity byte and
branches to a subroutine to read the
potentiometer associated with the incoming
MIDI channel and outputs this new
data byte.
Reading the potentiometer is accomplished
by first setting up the correct input on the 16
to 1 selector 103 by converting the MIDI
channel to an equivalent address on port
outputs P10 to P13. The output of the
selector is fed to the Analogue to Digital
convertor (ADC) 1C10 via a unity gain buffer
amplifier 1013A. The signal is converted to a
digital byte by first starting the conversion by
sending an active low pulse to the SC pin via
port P16, then the end of conversion (EOC)
pin is polled until it goes active high.
The output of the ADC is then enabled by
reading addresses in the range 2100h to
210Fh and the digital byte is transmitted as
the new velocity byte. The potentiometer

in the range 0 volts to Vref (2.55) which is
converted to a corresponding velocity byte in the range from
00h to 7Fh.
The software checks for "running status" and when it occurs
will continue to function correctly.
The second choice on switch -on is that SW1 is set to the
Volume position In this mode of operation the software first fills
a table with the converted values of the 16 potentiometers and
then continues to scan them. Whenever a value changes
up/down by a value of 2 or greater then the corresponding
volume MIDI data is transmitted to the MIDI out socket.

Power supply
The conventional power supply consists of a 12V 0 -- 12V
transformer T1 with a VA rating capable of providing the
required DC current of nearly 300mA. A capacitor, C5,
provides smoothing of the positive output of the bridge rectifier
BR1, providing the +12 volt output, before being fed to IC14,
the 5 volt regulator type 7805 whose output is further
decoupled by capacitors C7 and C9. The negative output of
BR1 is decoupled by C6 and C8 providing the -12 volt output.
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Construction
The internal layout of the PCBs and other components can be
seen from the photographs with the ADAC PCB mounted
above the CPU PCB on two pillars The front panel layout can
be photocopied and used as a template for cutting the holes
for the mixer potentiometers.

Future development
I have included a Digital to Analogue convertor (DAC) 1C11
which is not required for the VelocityNolume MIDI mixer but

IMO

Resistors

 R1,R2,R3,R4
 R5,R6,R7 and
 R9
 RIO
 R11
 R12,R13,R14
 R15 and R16
 R17 to R32
 VRI to VR16

R8 10k

180k
390

1K8

220

270

10k Lin. Pot.

Capacitors
 C1 and C4 22uF

 C2 and C3 22pF

 C5 4700uF

 C6 and C7 1000uF

 C8 and C9 100nF

Semiconductors
 ici
 IC2
 IC3
 IC4
 IC5
 106
 IC7,8
 1C9
 1C10
 1C11
 IC12
 1C13
 1C14
 D1,D2 and D3 IN4148

74LS138

4067

6803

74HCT573
27C256
74LS00

74LS74
ZN427

ZN428
74LS02

TL072

7805

CNY17

Miscellaneous
 Transformer 12V -0-12V
 Fuse
 BR1 Bridge rectifier type SO4
 SPDT switch (48V DC)
 SPST switch (220V AC)
 5 -Pin DIN (180) (3 OFF)
 IC holders, 6 -PIN (1 OFF), 8 -PIN (1 OFF),
14 -PIN (4 -OFF), 16 -PIN (2 OFF), 18 -PIN (1 OFF),
20 -PIN (1 OFF), 24 -PIN (1 OFF), 28 -PIN (1 OFF),

40-P1N (1 OFF)
XTAL 4MHZ
 Box with external dimensions 220 x 155 x 100/53
or equivalent.
 The author can supply a pre-programmed 27C256
EPROM for £12.00 from Tom Scarff, 1 Martello Court,
Portmarnock, Co. Dublin, Ireland.

can be used to drive external Voltage Controlled Amplifiers
(VCA) so that audio sources can be controlled as well as MIDI
sources. The software sends a DC voltage from the DAC to
the output buffer 1C13A equivalent to the received input
velocity or volume byte, so that a MIDI sequencer can be used
to provide a completely automated audio mixing desk.
Hopefully I can have this circuit available in the near future.

1

2

3

4 MIDI MIXER Velocity or volume PROGRAM

5

6

7P 0000 mxvelvol.src
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18 7FFE
19A 7FFE
20
21

22

23
24A 0800
25A 0081
26A 0082
27

28

29 *

*

0090

Initialise Reset Vector

tableequ $0090

asct
org $7FFE

8400 fdb

asct

$8400

0800 org $0080

0001 adcres rmb 1

0001 midi rmb 1

0001 result nmb 1

Initialise Stack Pointer

30
31

32 asct
33 0400 org $0400
34

35A 0400 8E 'DOFF lds £$OOFF
36

37

38 Set up Parallel and Serial Ports

39

40

41A 0403 86 4F ldaa £$4F set port 1 as

o/p' s

42A 0405 97 00 staa $0000 and i/p's
43

44A 0407 86 OC ldaa £$OC set serial
port
45A 0409 97 10 staa $0010
46

47A 040B 86 OA ldaa £$OA enable RE and
rE

48A 040D 97 11 staa $0011
49

50

51 Read input switch
*

52

53

54A 040F 96 02 swtestldaa $0002
55A 0411 84 30 anda £$30 0011 0000
56

57A 0413 81 10 cmpa £$10
58A 0415 27 06 beg startl
59

60A 0417 81 20 cmpa £$20
61A 0419 27 7D beg start2
62
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63A 041B 20 F2 bra swtest
64

65

66

67

68

69
70A
71

72A
73A
74

75A

note

76A
77

78A

note

79A
80

81A
82A
83

84A
85

86

87

88
89A
90A

MIDI Mixer using Velocity Byte

041D 8D 67 startl bsr inch

041F 97 81 status staa midi
0421 84 FO anda £$F0

0423 81 90 cmpa £$90

on ?

0425 27 OA beg vel

0427 81 80 cmpa £$80

off ?

0429 27 06 beq vel

042B 96 81 ldaa midi
042D 8D 60 bsr outch

042F 20 EC bra startl

0431 96 81 vel ldaa midi
0433 8D 5A bsr outch

TX Status

91
92A 0435 8D 4F
93A 0437 8D 56

TX Data

94

95A 0439

96A 043B
97A 041D

bsr inch
bsr outch

8D 4B bsr inch

8D 12 bsr readfader

8D 50 bsr outch

TX new velocity

98

99A 043F 8D 45 rxdata bsr inch

running status Loop

100
101A 0441 85 80

102A 0443 26 DA
103
104A 0445 8D 48

TX data

105
106A 0447 8D 3D
107A 0449 8D 04
108A 0448 8D 42

TX new velocity

109
110A 044D 20 FO
111

112
113
114
115

readfader

bita £$80
bne status

bsr outch

bsr inch

bsr outch

bra rxdata

Read Fader value via ADC 1

116A 044F D6 81

channel no.

117A 0451 C4 OF
fader no.

118
119A 0453 86 40

Start Conversion

120A 0455 1B

loop161daa

aba

121A 0456 97 02 staa

122A 0458 84 BF anda

123A 045A 97 02 staa

124A 045C 86 40 ldaa

125A 045E 9B 02 adda

126A 0460 97 02 staa

127
128A 0462 96 02 eoc ldaa

test MSB

129A 0464 4D

branch if N bit clear

130A 0465 2A FB
131
132
133A 0467 CE 2100

readfader ldab midi

nadb ESOF

£$40

$0002
£$BF
$0002
£$40
$0002
$0002

$0002

4411

tsta

bpl eoc

ldx £$2100
read adc

134A 046A 3A abx

135A 046B A6 00 ldaa 0,x

136A 046D 44 lsra

137A 046E 84 7F anda £$7F

new vel/vol byte

138A 0470 97 80
139
140A 0472 CE 2200
141A 0475 3A
142A 0476 4F
143A 0477 A7 00
144A 0479 A7 00
145A 047B A7 00
146A 0(7D A7 00
147A 047F A7 00
148A 0481 96 80
149A 0483 A7 00
150A 0485 39

staa adcres

ldx f$2200
abx

cLra
staa 0,x
staa 0,x
staa 0,x
staa 0,x
staa 0,x
ldaa adcres
staa 0,x
rts

151

152 Routine to r eceive a MIDI byte

153
154

155A 0286 D6 11 inch ldab $0011

'156A 0488 C5 80 bitb f$80
157A 048A 27 FA beg inch
158A 048C 96 12 ldaa $0012
159A 048E 39 rts

1160

'161

162 Routne to transmit a MIDI byte

163

164
165A 048F D6 11 outch ldab $0011
167A 0491 C5 20 bitb £$20
168A 0493 27 FA beg outch

169A 0495 97 13 staa $0013
170A 0497 39 rts

171

172

173
174
and LSB
175

Routine to Tx. Volume bytes MSB
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176 215A 04C7 23 El
177A 0498 5F start2 clrb 216
178
179A 0499 D7 81 filltab stab midi 217
180 218A 04C9 96 82
181A 049B 8D B2 bsr readfader 219A 04CB A& 00
182 `220
183A 049D CE 0090 ldx £table 221A 04CD D6 81
184A 04A0 3A abx
185A 04A1 A7 00 staa 0,x 222A 04CF 86 BO
186 223A 0401 1B
187A 04A3 5C incb 224A 04D2 8D BB
188A 04A4 Cl 10 crnpb E$10. '225
189A 04A6 26 Fl bne filltab 1226A 04D4 86 07
190 227A 04D6 80 B7
191 228
192A 04A8 C6 FF comptab ldab f$ff 229A 04D8 A6 00
193

II 230A 04DA 8D B3
194A 04AA 5C nexttab incb 321
195A 04AB Cl 10 crnpb f$10 232A 04DC D6 81
196A 04Ad 27 F9 beq comptab
197 233A 04DE 86 BO
198A 04AF D7 81 stab midi 234A 04E0 1B
199 235A 04E1 8D AC
200A 04B1 8D 9C bsr readfader :236
201 237A 04E3 86 25
202A 04B3 97 82 staa result 238A 04E5 80 A8
203 239
204A 0485 CE 0090 ldx ftable 240A 04E7 86 00
205A 04B8 3A abx 241A 04E9 8D A4
206A 04B9 A100 cmpa 0,x 1242
207A 04BB 2A 06 bpi subl :243A 04EB D6 81
208 244
209A 04BD A6 00 ldaa 0,x 245A 04ED 20 BB
210A 04BF 90 82 suba result 246
211A 04C1 20 02 bra sub2 247,
212 248
213A 04C3 AO 00 subl suba 0,x 249
214A 04C5 80 01 sub2 suba £$01 end

bls nexttab

ldaa result
staa 0,x

ldab midi tx
msb of cc

ldaa £$B0
aba
bsr outch

ldaa £$07
bsr outch

ldaa 0,x
bsr outch

ldab midi
tx lsb

ldaa £$B0
aba
bsr outch

ldaa f$25
bsr outch

ldaa £$00
bsr outch

ldab midi

of cc

bra nexttab
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CVC Chelmer Valve Com an

ateri4.

We offer below a selection of our CVC PREMIUM range of audio valves. These CVC BRAND valves are
from selected world wide sources, processed in our special facility to provide low
noise/hum/microphony PRE -AMP valves and POWER VALVES burnt -in for improved stability and
reliability. Use this sheet as your order form. If you require matched pairs, quads or octects etc. Please
allow £1.00 extra per valve for this service and mark alongside the valve type number 'M2, M4, M8' etc
as required.

UNIT PRICE QTY. TOTAL PRICE
PRE -AMP VALVES

5.00
RECTIFIERS

4.00ECC81/12AT7WA EZ80
ECC82/12AU7WA 4.50

EZ81 4.25
ECC83/12AX7WA 5.00 GZ32 7.00
ECC85 5.00 GZ33 7.(X)
ECC88 4.00 GZ34 6.00
ECF82 5.00 GZ37 6.00
ECL82 5.00 5U4G 5.00
ECL86 5.00 5V4GT 4.00
EF86 4.50 5Y3GT 3.50
E8OF (GOLD PIN) 9.00 5Z4GT 3.50
E8ICC (GOLD PIN) 6.20 SOCKETSE82CC (GOLD PIN) 6,20
E83CC (GOLD PIN) 6 20 B9A 1>tatc chasAit Of PCB) 1.60
E88CC (GOLD PIN) 7 20 B9A Gold Pltd (State Clvosis or PCB) 3.00
6EU7 6.00 OCTAL ,Some Clusm or PCB) 1.80
6SL7GT 4.00 OCTAL Gold Mid I Suttc Cha, or PCB) 4.20
6SN7GT 4.50 4 PIN IFor 2A3. 3008 etc) 3.30
6922 5.00 4 PIN JUMBO IFOR 211, eel 11.00
7025 6.2Q 4 PIN JUMBO cioid pso (r. 211.0ci 15.00
POWER VALVES
EL34/6CA7 7.50

5 PIN iforso7) 3.00
7 PIN (fix 6C33CB) 4.50

EL34 (Large Dial 8.50 Screening Can (For ECC83m) 2.00
EL84/6B05 4.00 Anode Connecter (For 5)7 ere) .1.50

E84U7189A 5.50 Anode Connecter ffor PL5I9 acl 1.60
KT66 9.20 Retainer Ir. suswGc ..to 2.00
KT77 12.00

MATCHING CHARGES
POST & PACKING (UK)
TOTAL EXC. VAT
VAT @171/2% (UK & EEC)
TOTAL TO PAY

KT88 12.50 3.00
KT88 (Gold Special I 19.80
2A3 (State 4 Pin or Octal ) 14.50
211 22.00 f
300B 50.50

Please make CHEQUES payable to
'CHELMER VALVE COMPANY or pay by
ACCESS/MASTER CARDNISA, give details:

6C33C-B 27.00
6L6GC 6.50
6L6WGC/5881 8.00
6V6GT 5.00
6080 12.00

Signature Expiry Date

Name

Address

614613 10.20
6336A 46.00
6550A 11.00
6550WA(S) 13.50
6550WB 13.50
7581A 11.00
807 8.00
811A 10.50
812A 34.00
845 30.(X)

TOTAL CARRIED FORWARD

Valve amplifiers sound better still with CVC PREMIUM valves!

New London Road. Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG. England. Telephone 01245 355296/265865 or FAX. 01245 4900;



SURELY YOU

DESERVE A BREAK

FROM YOUR

WORKBENCH

ONE DAY A YEAR.
This is it: the moment you have been
waiting for.

After weeks at the work-
bench, it's the moment
when you have finished
your masterpiece. This is
when you stand back and
take a good look - admire
your workmanship - take
a breather before the next
great project.

The National Woodworker Show
the perfect place to take a break.
Because each year, for just four days,
we turn Sandown

Park into Britain's premier showcase
for the very latest equip-
ment, for the finest exper-
tise, and for the widest
possible range of materi-
als from Britain's top sup-
pliers. This is the place to
meet fellow woodwork-
ers, and to talk about
woodworking.
So if you love wood and

woodworking, there is only one place
to take a break this autumn: the
National Woodworker Show, 21st -24th

September, 1995

For advance
discount

tickets, call the
Woodworker Ticket

Hotline
01442 66551

is

The National

Woodworker
Show

21st -24th September 1995

NXUS
i COMMUNICATIOXS

10ant to 6pm

pm on Sunday)
down Exhibition
entre, Sandown
rk, Esher. Surrey
Adults £6.00

nior Citizen £4.00
Children £3.00



EASY -PC, Schematic and PCB CAD

Over 19,000 Installations
in 80 Countries World-wide!

 Runs on:- PC/XT/AT/
236/ 386/ 486 with
Hercules, CGA, EGA
or VGA display and
many DOS emulations.

 Design:- Single sided,
Double sided and
Multi -layer (8) boards.

 Provides full Surface
Mount support.

 Standard output
includes Dot Matrix /
Laser / Ink -jet Printer,
Pen Plotter, Photo -
plotter and N.C. Drill.

 Tech Support - free.
 Superbly easy to use.

Still
Only

£98.00!
P&P.VAT

.-4.4,M

:Ara Flirra

D

. SS Aifts

as

BRITISH

DESIGN
AWARD

1989

lb NIS

tnLI.

OA/

Options: -500 piece Surface Mount Symbol Library £48,
1000 piece Symbol Library £38, Gerber Import facility £98.

Electronic Designs Right First Time?

Integrated Electronics CAD Affordable Electronics CAD
I1

31

Schematic Capture
II

I

Analogue
& Digital

Simulation

i I

tr

Fr-

And PCB Design

Prices from UK£195 / US$375

LAYAN: New Electro-Magnetic layout
Simulator. Include board parasitic* in
your Analogue simulations. Links with
and requires EASY -PC Professional XM
and ANALYSER III Professional

MO WM

EASY -PC Professional: Schematic
Capture and PCB CAD. Links directly to
ANALYSER III, LAYAN and PULSAR.

From $376 E195

PULSAR: Digital Circuit Simulator From $196 E99

ANALYSER III: Analogue Linear Circuit
Simulator

From $195 £99

FILTECH: Active and Passive Filter
Design program

From $276 E146

STOCKIT: New comprehinsive Stock
control program for the small or medium
sized business

$275 E145

EASY -PC: Entry level PCB and
Schematic CAD.

$195 DI

2 -MATCH for Windows: Wndows
based Smith -Chart program for RF
Engineers.

$475 £245

We operate a no penalty upgrade policy.
US$ prices include Post and Packing
Sterling Prices exclude P&P and VAT.

For full information, please write, phone or fax: -

Number One Systems
i TECHNICAL SUPPORT FREE FOR LIFE
 PROGRAMS NOT COPY PROTECTED.
 SPECIAL PRICES FOR EDUCATION.

UK/EEC: Ref: ETI, HARDING WAY, ST.IVES, CAMBS , ENGLAND, PE17 4VVR.
Telephone UK: 01480 461778 (7 lines) Fax: 01480 494042

USA: Ref: ETI, 126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Telephone/Fax: (408) 3954249

International +44 1480 461778

VISA
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Pic Micr

In part 4 of this short tutorial
series, Bart Trepak continues his
construction of a PIC based
alarm clock

L
ast month's article dealt with developing a
flowchart and writing a programme to generate
a time base for the clock as well as the use of
an assembler programme. This month we will
examine the problems associated with LED

display driving and counting techniques and introduce some of
the other instructions available to the programmer.

In the last article in this series we developed a programme
to generate a 10mS timebase for the clock and followed the
procedure for programming a micro -controller using the
PICSTART programmer. This chip was then used in the circuit
to check the operation of the programme by switching port A
high and low at 50Hz. Once this programme is working, the
chip can be erased using a UV EPROM eraser and the next
piece of the programme developed. This month we will
deal with display driving, seven segment decoding, delay

START

INITIALISE REGISTERS

BEGIN

RELOAD RTCC
COUNTER WITH

192 DECIMAL

PROGRAM

PART 4

routines and develop the flowcharts for counting hours and
minutes for the clock.

LED display driving
Now that the timebase routine is working, the part of the
flowchart marked PROGRAM in fig 6. can be expanded (see
fig 12). This will be explained more fully later but it will
obviously contain routines to count minutes and hours as well
as having provision for setting the time. To be able to check
these easily, however, the LED display routine must first be
developed and in keeping with our logical method of working,
we will jump straight into the middle of this flowchart and start
by expanding the portion marked DISPLAY.

As mentioned earlier, the four digit display for the clock is
multiplexed which means that each digit is switched on in turn
for a short time and during this time, the seven segment drive

10mSEC

DIGIT 1

P

(10s MINS) Ti

DIGIT 2
(Is MINS)

T2 -OP T3 Id-

DIGIT 3
(I Os HRS)

DIGIT 0
s HRS)

1 1
SEGMENT
DRIVE

Fig.6. Clock timebase flowchart Fig.10. Display drive waveforms
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HRCTR
TENS UNITS

MINCTR

TENS UNITS

0 010:1101011 0 0 10 11 11

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4

Fig.11. Hours and minutes counters

1 011 010
3 2 1 0

lines are also switched on to light the appropriate segments.
The waveform required for this operation is shown in Fia. 10.
Note that all four digits are switched on at some time during
each 10mS period which means that each digit is switched on
(or refreshed) every 10mS which Is fast enough to make the
display appear constant to an observer. The brightness of the
display will depend on the current flowing through the display
segments and the duration for which it flows (1-1) which is
controlled by a delay routine. Note also that each digit is
turned off before the next one is turned on (period T2). This is
done to eliminate ghosting which would otherwise occur with a
faint image of the previous digit appearing on the digit currently
being displayed. The segment drives are also turned on before
the digit drive is turned on. After all the digits have been
displayed, there is a period when all digits are off (T3) during
which time the switches are read, counters updated and the
rest of the programme executed before the processor settles
down to reading the RTCC register in time for the next zero.

To generate an LED display, the system must have
something to display and in this case it will obviously be the
hours and minutes stored in the clock. Things are not quite so
simple however because at times, such as when the alarm
time is being set for example, the alarm time register will need
to be displayed instead of the time reached by the hours and
minutes counters. To make the programme simpler to
understand (and therefore easier to write) we will design the

clock to operate in three modes: - RUN which will display the
current time together with coions, AM/PM and ALARM ON
annunciators; SET TIME which will also display these but will
not count; and SET ALARM which will only display the alarm
hours and minutes registers and PM and ALARM ON
annunciators. These modes will be selected by means of a
switch which will advance the mode each time it is depressed
so a MODE register will also be required so that the device
can keep track of which mode it is in. To enable the user to
differentiate between the modes easily, the colon will be made
to flash in the RUN mode to indicate that the clock is working,
stay on in the SET TIME mode and stay off in the SET ALARM
mode thus eliminating the need to have a separate MODE
indicator. In the SET TIME and SET ALARM modes, the digits
will only change in response to the push buttons and will not
count whereas in the RUN mode, the set hours and set
minutes switches will be disabled.

Initially, the clock will be permanently in the RUN mode so
that the basic display and counting routines can be developed
and later, when this has been done, the other features can be
added in subroutines called SETTIM and SETALRM. The
flowchart incorporating this and the KEYBOARD routine which
will be dealt with later is shown in FIG. 12. To begin with, the
RUN, SETT1M, SETALRM and KEYBD routines can be made
dummy ones which simply return as soon as they are called
which will allow us to concentrate on developing the LED
display routine.

Three registers will have to be defined at this stage, a
MoDE register (which we will call MDEREG) and two others to
store the hours and minute digits being displayed which we
will call not unnaturally HouR CounTeR and MINute CounTeR
(or HRCTR and MINCTR) and which, for the purposes of
testing out the routine, will be loaded with 12h and 34h so that
the numbers 1,2,3 and 4 will be displayed. The three registers

START D

INITIALISE REGISTERS

RTCC 0 7

PROGRAM

Fig12. Expanded clock flowchart

- BEGIN

RELOAD RTCC
COUNTER WITH

192 DECIMAL

MODE = 0 ?

L

L

RUN

ALRM

MODE 1 ?
MODE.2

SETARM
L

S Ern V.

N.

DISPLAY

KEYBD
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DISPLY

SWAP HALVES OF (FSR)

7
MASK MOST

SIGNIFICANT DIGIT
& STORE IN W

CALL CONVRT

SWITCH ON SEGMENTS

SWITCH ON DIGIT 3

CALL DELAY

SWITCH OFF DIGIT 3

SWAP HALVES OF (FSR)

MASK MOST
SIGNIFICANT DIGIT

& STORE IN W

CALL CONVRT

SWITCH ON SEGMENTS

SWITCH ON DIGIT 4

CALL DELAY

SWITCH OFF DIGIT 4

INCREMENT FSR TO
POINT TO HRS

Figl 2a. Clock display flowchart

SWAP HALVES OF (FSR)

MASK MOST
SIGNIFICANT DIGIT

& STORE IN W

CALL CONVRT

SWITCH ON SEGMENTS

SWITCH ON DIGIT I

CALL DELAY

SWITCH OFF DIGIT 1

SWAP HALVES OF (FSR) I

MASK MOST
SIGNIFICANT DIGIT

& STORE IN W

CALL CONVRT

SWITCH ON SEGMENTS

SWITCH ON DIGIT 2

CALL DELAY

L
SWITCH OFF DIGIT 2

CEND

can be given any of the addresses of the spare general
purpose registers available in the PIC16C54 and the next free
ones are 08, 09 and OA and this is done in the programme
listing using the "equ" statements.

These registers are represented in FIG. 11 and from this it
can be seen that both HRCTR and MINCTR hold their values
in BCD (binary coded decimal) form as two four bit numbers.
Using a BCD format uses up a bit more memory as 6 possible
states (A -F) are "wasted" but it saves the bother of counting
and storing the time in binary and then converting into BCD
before displaying each digit. It does mean that counting in
these registers will need to be done in BCD. This is still easier
than counting in binary and converting the count to BCD,
especially where counting "time" is concerned as a "carry"
occurs not only from 9 to 10 but also from 59 to 00.

BCD to 7 -segment conversion
To display a digit, assuming common cathode displays, the
contents of the register to be displayed must be converted to
a seven segment format and the corresponding segment lines

(port B) switched high after which the appropriate digit drive
line must be taken low. After a suitable delay, the digit line

must go high to switch off that digit before the segment drives
are changed for the next digit to be displayed. A flowchart for
this subroutine is shown in FIG. 12a.
Although at this stage only the hours and minute counters will
be displayed, as mentioned before, the finished programme
will also need to display the alarm time and the display routine
for doing this would be essentially the same with only the
names of the registers changing. The routine should therefore
be designed so that the registers which are to be displayed will
be defined in the programme depending on which mode the
clock is in rather than being called by name. This is most easily
done using indirect addressing by loading the address of
MINCTR register into the FSR (file select register) before the
subroutine is called and specifying file register 0 in the display
routine as explained in part 1 of this series. The FSR may then
be incremented to point to the HRCTR register (since it is the
next register) when this is to be displayed. In the set alarm
mode, the FSR will be loaded with the address of the alarm
minutes register (not yet defined) so that this will be displayed
instead, but the display subroutine will remain exactly the
same.
Following the flowchart of FIG. 12a and beginning with the
register pointed to by FSR (which is MINCTR and which at the
moment contains 0011 0100 or 34h), the contents of this
register are swapped to give 0100 0011 (or 43h) and then the
most significant digit is masked by ANDing it with 0000 1111
(0Fh) to give 0000 0011 (03) which results in the first digit of
MINCTR being stored in W while leaving the contents of the
MINCTR register itself unchanged at 43h. To display this
number on the LED display, it must first be converted to a 7 -
segment code for energising the LEDs. This is done in a
separate subroutine called CONVRT, which is basically a "look-
up" table which returns from the subroutine with the appropriate
bits high to display a digit On this case "3") in the W register
which is then moved to port B switching on the segments. The
digit drive is then switched low (output pins high if NPN driver
transistors are used) and then the delay subroutine DLY is

CCONVRT

ADD W TO
PROGRAM COUNTER

(RETURN WITH CODE IN V,,)

Figl2b. Delay flowchart

called after which the digit drive is switched off.
The contents of MINCTR (which still contain 43h) are now
swapped again to give 34h and the process is repeated to
display the "4" on the second digit after which the FSR is
incremented to point to the HRCTR register which is
processed in a similar way. The only difference here is that
when displaying the tens of hours digit, the digit is first tested
to see if it is zero and, if so, the conversion routine is skipped
which prevents the segments from being switched on,
effectively blanking the display so that a leading zero is not
displayed. Since the other segmerls of this digit will drive the
AM/PM, ALARM and colon indicators in the final version, this
programme will have to be modified at point X later, to switch
these indicators on as required.
A closer look at this flowchart shows that the routines for
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DELAY

LOAD DYCTR2

Fig', 2c.

LOAD DYCTR1

4

DECREMENT DYCTFIl

DYCTR2 s 0 ?

DYCTRI -0?

END )

N

v i 1,

1.1 I I 'LW(

Figi 4. Indicator flag register

N(T USED

COLON

ALARM SET

PM

displaying each digit are more or less the same except that, in
one case, MINCTR is used and then the process is repeated
using HRCTR instead. The display routine could therefore be
written so that it is executed twice with a counter to keep track
and to perform the zero blanking and indicator driver routine
on the second time around but not the first. This would be a
more elegant way of doing things and possibly result in a
shorter programme especially if more digits were being driven.
As mentioned previously however, the time taken to dream up
such a scheme, even if it saved a few instructions and a bit of
typing would hardly be worth the extra effort unless more
digits were being driven or programme memory space was
running short.
The digits could also be displayed in a different order and not
the 3,4,1,2 sequence shown above. The only reason that this
has been done is that it leaves the register contents in the
correct order for future operations such as counting when the
DISPLY subroutine is exited without the need to swap them
around as would be the case if the display sequence were
changed to 4,3,2,1.
Note that while the micro -controller is executing the DISPLY
subroutine, two more subroutines are called, namely CONVRT
and DLY. This is acceptable because the programme returns
from the CONVRT subroutine before DLY is called so the
stack does not overflow and the correct return address is
stored (see INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE in the first article in
this series).
A flowchart for the CONVRT subroutine, shown in Fig. 12b
with the programme listing for this shown in Fig. 13, deserves
a more detailed explanation because it is a very important
technique with applications not only in display decoding but in
keyboard routines, waveform generators or indeed anywhere

where data stored in EPROM is to be introduced into the
program. The number to be converted is placed in the W
register and when the CONVRT routine is called, the start
address of the subroutine is placed into the programme
counter register PC by the CALL instruction. The first
instruction In this subroutine is "ADDWF PC,same" which
means add the contents of the W register to the PC register
and store it in the PC register. If the value in W happened to
be 3 as in the above example, the PC would now contain the
address CONVRT+3 and the programme would go to this
location where It would find 1he instruction "RETLW 57h". This
would cause the programme to return from the subroutine with
the binary equivalent of 57h which is 01010111 in the W
register and which just happens to have the correct bits set to
display the digit "3" on a seven segment display. All that then
needs to be done is to output this to port B. The whole
subroutine thus consists of a single ADD instruction and ten
different return instructions and is extremely useful in decoding
applications. Table 1 shows the segments corresponding to
the output lines of port B in the printed circuit layout adopted
for this project. If the tracks had been routed differently, it
would be a simple matter to change the binary numbers in the

RUN

LOAD FSR WITH 0Ah
TO POINT TO MINCTR

DECREMENT
HALF SECOND

COUNTER (HSCTR)

RELOAD HALF SECOND
COUNTER WITH 50

rTOGGLE BITO IN
INDFLG REGISTER

DECREMENT
TIME BASE

COUNTER (TBCTR)

COUNTER = 0 ?

RELOAD TIME BASE
COUNTER WITH 10

(120 LATER)

INCREMENT
(MINUTES & HOURS)

( EXIT

Fig15. Expanded run flowchart
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0

0
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0

0

EXCLUSIVE OR

- 0/P

A B (I)

0
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0

0

0
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Fig17 Inclusive and exclusive OR functions

"retlw" instructions to cope with the new layout and enable any
recognisable character (and some unrecognisable ones)
to be displayed.

Delay routines
The other subroutine which is used here is the DELAY routine
(see flowchart in FIG.12c) and is also much used in
microcomputer programmes. This routine relies on executing a
large number of instructions by decrementing a counter until
it reaches zero before returning to the original program,
which takes time and therefore generates a delay in the
programme execution,

Since with a 3.2768MHz crystal, each instruction takes
1.2uS to execute and a "goto" instruction takes 2.4uS, each
loop (shown within the dotted lines and consisting of two
instructions DECFSZ DYCTR1 and GOTO) will take 3.6uS to
execute. By loading the DYCTR1 counter with OFFh (255
decimal) the time taken to execute the routine will be
3.6x255,918uS. Shorter delays can be achieved by simply
loading the counter with a smaller number. If a longer time
than this is required, two counters or even more can be used
with the second counter being decremented every 918uS
giving a maximum possible delay of about 230mS. The delay
required in this application is of the order of 2mS, giving a total
display time of 8mS and leaving 2mS for the rest of the
programme, so two counters are required. These are called
DYCTR1 and DYCTR2 (DelaY CounTeR 1 and 2) and are
assigned to registers OC and OD using the "equ" statements
described.

Incidentally, this is not the only way to generate a delay. A
NOP instruction which simply tells the computer to do nothing
but increment the programme counter could also be used.
This however only of use for very short delays (2 or 3uS
depending on the clock speed) because it also wastes
programme memory. To generate a 120uS delay would
require 100 NOP instructions which would also use up 100
programme memory locations (not to mention all that typing)
compared with 3 using the counter method so this would not
be a clever way to do this if a long delay were required.

Both of these methods waste time, however, and there is
nothing to stop the programmer using this time to do
something useful (such as reading the keyboard) it it needs to
be done. It would be impossible to make a 230mS delay using
the above methods if such a delay was required in this project
because the processor would spend most of the time
generating the delay and have no time to drive the displays or
perform any other functions! In this case, a routine which
always takes the same amount of time to execute could be
used. If the programme has such a routine but the excecution
time is variable, NOP instructions could be used to pad out
shorter branches so that whichever route the programme

takes, the execution time will be the same and give the
required delay. this has not been done here so as not to
unnecessarily complicate matters but it can be a useful
technique to bear in mind. It can be especially useful if the
delay does not need to be very precise such as say the delay
required to de -bounce a keyboard as we shall see later.

Delay routines can also be useful in tone generating circuits.
Repeatedly complementing an output port and then generating
a 0.5mS delay for example, will cause the port to switch on
and off (toggle) at a frequency of 1 kHz with an accuracy
dependent on the clock oscillator. Counting the number of
times the loop is executed enables a precise number of cycles
to be generated and therefore the length of the tone defined,
while varying the delay (perhaps from data called up from a
look -up table in memory as in the convert routine) would

( INCREMENT )

INCREMENT REGISTER
POINTED TO BY FSR

(MINUTES)

MASK MS BITS

EQUAL TO 0a ?z,

ADD 8 TO (FSR)

(FSR)
EQUAL TO 60 ?

CLEAR (FSR)

RUN MODE ?

END

INCREMENT FSR TO
POINT TO HOURS

MASK MS BITS

REGISTER
POINTED TO BY FSR

(HOURS)

EQUAL TO 0a ?

L
ADD 6 TO (FSR)

(FSR)
EQUAL TO 12 ?

INCREMENT FSR TO
POINT TO INDFLG OR

AINDFLG

[ TOGGLE PM
FLAG 1

(FSR)
EQUAL TO 13 ?

MAKE (FSR) = 1

Fig18.Increment (hours and minutes) subroutine flowchart
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k determine the pitch. Add a push to make switch and a piezo
sounder and you have your own personalised door chime
playing your favourite tune! But we digress.

To go back to the DISPLY routine and test this new piece
of the programme, the original PROGME line in Fig.9 must be
replaced by code representing the expanded flowchart of
Fig.12 and the initialise routine must be modified slightly to
include statements to load HRCTR and MINCTR with 12h and
34h so that the digits 1, 2, 3 & 4 are displayed. (These
instructions will be removed later, once the programme has
been proved to work.) These modifications should now be
added to the timebase routine listing (CLOCK.ASM) and now
called CLOCK1.ASM as shown in Fig.13. The original PROG
label has been retained to show where this new code has
been inserted. After running the assembler programme a new
chip can be programmed as before to test the display routine.
This should of course display 1234 on the digits. The
statements setting HRCTR and MINCTR could be changed to
place 04h and 56h in these registers and after running the
assembler a new (or erased) chip programmed to check the
leading zero blanking and decoding for the numbers 4 5 and 6
and the process repeated for 0,7,8 and 9. This is not
necessary at present and may be checked more easily later,
once the counter routines have been designed, without the
need to re -programme the chip each time. Any faults which
become apparent then can be easily traced to the look -up
table if the above programme works now.

Note that it is a good idea to save the new version of the
programme under a different name such as CLOCK1 so that if
the new routine which has been added does not work. or
worse still prevents the previous part of the programme from
working properly, it will be an easy matter to go back to the
original programme which should still be stored on your
computer under the original name and think again without
trying to remember which lines were changed or where new
lines were inserted.

Suck it and see
From this it can be seen that while it is possible to use only
one micro -controller chip for development, two windowed
parts may be better because one could be programmed with
the newly developed code while the other was being erased.
In practice, this is not likely to save a lot of time because the
micro -controllers only seem to take about two minutes to
erase (on my EPROM eraser at any rate which is a cheap and
cheerful one) and it usually takes longer to modify the .ASM
listing and run the assembler programme to obtain a new
object file (.OBJ) for blowing a new chip

This kind of "blow it and see" (or should that be "suck it
and see") approach to programming micro -controllers does
take time but enables complex programmes to be easily
developed on relatively low cost equipment. Only a
programmer and Eprom eraser are required assuming that you
already have a PC. After a while, a library of solutions can be
built up to perform standard functions so future programmes
need not take so long to develop. A much faster method
would be to use an emulator module but these are very
expensive and more appropriate to industrial users where time
is money. Cheaper emulators are also appearing on the
market with fewer features compared to the "professional"
ones but these all have limitations such as lower input
impedance inputs or speed and, as with most things, you pays
your money and takes your choice. There is, after all, no closer
way to emulate a device than with the device itself.

Note that the new code for displaying the digits together
with the 7 -segment conversion and delay has been written as
subroutines and it will also be noticed that these routines have
been placed at the beginning of the listing. The reason for this
is the internal working of the PIC chip when handling
subroutines. Unlike the other registers in the PIC, the
programme counter or PC register is 9 -bits wide (in the
PIC16C54) but during a CALL instruction, the 9th bit is always
cleared to zero. This means that the start addresses of all
subroutines must be located in the lower half of the
programme memory below address OFF if the correct address
is to be called. It therefore makes sense to put all the
subroutines first before the main programme. Since the
STACK registers which store the return address from the
subroutine are the same width as the PC register, the return
address can be anywhere in the memory. Note that this
limitation does not apply to the GOTO instruction which allows
direct loading of the PC register with all 9 bits. The purpose of
the first instruction (goto START) in Figs. 9 and 13 should now
be clear.

Taking it further
The rest of the programme can be developed in a similar way
so only the flowcharts and coding of the more important parts
will be described. Which parts of the programme are
developed first and how big each part becomes before it is
blown into a chip for testing, will depend on how confident the
programmer is in his skills. Remember, however, that the
larger the programme, the greater will be the problem in
finding a fault if it does not work so try not to get too carried
away but keep each new step short if possible.

Once the LED display routine is working, the routines to
count seconds, minutes and hours can be developed which
will be placed in the RUN subroutine. The hours and minutes
will be counted in the two counters HRCTR (HouR CounTeR)
and MINCTR (MINute CounTeR) and the contents of these
displayed when the display routine is called. First, however,
we need to obtain a 0.5Hz signal to drive the colon so our first
counter will need to count 50x10mS and this is done in the
HSCTR (Half Second CounTeR which is defined as (OE). This
is therefore loaded wrth 50 and counts down to zero.

Each time HSCTR reaches zero, bit 0 in the INDFLG
(INDicator FLaG) register (0B) will need to be toggled to cause
the "colon" to switch on and off. This register will also contain
the "alarm set" and "pm" information in bits 2 and 6
respectively and will be "ORed" with the W register before the
most significant digit of the display is switched on in the
DSPLY routine so that these functions will be displayed. (BO,
B2 and B6 control the colon, alarm set and pm indicators
directly. See Fig. 14). The programme then reloads HSCTR
with 50 and decrements the next counter TBCTR (Time Base
CounTeR) for which the register OF has been assigned.

By loading this counter with 120 at the beginning of the
prograrnrne, it will reach zero after 120 half seconds which can
be used to decrement the minutes counter. For testing, it is
temporarily loaded with 10 so that the minutes will change
much faster enabling the operation of the counters to be
checked without having to wait all day.

These steps can now be coded and added to the
programme. The new flowctiart for the RUN routine is shown
in Fig 15 which now includes the HSCTR and TBCTR routines
together with the colon driver using the INDFLG register. All of
the new registers (HSCTR, INDFLG and TBCTR) will of course
need to be assigned to the next available general purpose
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registers using the "equ" statements as before and set to their
Initial conditions if necessary in the INTSLE routine.

To enable the display to count, a new subroutine has been
introduced called INCREMENT (INCR). At the moment it only
contains the instruction "incf 0,same" which will operate on the
MINCTR register since that is the one which the FSR will be
pointing to. Later this will be expanded to increment the hours
counter as well. The DISPLY routine will also need to be
modified at the point marked X so that the colon LEDs flash at
1Hz (i.e. on for 0.5 sec and off for 0.5 secs). A listing is shown
in Fig. 16 and this can be assembled and checked by blowing
a new PIC and plugging it into the circuit as before. Note that
the Hours and Minutes counters have been loaded with 02
and 34 and the TBCTR register with 10 to demonstrate the
leading zero blanking and make the minutes
counter run faster.

The Exclusive OR function
Most of the programme shown in Fig. 15 is simply concerned
with loading and decrementing registers and testing for zero
which has already been covered and the only "new" technique
used in this section is the step marked "toggle bit 0 in
INDFLG". The simplest way to do this is to use the XORWF
instruction and to see how this works the Exclusive OR
function must be examined. The truth table for a two input
XOR gate is shown in Fig. 17 and from this it can be seen that
the output is true (ie. a logic 1) only when both inputs are
different. Contrast this to the normal or inclusive OR function
when the output is also high when both inputs are high which
is also shown in Fig. 17. This may not sound like a big deal
but it makes the XOR function extremely useful.

If we consider input A as a "control" input, then it can be
seen that the output will be the same as input B when A is 0
but will be inverted when A is 1 thus forming a sort of
programmable logic inverter. In a micro -computer, this function
operates on a bit by bit basis on the 8 -bit word in a register,
so that if we want to invert bit 0 of the INFLG register, all we
need to do is to load a word with bit 0 set to 1 (ie. 0000 0001)

into the W register (ie. MOVLW 01h) and follow this with
"XORWF INDFLG,same" which will invert bit 0 of the INDFLG
register and store the result back in that register. Since all the
other bits in the original word loaded into the W register were
zero, all the other bits in INDFLG will remain unchanged and
only bit 0 will be inverted and will therefore toggle each time
this sequence is executed. This will have the effect of
switching the colon LEDs on and off when the INDFLG register
is displayed.

In this way, not only bit 0 could be complemented but any
other bits as well simply by loading l's where required, into
the original word loaded into the W register. If all the bits in a
register are to be complemented, then of course the "COMF
f d" instruction could be used.

While on the subject of the XOR function, the other
property of this instruction can be highlighted which will be
useful in future routines and this is that the output or result is a
1 if the inputs are different but zero only when they are the
same ie. a digital comparator. In the instruction set shown in
Fig 3 there are two instructions, INCFSZ and DECFSZ which
allow the programmer to branch if the contents of a register
after it has been incremented or decremented are zero and he
can also use the MOVF instruction and then test the zero bit
(bit 2) of the STATUS register (using the BTFSS or BTFSC
instructions) if he does not want to alter the contents of the
register he is testing. But what if he needs to branch when a

register is equal to 23h or some other value as we will need to
do when we compare, say, the actual time with that set in the
alarm register so that we can sound the alarm?

Here again, the XOR instruction can be used. The value
23h or the contents of the alarm register can be moved into W
using either the MOVLW or MOVF instruction and followed by
the XORWF instruction. If the two registers match, the result of
the operation will be zero and the zero bit in the STATUS
register will be set. This can then be tested in the normal way
and the appropriate action taken by the programme. Note that
in the case of testing a register for a specific value such as
23h above, the XORLW 23h instruction could also be used
provided that the contents of the register were first moved to
the W register.

BCD counting
If the programme of Fig. 16 is run, the display will start with
2:34 (note the leading zero is blanked) and the colon will flash
once per second. After every 5 flashes, the minutes display will
change and the clock will display 2:35 and so on. This is
because the TBCTR register was loaded with 10 instead of
120 causing the clock to run 12 times faster. After 6
"minutes", however, instead of the display changing to read
2:40, the last digit will go out and the reading remain at 2:3
and later on the whole display goes haywire.

The reason for this is simple. The "incf 0(MINCTR),same"
instruction increments the minutes counter but since this is
basically a binary counter, the next state after 0011 1001 (39h)
is 0011 1010 or 3Ah and not 40h. The "A" cannot be decoded
by the CONVRT routine and simply causes a jump to the DLY
routine which is where it would have gone anyway except
that it would normally have switched on the digit and segment
drives first so this digit remains blank. The next state of the
counter is 3Bh so that this time the CONVRT routine causes a
jump into the middle of the DLY routine and the programme
crashes. Clearly, the MINCTR counter must be persuaded to
count in BCD and not binary by not allowing a count higher
than 9.

One way that this can be done is by detecting when the
last digit goes to "A" hex. The first step is to mask the four
most significant bits (MSB) of the MINCTR register by ANDing
it with OFh (0000 1111 in binary) to produce 0000 XXXX where
X is the state of the lower order bits in MINCTR. The XOR
instruction can then be used to compare this to 0Ah which will
result in the zero bit in the STATUS register being set if
MINCTR has XAI-, in it. If this test is successful, 6 is added to
the register using the ADDWF instruction. Thus, if, as in the
above case, MINCTR contained 3Ah, adding a 6 to it would
result in MINCTR containing 40h which would give the correct
display.

This routine can be extended to change the display to 3:00
when 2:60 is reached etc and also to 10:00 from 9:60 and
1.00 from 12:60. Also, when 12.00 is reached, the PM flag
(bit 6 of INDFLG) needs to be toggled. The change in the
hours counter when the minutes counter reaches 60 and is
reset to zero, is only required in the RUN mode and not when
the alarm or the time is being set. To make this subroutine
useful in all modes, the mode register is checked before
HRCTR is incremented. If MDREG is zero (ie. RUN mode) the
subroutine execution is allowed to continue but it it is not, the
program exits at this point and the HRCTR is not incremented

A flowchart for this subroutine is shown in Fig. 18 and a
listing for the INCR subroutine can be found in the complete
listing for the clock in Fig. 24. Note that since this routine will
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be used to increment both the hours and minutes and the
alarm time registers, it too has been written to make use of
indirect addressing using the FSR register to point to the
relevant registers as explained in the DISPLY routine. Before
this subroutine is called therefore, the FSR must be loaded
with the address of the MINCTR or its equivalent in the alarm
setting mode.

This new code may be added to the listing shown in Fig. 16
and provided the value loaded into TBCTR is changed to 120,
the clock part of the project is complete. It is now only
necessary to write a routine to enable the clock to be set and
to include the alarm function. The exclusive or (XOR)
instruction will again prove useful when it comes to comparing
the time with that set in the alarm registers.

FIG. 13
CLOCKI.ASM TIMEBASE, MODE, LED
DISPLAY AND DELAY (Flowchart Fig 12)
MDREG equ 08h ; MoDe REGistei RUN=0, SET
ALARM=1, SET TIME=2
MINCTR equ 09h ; MINute DiSPlay
HRCTR equ OAh ; HouR DiSPlay
DYCTR1 equ OCh ; DelaY CounTeR 1
DYCTR2 equ ODh ; DelaY CounTeR 2

LIST P=16C54;f=inhx16
INCLUDE .PIC.H"

goto START

DISPLY clrf PORTA ;switch off all display drives

;LED DISPLAY SUBROUTINE

swapf 0,w
andlw OFh

call CONVRT
movwf PORTB
bsf PORTA,0
call DLY
bcf PORTA,0

movf 0,w
andlw OFh

call CONVRT
movwf PORTB
bsf PORTA,1
call DLY
bcf PORTA,1

incf FSR,same

swapf 0,,

;load tens of mins into w
;mask MSDs by ANDing with

0000 1111
;no - decode segments
;switch on segment drive
;switch on digit drive
;delay for
;switch off digit drive

;load units of mins into w
;select units of mins for

display
;decode segments
;switch on segment drive
;switch on digit drive
;delay for
;switch off digit drive

;increment FSR to point
to Hours

;Swap counter pointed to by
FSR (10's HRS)

andlw OFh ;mask MSDs by ANDing with
0000 1111

btfss STATUS,2 ;is digit zero? ie STATUS,2
is set

call CONVRT ;no - decode segments
(skipped if digit=0)

nop ;add other segments (to be
done later)

movwf PORTS
bsf PORTA,3

4 call DLY
bcf PORTA,3

;switch on segment drive
;switch on digit drive
;delay for
;switch off digit drive

movf 0,w ;load counter pointed to

andly OFh

call CONVRT
movwf PORTB
bsf ?ORTA,2
call DLY
bcf ?ORTA,2

retly 00

' by FSR
;.klect units of hours for

display
;decode segment8
;witch on segment drive
;switch on digit drive
delay for
,switch off digit drive

'RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE

CONVRT addwf PC, sane
SUBROUT:NE

DLY
movwf

1 movly
movwf

D2 decfsz

goto D2
decfsz 121

goto Dl

retlw 0(

START

INT4IALISE

INTLSE movlw
trisIPORTA
movw. PORTA
tri, PORTB

;BCD-7SEG CONVERSION

retly 1Fh ;segment drives for 3
retly 12h ;segment drives for 1

retly 4Fh ;segment drives for 2
retly 57h ;segment drives for 3
retly 72h ;segment drives for 4

retly 75h ;segment drives for 5
retly 7 Dh ;segment drives for 5
retly 13h ;segment drives for 7
retly 7Fh ;segment drives for
retly 77h ;segment drives for 9

movlw .4 ;DELAY ROUTINE
DYCTR1 ;load DYCTR1 with 4 decimal
.100
DYCTR; ;load DYCTR2 with 100 decimal
DYC''1:2,same ;decrement and skip

if zero
;i_ not zero
;decrement DYCTR1 if DYCTR2

is zero
;reload DYCTR2 if DYCTR1

is not zero
;RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE if

DYCTR1 is zero

nop

ROUTINE

00h ;ie 0000 0000
;make PORTA o/p
;make PORTA 0000
;make PORTB i/p except R4

mok1w 07h ;ie 0000 0111
OPPiDN ;int signal, L to H,

presclr 256 to RTCC
,,,lw .224 ;move 244 decimal into
mcwwf RTCC; RTCC - gives 10mS with 3.2768Mhz

xtal

niovlw 12h
movwf HRCTR
movlw 34h
movwf MINCTR
clrf MDREG

BEGIN
btfss STATUS,2
goto BEGIN

movlw .224
movwf RTCC

;load HRCTR with 12

;load MINCTR with 34
;set MDREG to 0 ie. run mode

movf RTCC,w
;test if w (RTCC)
;w (RTCC) not aero

;if RTCC=0 move
;224 dec. into RTCC

PROGME movf MDREG,w ;places MDRE into w
btfsc STATUS,2 ;test if MDREG=0
goto RUN ;yes

xorlsw Olh
btfsc STATUS,2

goto SETARM

;n3 - XOR MDREG (w) with Olh
;t9st if MDREG=1 - Z bit

will be set if it is

;Yes
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SETTIM nop
rout ino

goto PROD

SETARM nop
goto PROD

RUN nop
movlw 09h
movwf FSR

FSR

PROD call DISPLY
goto BEGIN

ORG 1Ffh

END

;no - set time

;set alarOr routine

;run routi-
;

;load addres of HECTR into

Fig.16
Clock 2 Timebase, Mode, Rum, Disply, &
Dly (Flowchart 15)
MDREG equ 081 ; MoDe REGister RUN=0, SET

ALARM=1, SET TiE.2
HRCTR equ 09h ; HouR DISPlay
MINCTR equ 0Ah MINute DISPlay
INDFLG equ OBh ;

INDicator FLaG 'Icilds status

of AM/PM, COLON & ALARMDUCTR1 equ OCh
DelaY CounTeR 1

DYCTR2 equ ODh ; DelaY CounTeR 2
HSCTR equ OEh ; Half Second CounT,
TBCTR equ 1Fh ; Time Base CounTeR counts

120 half seconds

LIST P-16C54;f.inhx16
INCLUDE "PIC.H"

goto START

DISPLY clrf PORTA ;switch off all display drives
;LED DISPLAY SUBROUTINE '

swapf 0,w ;load tens of mins into

andlw OFh ;mask MSDs by ANDing with
0000 1111

call CONVRT ;no - decode segments
movwf PORTB ;switch on segment drive
bsf PORTA,0 ;switch on digit drive

call DLY ;delay for
bcf PORTA,0 ;switch off digit drive

movf 0,w
andlw OFh

display

call CONVRT
movwf PORTB
bsf PORTA,1
call DLY
bcf PORTA,1

;load units of mins into w
;select units of mins for

;decode segments
;switch on segment drive
;switch on digit drive
;delay for
;switch off digit drive

incf FSR,same ;increment FSR to point
to MINUTES

swdpf 0,w

andlw OFh

btfss STATUS,-;,

;Swap counter pointed to
by FSR (10's HRS)

;mask MSDs by ANDing with
0000 1111

;is digit zero? ie STATUS,2

call CONVF.T

iorwf INDFLG,
later)

movwf PORTB
bsf PORTA,3
call DLY
bcf PORTA,3

movf 0,w

andlw OFh

call CONVRT

movwf PORTS
bsf PORTA,2
call DLY
bcf PORTA,2

retlw 00

is set
;no - decode segments

(skipped if digit=0)

;add colon (to he modified

;switch on segment drive
;switch on digit drive
;delay for
;switch off digit drive

;load counter pointed to
by FSR

;select units of hours
for display

;decode segments

;switCh on segment drive
;switch on digit drive
;delay for
;switch off digit drive

;RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE

CONVRT addwf PC.same ;BCD-7SEG CONVERSION
SUBROUTINE

retlwe 1F17 ;segment drives for 0

retlw 12h ;segment drives for 1

retlw 4Fh ;segment drives for 2

retlw 57h ;segment drives for 3

retlw 72h ;segment drives for 4

retlw 75h ;segment drives for 5

retlw 7Dh ;segment drives for 6

retlw 13h ;segment drives for 7

retlw 7Fh ;segment drives for 8

retlw 77h ;segment drives for 9

DLY movlw .4 ;DELAY ROUTINE
movwf DYCTR1 ;load DYCTR1 with 4 decimal

D1 movlw .100
movwf DYCTR2 ;load DYCTR2 with 100 decimal

D2 decfsz DYCTR2,same ;decrement and skip if
zero

goto 2 ;if not zero
decfsz DUCTR1 ;decrement DYCTR1 if DYCTR2

is zero
goto D1 ;reload DYCTR2 if DYCTR1

is not zero
retlw 00 ;RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE if

DYCTR1 is zero

INCR nop
incf 0,same

retlw 00

START nop

INTLSE movlw 00h
tris PORTA
movwf PORTA
tris PORTB

movlw 07h
OPTION

;INCREMENT COUNTERS SUBROUTINE
;INCREMENT REGISTER POINTED

TO BY FSR

;INITIALISE ROUTINE
;ie 0000 0000
;make PORTA o/p
;make PORTA 0000
;make PORTB i/p except 84

;,e 0000 0111
;int signal, L to H,

prescle 256 to RTCC
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movlw .224
movwf RTCC

movlw 02h
movwf HRCTR
movlw 34h
movwf MINCTR
clrf MDREG

movlw .50
movwf HSCTR

movwf TBCTR

clrf INDFLG

;move 244 decimal into
;RTCC - gives 10mS with 3.2768Mhz xtal

;load HRCTR with 02

;load MINCTR with 34
;set MDREG to 0 ie. run mode

;load HSCTR with 50 dec to count halfsecs
;load TBCTR with 10

(temporary) so that
;clock runs faster (change

to 120 later)

BEGIN movf RTCC,w
btfss STATUS,2 ;test if w (RTCC) 0

goto BEGIN ;w (RTCC) not zero

movlw .224
movwf RTCC

;if RTCC=0 move
;224 dec. into RTCC

movf ADREG,w ;places MDREG into w
btfsc STATUS,2 ;test if MDREG=O
goto RUN ;Yes
xorlw Olh ;no - XOR MDREG (w) with Olh
btfsc STATUS,2 ;test if MDREG.1 - Z bit wil be set if it is

goto SETARM ;yes

SETTIM nop
goto PROG

SETARM nop
goto PROD

RUN nop
movlw 0Ah
movwf FSR

;no - set time routine

;set alarm routine

;run routine

;load address of MINCTR into FSR

decfsz HSCTR,same
goto RUNEND ;if HSCTE not zero go to RUNEND
movlw .50
movwf HSCTR ;if zero - reload with 50 dec
movlw Olh
xorwf INDFLG,same ;toggle hit 0 (colon) of INDFLG
decfsz TBCTR, same
goto RUNNEND ;if TBCTR is not zero
movlw .10 ;reload TBCTR with 10 (change to 120
movwf TBCTR ;later) if TBCTR=0
call INCR

RUNEND movlw 09h
movwf FSR ;load address of HRCTR into FSR

PROC call DISPLY
goto BEGIN

ORG 1Ffh
END
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1 Please write the full postal aidress of your Bank or Building Society
branch

To: The Manager

Bank o- Building Society

Address

Post Code

2 Name(s) of account holder(s)

3. Branch Sort Code: El  -  [1] -  El

4 Bank or Building Society Account No: E] El  Li LE El CI L_

5. Ref No: (Office use only)

6. Instruction to your bank or building Society. Please pay Nexus Media
Ltd. Direct Debits from the account detailed on this instruction subject to
safeguards by the Direct Debit Guarantee.
Originators Identification: 800132

Signature(s).

Please tick the hox ff_you do not wish to receive Information from any other compaltes which may
oe of Interest to you.:_

Li

Date

ET1 1
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R.F Modem Transceiver

a 0
b,.,.r

UK MPT1340
418MHz or
433.93MHz

V High speed up to 40K bps
./ Price 100+ < £30.00 1+ £49.95
./ Ideal for Radio Modems & EPOS

R.F Modem Packet Controller

TX/RX C.R.0
Only £79.95
4 -bit I/O port

 Parallel microprocessor interface
./ Automatic tx/rx protocol & CRC
./ PIC micro with user E2PROM

Radio Radio - Tech Limited
Tech LOW POWER RF TELEMETRY MANUFACTURERS

Overbndge House, Weald Hall Lane. Tnornwiiod Epping, Essex CM16 6NEI

SA, 0181.3688277 Fax 0181.3613434, adniln 01992.576107 Fax 019192.561994

R.F Linked Safety Aids

Approved off the shelf systems
Aids for the disabled and elderly

Fall -over Triggers

Power Receivers
Auto -diallers, Sirens
FM Pagers
Repeater Stations

High quality lone worker systems
Hand held FM remote conLols
Battery operated FM receivers

Relay Outputs!
Built-in Antennas

Applications for tenders welcome fi6im Local
Authorities, Retail Trade and Heavy Industry.
Prices start from under £30.00 ex VAT ItSz. Carriage.

Radio - Radio - Tech Limited
Tech LOW POWER RE TELEMETRY MAVJFACTuRERS

Oyeihridge House. Weald Hall Lane. Thomwood Epping, Essex CM16 6NB

Salts 0181 368 8277 1'660181.361 3434, admIn 01992-576107 Fax 01992.561994

Radio Data Modules

Approved Transmitter Modules
./ Receiver Modules & Systems
./ Transceiver Modules
./ Evaluation Kits Available
 173MHz 418MHz & 433.92MHz
./ Free Catalogue & Support
./ Credit Card Orders v, fie
./ Same Day Dispatch

Applications:
Remote Controls
Wire -free Security
Remote Monitoring
RF Computer links

NEW! Transceiver evaluation kit. Includes:
2 x Transceivers. test PCB with PIC micro:
bit error rate, range & self test firmware
batteries, antenna and carry case. £149.00

Radio - Radio - Tech Limited
Tech DiSTRiEUTOR OF RADOMETRiX PROM/GTE

Overbrldge House. Weald Hall Lane Thomwood. Epping. Essex. CM16 6NB

Sales 0161.3688277 Fax 01811613434,4dmin 01992-576107 Fix 01992-561994

10mW VHF Modules

173.225MHz Approved MPT1344
./ 173.250MHz Approved MPT1328
 Remote Meter Reading Modules
./ Evaluation Kits Available
./ New low prices 1+ £25.45 ex.
./ Compatible with existing RXM-173-

4666-60 receiver.
./ Pin compatible with 1mW version

Applications:
Industrial Controls
Wire -free Monitors
Remote Metering
RF Data links

Note: VHF @ 10mW ERP gives a typical
unobstructed TX range of up to 2.5Km.
MPT1344 should be used for security and
MPT1328 telemetry / telecommand applications.

Radio - Radio - Tech Limited
Tech Ds-- OF RALNOPAETRIX PFCMCTS

Overbrldge House, Weald Hall Lane. Thornwood. Epping. Essex. CM16 6NB

Sales 0181.3688277 Fat 0181.36134.34.AdmIn 01992-576107 Fax 01992-561994



JCG Electronic projects
PO BOX HP79 WOODHOUSE STREET

HEADINGLEY LEEDS LS6 3XN
RADIO KITS/TRANSMRTERS/REMOTE.CONT.R01
MICRO FM (a) KM range transmitter. BO - 100Mhz preset renewed on any FM radio. Indudert FET mc. £6.95
MICRO FM (b) Variabie me sensitivity. Tuneable BO. 110 Mu. 1KM range 2n3.5cm PCD. £7.95
ULTRA MINI FM 2nnr, 'eve. BO - 100 Mu. mins off match battery lee) only 1 . 2cm PCB. £8 .95
FM TRACKER `.rars,nes a constant lone for direction Wang, tracking etc BO - 110 Aga £8.50
FM RECEIVER la, ST., 501 quality FM receiver. Covers standard FM broadcast bends
mil c-, -eaZhccTs ,rot micl E10.90
FM RECEIVER (b) As la i tx.11 with 3 wall andPo power amp and bring LED £13.50
CRYSTAL RADIO Grew ,ntrcrduCt)04, ..0 rack, electroncs. Includes ate. hernia aerial and earphone £7.50
Am RADIO Shgle chi, adk, 's, ...e wrn nea.lohcnes ;not NC) Or an external another 08.90
I.R. REMOTE CONTROL - S,nbpe (-ban,. in. Kghts Dangctozitelt
TRANSMITTER- E6.95 fail mains wily) E15.45
MICRO TRANSMITTER GUIDE Pocked peal tett./ annals and Info - Hoe In bled surverlianco devices.
short .-ange Tx s 0., Only E3.95

PIRAMPS/AUDIO
AU10 GENERAL PURPOSE PREAIIP for audio ageekatrons wrens low now isn1 a anent), - guitar amps etc. 6-15v,
vanaole ga, and sql, :,put E4.20
AU1 1 LOW NOISE PREAMP br more alkyl Meet sews. Ideal Mar nedis alb. 9- 15v, variable gab. £4.50
AU12 ULTRA LOW NOISE PREARIP Professional eleederd. Uses an NE5534 IC. 9  15v, r!radatile gin E5.99
AU13 SMALL SIGNAL. Single FET Preamp be bowl" low copal dew oder" or nook "reducers £3.90
AU14 SMALL SIG . EO. An AUI3 vnt7 a son* twee peMios EO amok DOgned be piano two's E8.90
AU15 SINGLE TRANSISTOR. low nose press" keeled" piers et Preset gab. Knit& £3.90
AU16 ACTIVE TONE CONTROL. 12c8 all sod WON, Ws led bible web deem pets 01.95
AU17 7 BAND EC, bead be greeliblene owed applabbas Poll welded E12.95
AU18 NOISE REDUCTION SYSTE11. High pally doer* nobs gate Mb vendee ellecl and 10,01 E15.95
8019 ANALOGUE DELAY. Boded typed' dewy id. Varietal dock frequency or producing double track and echo
ellecls etc Delay bevas from 2.5 to 51ms E18.50
AU20 CONTROL OSC. Lew frequency osc to modules Me analogue delay We foe Nanong,
chows and other effects El 50
AU21/21 DIGITAL DELAYS 200 and IDOes deed deft Utah nth 10 be at de comers.. Vendee sample 'ale. ',.,
25 - 501017 vanabie delay erne. 20Drins - MAO 600ma - C24.95

POWER AMPS
P2 15WATT General purpose upgrade. Uses TDA2030. 24v single rad supply with heat sank £9.95
P3 40 WATT High quality powerarrip Or camped Esc and other demanding applcatons Sweat on mute. thermal/short
orotectfon Drolorbon Mss Man 0 033% 27v . with heal sink E15.50
P4 150 WATT Rugged and powerful MOSFET design, excelled response and reliabiley 50v . with heat smk. Ideal for
Sonar amps. PA or sand system L22.95.

GURARANSTRUYENT
Most of the Ida b Ole mew be dewed b be Mel enough lo be misled resale instruments, but can easily be
adapted for other meow= obis es doss podia
11.10 VOLUME acioluat Conceal creed for low boob winos
71.11 OVERDUE WI provide enough dean oulput b ova*" any pear amp. Venable
TL12 DISTORTION. Smolt desertion and swain. Webb.
TL20 HI BOOST. Venable N frequency tomer for guitar a bass.

E3.95
£7.95
E7.95
E8.50

TI.21 LOW BOOST Venable b. Ineadror bedew Id guile, or ham ESSO
T1.22 MID BOOST Variable wed range bade ex pin and bass. Can also produce Web Wall MMus E8.75
TL23 GUITAR ACTIVE TONE Ft* lam lea controls kw guitar. Includes control pots E12.95
7124 BASS ACTIVE TOME. As abed but for bees Ow 112.95
T125 HALL EFFECT WAN WAN Tuned* bird pass Neer controlled by Use prommity or a magnet to a hall teed
Senior Makes fora smooth Ater sweep sigma IN. noise associated with potentiometer arrangements

4f.1,a;armACT;rieZ Comedy formime a high quaky vow. pedal (pedal assembly not ncludedl £9.60
not E10.75

SEND FOR A LIST OF OUR FULL RANGE OF RADIO AND AUDIO KITS. ALL KITS
COME COMPLETE WITH PRE DRILLED PC.B.'S. HIGH SPEC COMPONENTS AND

FULL INSTRUCTIONS - MAIL ORDER ONLY - MAKE CHEOUES/P.O.s PAYABLE TO:
J.C.G.PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE 8, PACKING

ADVANCED COMPUTER SERVICES
COMPUTER COMPONENTS BY MAIL ORDER

P.O. BOX 21 SEAFORTH LIVERPOOL L21 5LE
TEL. 0151 286 0370 FAX. 0151 286 0361

ACCESSNISA/DELTA/SWITCH
CPU'S 270MB HARD RIVE 100-00

54-00 360MB HARD RIVE 109-00
60-00 420MB HARD DRIVE 120-00
55-00 540MB HARD DRIVE 137-00
73-00 730MB HARD DRIVE 171-00
75-00 850MB HARD DRIVE 181-00
67-00 1GB HARD DRIVE 207-00
73-00 CD ROM X2 DRIVE 76-00
62-00 CD ROM X4 DRIVE 132-00
72-00 MOTHERBOARDS

UMC 486 SX33
UMC 486 SX40
SGS 486 DX2 50
SGS 486 DX2 66
SGS 486 DX2 80
CYRIX DX2 66
CYRIX DX2 80
IBM DX2 50
IBM DX2 66
AMD DX2 66
AMD DX2 80
AMD DX4 100
INTEL DX 33
INTEL DX2 66
INTEL DX4 100
PENTIUM P75
PENTIUM P90
PENTIUM PI00
PENTIUM P120
VIDEO CARDS

486 DX4 READY FROM 68-00
PENTIUM P60/66 100-00

97-00 PENTIUM P75-120 142-00
1/0 CARDS

102-00 VESA ENH. MULTI I/0 16-00
145-00 VESA ENH. I/0 16550 18-00
192-00 ISA HIGH SPEED I/O 15-00
244-00 ISA MULTI I/0 18-00
293-(X) PCI IDE 15-00
400-00 PCI SCSI II 51-00

KEYBOARDS
VESA 1MB SVGA
VESA CIRRUS LOG
VESA IMI3 DIAMOND
VESA 2MB DIAMOND
DISK DRIVES

71-00 KEYBOARD NONCLICK 16-00
71-00 CHERRY KEYBOARD 28-00

112-00 MOUSE (KW1K) 10-00
148-00 MOUSE (MICRSOFT) 26-00

CASES
3.5- FLOPPY DRIVE
5.25" FLOPPY DRIVE
MONITORS

25-00 MINI TOWER 54-00
45-00 DESKTOP 54-00

MIDI TOWER 73-00
165-00 BIG TOWER 83-0014" SVGA FROM

PLEASE NOTE THERE IS NO V.A.T. TO PAY ON OUR PRICES I

Semiconductors, connectors, capacitors,
fans, resistors, relays, manuals,
data books and much more...

- All available at very low VAT inclusive prices --

Large SAE for current list

15 OAKWELL CLOSE, STEVENAGE,
HERTS SG2 8UG

TEL: 01438 816474
FAX: 01438 812569

LID STEVENAGE
Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional and Product Design/Consultation
Surface Mount) Full Procurement Service
Wave & Hand Soldering PCB Test & "Burn in" Facilities
Complete Equipment Enclosure Design & Manufacture
Manufacture PCB Artwork Manufacture
Device Programming from hand Circuits Drawn Professionally
written shts or PC 3I/2" disc Kit Procurement & Supply
Cable Harness Assembly/loom Component Sales
Manufacture Refurbishment a speciality
Card Cage and Module Wiring Top Quality Work at Reasonable
Full Inspection Rates

Phone Angela on (01438) 360406 or fax details of your requirements to
us on (01438) 352742
EQT LTD. Cromer House, Caxton way. STEVENAGE, HERTS, SG1 2DF

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Advanced Computer Services
BHA Trading
BK Electronics
Bull Electrical
Chelmer Valve
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ET'
Classified

James Gale
01442 66551
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department. Nexus. Nexus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST
Lineage: 75p per word (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)

Semi display: (minimum 2.5cms)
E10.50 + VAT per single column centimetre

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be pre -paid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

FOR SALE

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

INPUT 220/240V AC 50/60
OUTPUT 0-260V

Price P&P
0 5KVA 2 5 amp max £31.90 £6.00

(£44.53 inc VAT)
IKVA 5 amp max £41.15 £7.00

(£56.58 inc VAT)
2KVA 10 amp max f59.40 £8.50

(£79 78 inc VAT)
3KVA 15 amp max £78.65 C8.50

(£102.40 inc VAT)
5KVA 25 amp max £139.15

(Plus Carnage)
54 direct from the Irreorte's Keenest poets e the corny

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION & AUTO

110.244:5 Auto transfer either cased me Arnercan Socket and
mains lead of open name tyre. Available for Immo:sale *beery

WIDE RANGE OF XENON FLASifrUBES
Write/Phone your enquires

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT
FLUORESCENT TUBES

till 40 watt £$4 00 ,callor, o11r 1E1645 Inc VAT)
2n 20 watt £9.00 (callers miry) (C10.58 Inc VAT)

Pin 8 wan £4.80 + 75p p&p
Onwatt 0.98  50p p&p (C5.24

VAT
(C5.24 Inc VAT)

On 4 wart f3.98  50p p&p IC5.24 me VAT)

230V AC BALLAST KR
For odher en. 9on or 12m tubes E6 05  Et an

p&p (fa 75 arc VAT)
I he above Tubes are suitable for Forged Bank Note

detection. security marking ere
Omer Wave Lengths of U V TUBE available pled,

telephone your ...twee
400 WATT UV LAMP

>my C38 co C4 00 p&p (E49 35 me VAT: MI
tee WATT SELF BALLASTED BLACK

LIGHT MERCURY BULB
Avaiiable with BC or ES feting, Price Inc VAT
& p&p and VAT 025.55

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
500 GPH 15e head 3 amp £19.98

torloi 1750 GPH 1511 hood 9 tore Mt 55
Abo now OMNI* 240 D.0 1750 GPH 191 teas
5 amp £3555 Al desome to be seed
suboweged PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT

l .

SUPER HT-UGHT STROBE KIT
Deelged for Dims, Dumfries' uses etc.

APProx 18 pules Adrustable Speed £50.00 . £3.00 p&p
(62.28 roc VAT)

Case and reflector 224.00 .C300 p&p (E31 73 ow VAT)
SAE for kettle, details inclulling iivit ,qh1 and m,

dustrial Strobe Kt,

"BOFFINS SPECIAL" -
UNIQUE OFFER

Surplus Precision Medical Unit, internally In
excellent condition. Designed primarily to eject a
precise controllable amount of fluid from a medical
syringe (latter not supplied) Contains the
following removable components: Dual Micro
Processor Boards and EPROMS Escap Precision
12V DC Motor with 300.1 Gear Box and optical
encoder coupled to a precision threaded drive
mechanism. Mains supply with 6 x 1.5V Ni-Cad
A.A. cells back-up. L.C.D. Digital read-out 17mm
high with legends. Audible warning.
These are sod fry the :Lturaiitithq 'he exceptional
quality components ecvet rc C reLpts available
Ricliculnusiy low price 120.00  C4.00 p&p
(£28.20 incl VAT)

SKVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As Nee EA-equtonionl tufty sorwood Line Nose

Suppresson. Ultra Isolation Transformer won terminal
covers and Knock -out cable entries. Primary 120040V

Secondary t 20:240V 5060 He 005 PP CePecdroce Size
L 37 a W t9 x H.16cm Weight 42 Kilos

PRICE £1 20.00 .VAT
nAwareonuse. Carnage on request

240V AC CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER
New Hanoi. Surplus Skeleton Blower suitable for
mounting inside an enclosure to cool equipment.
Overall size 130x110x85nwri. Outlet 80x35mm Impellar
60mm dia x 60mm long. E14.10 Inci.P&P & VAT

SEWING MACHINE MOTOR
Brand new 2201740v ADOC SEW. TRIC 2 lead Brt.sf
Motor Size L 10Ornm x H. 70mm x W 55mm Spindle
1/4(n. die x tin long. C14.10 Inel. P&P & VAT

GEARED MOTORS
71 RPM 201b inch torque reversible 115V AC input
including cepacdor and transformer for 240V AC
operation. Price Inc VAT & peep £27.73

SOLID STATE EMT UNIT
Input 230240V AC. Output approx 15KV
Producing 10mm spark. Built-in 10 sec timer.
Easily modified for 20sec, 30 sec to continuous.
Designee for boiler ignition. Dozens 01 uses m the
held of physics and electronics. eg supplying neon
or argon lutes etc Price less case £8.50  £2.40
p&p (C12.81 Inc VAT) NUS

EPROM ERASURE KIT
Budd your own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction of the
price of a made Up Unit kit of pans less case includes
12in 8 wall 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unit pair of bi-pin
leads. neon indtCalOi Ontoft switch. safety microswitch
and circuit £15.00 £2.00 p&p (E19 98 Inc VAT)

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
Brand new 240V AC fan cooled. Can so used fora variety
of purposes. Intel l'wn. 00(1811 in. dm Price includes p&p
& VAT. 111.20 each or 2 for £20.50 incluswe

MICROSWITCH
Pye 15 amp cnangeover lover microswrtch. type S171
Brand new price 5 for £7.05 Inc VAT & p&p

Snowoorn °ono
Monday, F rotlAy

57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CH SWICK, LONDON W4 5BB
FAX 0181-995 0549 0181-995 1560

ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN ORDER £10

SERVICE TRADING CO =Ea
Wu%
Aropio
Parking Spore

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSISTORS, ICS ETC INTO

CASH immediate settlement.
We also welcome the opportunity to quote

for complete factory clearance
Contact:

COLES-HARDING & CO
Unit 58, Queens Road. Wisbech,

Cambs PE13 7P0
BUYERS OF SURPLUS INVENTORY

ESTABLISHED OVER 20 YEARS
Tel: 01945 584188 Fax: 01945 475216

DISPOSAL EX MOD electronics
scopes. filters. chart recorders.
P.S.U.'s, optic fibre meters etc.
Detailed list. 01305 832387

LEN COOKE
ENTERPRISES

For the best value in Used
Electronic Test Instruments

We buy, sell and service oscilloscopes. signal
generators, frequency counters. spectrum

Analysers. Power meters. logic testers. etc
Spare parts available for most Textronic

opes
Tel, 01811--8 3-9946
Fax: 0181-574-2339
Mobile: 0802 177752

Mail order address: Unit 5. Southall
Enterprise Centre, Bridge Road.

Southall. Middx. UB2 4AI
We engineer what we buy, we support

what we sell.

ELECTROVERT WAVE SOLDER
MACHINE £650 "Microline" Bench
top machine, Single Phase. Little
used with full bath of solder.
Bargain. Tel: 01745-591944

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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tARA NOW

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED TEST INSTRUMENTS,

ANALYSERS, BRIDGES. CALIBRATORS. VOLTMETERS.
GENERATORS, OSCILLOSCOPES. POWER METERS. ETC

ALWAYS AVAILABLE

ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS FOR SAI.E
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

EXPORT. TRADE AND U.K. ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SEND FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT AND MANUALS

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS SHIPPLNG ARRANGED

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM - 5PM

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex, P022 0E13 Tel (+44) 01243 545111/2 Fax 1+44) 01243 542457

WANTED TES'r EQUIPMENT & MANUALS TO PURCHASE

LIVERPOOL

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

87/93 Dale Street
Tel: 051 236 0982 051 236 0154

47 Whitechapel
Tel: 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2

THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS

Open: Tues-Sat 9 30-5.30

PLANS
ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs. solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices. pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue, SAE to Plancentre
Publications. Unit 7, Old Wharf
Industrial Estate. Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire HR8 2HS.

COURSES

EUREKA!!!
See your ideas come to life
using this exciting home study
course
For free details write to.
Commercial Reality (Pei ET I 0) Tnteq
St Mary's House. 40 London Road,

Newbury. Berics RG14 1LA
or Telephone 01635 873775 (24hrs)

SWC SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 081 559 1114

SOFTWARE

PC SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL.
PRIX;RAM LIBRARY
Low cost specialist software and

GOOD QUA1.1111' PROGRAMS THAT WORK
arc our time.

We base the tames scientific and redraws! software hteary as
well es de test mannaream programs available anywhere.

Software supplied ea CD ROM en Floppy.
Uncover the ow gems di >become with Mt 150.000 word
rook "The Encyclopedia of Shareware. Over )030 programs

herd. and described M 178 thiferen1 cacgaics.
For yrur copy send £2 knot phone/fax your swan. Mope

credo conic accepted You air, receoe a money casing soma!
viol. ',ocher

PDSI.. Wissembe House, Beacon Rd. Crowboreu01
Sussex INA lilt. Tel 01892 663298, Fes 01892 667473

progAsTRA Desk Top Account int;

^ ""' Overture s.,ose
"Wedo C

Professional .pn

S&S Systems Ltd, Bretton

iilleffirld, 5318PD, IX 15U611211,,1 1;.(1(

Td (01906,101 Nxi019091 TISK  nit e& 1144 KM%



COMPONENTS

EPROMS PLDs + MICRO
CONTROLLERS copied or
programmed. We supply
devices/convert discrete logic to
PLDs. PCB for ETI PIC project
card supplied at £10. PO Box
1561, Bath 01225 444467.

PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS

PCB's, PROTOTYPES AND
PRODUCTION, Artwork copied
or raised from your draft designs
or schematics. Quoteline 01232
473533 or write to P Agar. 36
Woodcot Avenue, Belfast. BT5
5JA

COMPLET
NOW IS THE CHANCE TO GET INTO TELEVISION.
Complete, one of Londons leading video editing companies require a keen electronics
enthusiast to Join their engineering team as a junior assistant. He/she will help with
all aspects of day to day engineering and project work. Please apply in 'writing only
with CV. to:

Richard Whitaker. Complete Facilities, Slingsby Place,
Long Acre, London WC2E 9AB.

COURSES

Start training now with the specialists for
the following courses. Send for our
brochure - without obligation or

Telephone us on 01626 779398 Eli 9/95

Name  Telecomms
Tech C&G 2710

17 Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

 Micro-
processor

 Introduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT, NEXUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY
WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Rates: Lineage 75p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Semi -display £10.50 per single column cm plus VAT. No reimbursements for cancellations.
All ads must be pre -paid.

Name

Address

Daytime Tel. No:

Signature Date

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.

Expiry Date

FOR SALE COMPONENTS PLANS OTHER - PLEASE STATE
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Open Forum
y now most readers will have
heard that Siemens have chosen
Britain - Newcastle to be exact -
as the site of a £1billion plant to
manufacture ASICs (Application

Specific Integrated Circuits). Not only will this
plant, scheduled to open in 1996/7, provide
over 2,000 jobs in a depressed area, many of
them for skilled engineers, but it will also
contribute about £800million a year to the UK
electronics GDP - a welcome boost to UK
manufacturing.

The German industrial giant chose Britain
in the face of fierce competition for the plant
from many other European countries. In doing
so, it joins a long list of US, European and
Japanese electronics companies which have
set up manufacturing operations in the UK
over the last decade. And, not just
manufacturing and assembly facilities, but
facilities which include leading edge product
design and development departments.

Indeed, it was the availability of a well
trained, flexible workforce, plus all the suitable
infrastructure, which persuaded Siemens and
all the other electronics companies which
have invested here, to come to Britain. They
could have found cheaper wages, lower
priced property, and bigger financial
inducements elsewhere, but what they could
not find in such places was a skilled,
disciplined workforce.

This brings us to the main thrust of this
piece, the question of vocational training in
Britain, and what can be done to improve it.
Although there are plenty of skilled people,
and in particular graduates, we in this country
are in danger of having a shortage of people
with craft and technician level qualifications.
Indeed, according to the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) only 25% of economically active
people of working age have craft or
technician qualifications, compared with 63%
in Germany and 66% in Switzerland.

As far as university graduates are

concerned, the percentage of the
economically active working population with a
degree in the UK is at 11% the same as that
in Germany and Switzerland, and four
percentage points higher than in France.
Furthermore, overseas investors in the UK are
finding that the wider educational basis of UK
engineers and scientists is far more useful that
the narrow specialisation of their European or

Japanese equivalents.
The quality of graduate engineers means

that electronics companies are keen to tap
into that resource and do their research and
development work in the UK. But the
shortage of people with appropriate craft and
technical skills will severely limit the number of
manufacturing operations which can make
use of the R&D work.

The solution to this problem lies in the
education system.

In the UK, just 43% of 16-18 year olds are
in full time education compared with 89% in
Germany, 75% in the US and 87% in France.
The result is that UK industrialists are
increasingly complaining that young people
coming into the job market do not have any of
the necessary skills which will allow them to
successfully contribute.

However, if traditional education is failing
both the country, its industry and its young
people, then perhaps the solution is to forget
the old educational techniques and start using
technology to create new learning techniques.
One has only to look at how many otherwise
academically undistinguished youngsters can
successfully find their way around the Internet,
or fly an F-16 on a simulated combat mission.

By creating new learning techniques for
vocational education, not just for the young
but for all of us in this rapidly changing world,
it could be possible to very quickly propel the
workforce in this country from being simply
good to being the best. We, as a nation have,
after all, few natural resources other our
brains and our skills - to survive, we need to
use them in the best possible way.

Next Month...
In the November 1995 issue of Electronics Today International we will be continuing one
premier autumn, the ETI Basic programmable microcontroller. This is a simple, low-cost
building block which will allow anyone to use microcontroller power in a project. No need
to learn to programme in assembler code; instead this simple module can be programmed
in the widely known and easy to use Basic computer language.
A PC disk containing the complete development system software for this project is being
given away on the cover of the November issue. So don't forget to place your order for
next month's ETI with newsagents now, in order to ensure that you get your copy!
Dr Pei An shows how to build a computerised radio control system that will allow a PC to
remotely control any device with a range of several hundred yards. From David Geary there
is a timed isolator system which should eliminate the chances of mains equipment being
accidentally left on. From Tim Parker, there is the second part of his versatile upgradable
bench power supply that should be of interest to all electronics experimenters. Bart Trepak
concludes his practical look at designing a project around the PIC microcontroller.
In the main feature article in next month's ETI Dave Clarkson will also be taking a look at
some world leading technology which will revolutionise the motor car.
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Electronics Workbench 
Version 4 is a fully integrated
schematic capture, simulator
and graphical waveform
generator. It is simple to
mix analog and digital parts
111 any combination.

MIXED -MODE SIMULATION.
THE POWER OF VERSION 4.

Analog, Digital &
Mixed Circuits

4`

1

14
Design and Verify
Circuits... Fast!
Ilectronics Workbench's
simple, direct interface
helps you build circuits
in a fraction of the time.
Try 'what if scenarios and
fine tune your designs
painlessly.

Electronics
Torkbench

The efectronics
lab in G computer

More Power
Simulate bigger and more
complex circuits. Faster.
On average, Electronics
Workbench Version 4 is
more than 5 times faster
than Version 3.

More Parts
Multiple parts bins
contain over twice the
components of
Version 3.

More Models
Over 350 real world analog
and digital models are
included free with
Electronics Workbench.
And, if you need more, an
additional 2,000 models
are available.

Incredibly Powerful. Incredibly Affordable.
If you need mixed -mode power at a price you
can afford take a look at this simulator and
graphical waveform generator that mixes analog
and digital with ease.

True mixed -mode simulation: Simultaneous AM transmission,
digitization and pulse -code modulation of a signal.

With over 20,000 users world-wide, Electronics
Workbench has already been tried, tested and accepted
as an invaluable tool to design and verify analog and
digital circuits. With Version 4 true mixed -mode
simulation is now a reality with incredible simplicity.

Electronics WorkbenchTM
The electronics lah in a comhuterTM

Order Now! Just £199*

4440)1203-233-216
RHRobinson

Marshall (Europe) Plc

Nadella Building, Progress Close,
Leofric Business Park,
Coventry, Warwickshire CV3 2TF
Fax: 44 (0)1203 233-210
E-mail: rme@cityscape.co.uk
Shipping charges UK £5.99 All prices are plus VAT.
All trade marks are the property of their respective owners.
Electronics Workbench is a trademark of interactive Image
Technologies Ltd., Toronto, Canada.
 30 Day money -back guarantee.

Australia: 2-519-3933  Brazil: 11-453-5588  Cyprus. 2-62-1068  Denmark: 33-25-0109  Finland 0-297-5033  France. 14-90e-9000  Gem., 711-62.774.  Greece, 1-524-9981

Hungary: 1-215-0082  India: 11-5441343  Israel: 3-647-5613  Italy: 11-437-5549  Japan 3-3382-3136  Malaysia. 603-7778945  Mexico 5-396-3075 Netherlands: 18-031-7666

New Zealand: 9-267-1756  Norway- 22-16-70-45 Portugal: 1-814-6609  Singapore. 462-0006  Slovenia 61-317-830  South Africa: 331-68309  South Korea: 2-2-222-3431

Spain: 1-553-3234  Sri Lanka. 1-86-5970  Sweden: 8-740-5500  Thailand- 66-2-398-6952  United Kingdom: 203-23-3216 INTERACTIVE



With over 14,000 products
the new Maplin Catalogue

is now bi I. er than ever

THE EIFFEL TOWER
Built in 1889 by Alexandre Gustave Eiffel,

the Eiffel Tower is 984 feet high and
gives an unrivalled view of the

whole of Paris.

Wide Range of Security Products 51027

Exceptional Range of Tools and
Test Equipment 51031

Latest Global Navigation Systems 51028

Over 300 Kits for You 'b Build 51032

THE NEW MAPLIN CATALOGUE
Built in 1995 by Maplin, the new catalogue is

almost 1,200 pages long and gives an unrivalled
view of the whole world of electronics.

Now Only £2.95

Full Range of Batteries and
Chargers 51029 Ultra Accurate Clocks

The Latest Innovatiois
Solar/Dynamo Powered Radio 51033
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PCMCIA Card 51034
Over 100 pages of Computer Components

Catalogue available at branches of WH mum John Menzies and Maplin stores nationwide or
order direct NOW on 01702 554161

Catalogue Mail order Price £3.45 (inc p&p). Prices depicted are from the 1996 Maplin Catalogue and are inclusive of VAT.
All items are subject to availability. E & OE. Maplin Electronics, P 0. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, England SS68LR.


